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ABSTRACT 

Many firms take actions which affect their competitive position w i t ho u t 

fully understanding the complexitics of relationships and linkages am on g 

decision areas of mamfacturing suatcgy. A lack of knowledge or explanation 

of relationships among widely disparate and dispersed elements of p ro du c t i O n 

in a finn bas been cited as one of the key reasons why manufacturing h as  

slipped to being a millstone rather than a source of competitive advantage. 

The standard techniques utilized in Operations Research today are almost 

incomprehensible to the typical manufacturing manager. Manu fac tu ring 

managers need a process to help thcm effectively integrate their actions i n 

manufacturing meaning that they must be able to understand the 

relationships among the decision arcas of manufacturing strategy from a 

holistic approach rather than a piecemeal or micro-fiinctional point of view. 

The research in this dissertation uses Systems Dynamics to 

conceptualize a systems dynamic mode1 which can be simulated for t h e  

purposes of bctter understanding what constitutes manufacturing strategy, 

and why certain decision choices mesh more successfully and lead to a 

superior compctitive position. In addition. this work identifies maintenance as 

a key decision area that bas not been previously linked to manuf acturing 

strategy. 

The simulations conducted for tbis dissertation indicated t ha t 

manufacturing as a system can behave in unexpected ways. In addition to 

confirming that maintenance indeed dots influence manufacturing s t rategy . 
This shows that it is not enough to assume one knows how the system wiIl 

respond; it is necessary to think carefully about how the strategies one sets 

influence other pans of the system. 

The author hopes that the concept of a systematic hoiistic approach to 

studying manufacturing strategy will help managers in industry to 

understand the complex nature of operations management and that O pera t i O ns 

management can become a competitive weapon if decision areas a r e  

effectively linkcà. in addition. the results of adopting a systematic holistic 

approach validates the fact that if one does not believe that a system c an 

behave in unexpected ways. one will not be on guard and think carefully 

about the ramifications of one's strategic and policy decisions. This was one of 

the main rcasons for this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The research in this dissertation attempts by using systcm dynamics to 

gain insight into manufacturing strategy. Manufacturing strategy c O nce rn s 

itself with integrating operations management decisions and linking t h e  m 

with the firmns business strategy to attain a competitive position. System 

Dynamics is a rigorous method for qualitative description, exploration and 

analysis of complex systems h terms of their processes, information, 

organisational boundarïes and strategics. which facilitates quantitative 

simulation modelling and analysis for the design of system structure and 

control (Wolstenholme 1990). The objective of the proposed research is to 

conceptualize a systems dynamics mode1 which can be simulated for t h e  

purposes of better understanding what constitutes manufacturing s t rat t gy , 

and why certain decision choices mesh more succtssfully and lead to a 

supenor competitive position- This dissertation focuses on u nde rs tand ing 

relationships among some operation management decisions which consti tute 

the content of manufacturing strategy. This research focuses specifically O n 

the content of manufacturing strategy and excludes issues relating to t h e  

process of planning strategy which, although is equally important, but is left 

as an area of future research. 



1.1 RESEARCH OVERVIEW 

The purpose of this research is threefold. First, issues and questions 

that need to be answered to bridge the gap in the knowledge base a r e  

identified, based on a review of the carrent literature. Second. a qualitative 

aaalysis is conductcd whtreby a system dynamics model representing some o f  

the operations management decisions commonly part of manuf  ac  tu  r ing 

strategy is conceptualized. Maintenance is introduced as one key decision a r e a  

of operations management, Third, a quantitative analysis on one scctor of t h e  

manufacturing strategy model is conducted for the purpases of i 1 lus  trating 

how a systems dynamic approach can offer a means to visualize how a system 

in its entirety works. The analysis demonstrates that by better unders tanding 

relationships among and within a system, policies can be evaluated in a m O r e 

concrete and dtcisive manner. which leads to better decision making. 

The first chapttr initially prescrits an overview of the r e sea rch  

problem, the methodology use& and expectcd contributions. The next section 

defines manufacturing strategy. as viewed in this research. The motivation 

for this research is discussed in the third section. The fourth section presents  

an overview of the research methodology. The fifth section discusses t h e  

research problems addrcssed in the dissertation. The sixth section summarizes 

the contributions of this research. 

A rcview of the current Iiterature on manufacturing strategy is 

presented in the second chapter. The third chapter introduces the concepts of  

Systems Dynamics modelling. A qualitative analysis of Our conceptualizing O f 

the manufacturing strategy model is described in chapter four- The f i  f th  

chapter descnbes the systems flow diagrams for the maintenance sector of t h e  

rnanufacturing strategy model, dong with the associated equations for t h e 



flow diagrams. The sixth chapter examines various scenarios within t h e  

maintenancc sector of the manuf acturing strategy model. Lastly . the s e v e n t h 

chapttr summarizes the research contributions and the direction for f u t u r e  

research. 

1 2 MANUFACTURING STRATEGY DEFINITION 

Recent competitive pressures have triggered an increased attention O n 

manufacturing management and its role in creating sources of compe ti cive 

advantage. This increased attention has led to a broader, strategic view o f  

manufacturing and its potential to help fims compete success full  y. 

Managers, strategists and research schotars are promoting manu f a c  t u  r i  ng  

strategy as a forma1 framework for thinking strategically . This broader v i e w 

has thmst manufacturing strategy or operations management strategy to t h  e 

forefront of management approaches believed to have answers for t h e  

competitive ills of the finn. The popularity of manufacturing strategy as a 

management concept has also led to diverse views and defmitions of 

manufacturing strategy. 

In this research, manufacturing strategy is defined as a pattern o f  

decisions designed to (a) link operations management decisions to the f i rm's  

business strategy , (b) link operations management decisions with each O th  e r 

so that they do not counteract each othcr, and (c) link the opera t ions  

management decisions with the other functional strategies or dec  is ions. 

Figure I shows the various linkages that constitute operations O r 

manufacturing strategy. The term link and Iinkages imply rel a t ions  h i ps 



among decisions. Two other terms, integrate and mesh, are uscd 

interchangeability with link in ihis thesis. 

BUSINESS STRATEGY 

- 

INFRASRiClîJWU 
(DESIGN) (OERATING) 

ECISONS DECISUlNS 1 

Figure 1. Linkages 

Manufacturing strategy can be intended or realized. Intended s t r a t  e g y  

is that which management desires to implemcnt. Realized strategy is t h a t  

which currently directs the firm's direction and actions. Intended strategy i s  

typically expresscd by forma1 statcments regarding planned actions. Realized 

strategy is reflected by the decisions and choices currently implemented i n 

the plant. 



This research focuses iis attention on realized strategy for two reasons. 

First. realized stratcgy exists in every organization, irrespective of whether i t 

is formaily p l a ~ e d  or note In other words, an organization may not formally 

plan a strategy, but it d l  has a strategy which is reflected by the decisions 

and choices made in the organization. Swamidass (1986) reports in his survey 

that very few companies express manufacturing strategy formally- Second, 

the final outcome and performance of a plant dtpends on the decisioas 

implernentcd rather than on decisions or choices that are planned f o r  

implementation. 

1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM MOTIVATION 

The pressures to understand and gain greater insights into m an agi ng 

manufacturing strategically comes from two sources: practice and academe. 

The pressures on managers to make manufacturing respond to competi tive 

needs of the business motivates research scholars to develop a better  

understanding of operations and its relationship to business strategies. 

1.3.1 Growing Pressure On Manufacturing Managers 

The pressures on managers, strategists and economists to improve t h e  

compctitivtness of the manufacturing sector is enonnous, not only in t h e  

U.S.A. and other industrialized nations but also in devcloping countries. A 

healthy manufacturing or industrial sector is essentid for the survival and 

growth of national tconomies (Manufacturing Studies Board Report 1986; 

Cohen and Zysman 1987). Without a strong manufacturing sector, a nation 



loses its ability to produce and market products competitively against f O r e i g n 

competitors. Trade deficits are one sign of a manufacturing sector that is n o  t 

competitive in the global tconomy. Tradc dcficits add to a nation's debt- As a 

nation's debt increasts, it has to set aside increasing proportions of its g ros s  

national product for paying interest on the debt. This reduces the gross  

national product available per person. Gross Nation Product (GNP) per p e r s O n 

is a measure of the standard of living. 

The tradt dcficits and the slow economic growth, particularly in t h e  

U.S.A. indicate that an expanding service economy may not b t  enough to  

sustain a healthy economy. In fact, the manufacturing economy is critical t o  

the survival of a service economy. Cohen and Zysman (1987) in their book 

eloquently argue why manufacturing matters. They argue that half of t h e  

service jobs are directly related to manufacturing. Many of the service jobs 

essentially perform functions or activities to support production a n d  

rnanufacturing activity. If manufacturing vanishes. then service jobs re  1 a t  ed 

to manufacturing aIso vanish. Therefore, a heaithy manufacturing sector i s  

critical for a healthy service economy. 

The governments in many countries are intervening to a r t  i f ic i  al1 y 

buffer their manufacturing or industrial sector against the increased g 10 b a1 

cornpetition (Vernon 1986). The governmental effort to make m a n u f  ac t u  r i  ng  

competitive, both in U.S.A. and in othcr industrialized countries such as J a p a n  

and France. also reflects the importance of manufacturing to the na t iona l  

economy. A heaithy manufacturing sector seems essential to sustain a n d  

improve the standard of living of its citizens. Thus managers, strategists,  

policy rnakcrs and research scholars must shoulder the responsibility O f 

making manufacturing more productive and competitive. to keep the n a t i O na  1 

economics healthy and the standard of living for its citizens high. 



Today's business environment is much more complex than ever before. 

Economic. technological. govenknent regulations and social dcmands h av  e 

made the business environment more hostile and cornpetitive. Technological 

advances have made national economics more interdependent than ever, The 

rapid development of new technology and its equally rapid diffusion across 

companies nationally and internationaliy continues to intensify competi t io n. 

The decline in the growth of the world economy is resulting in surplus  

capacity in aimost every industry (Wdl Street Journal March 9. 1987). w h ic  h 

furthtr increases the already intense global competition (Manu f a c  tu ring 

Studics Board Report 1986). 

Markets are also becoming more fragmented (Manufacturing S tudies 

Board Report 1986). Customer needs are no longer homogeneous as they were  

perhaps a decade or two ago. The fragmentation of the markets and the slower 

demand growth has led to an increase in product diversity and a decline in t h e  

volume per product. For cxample, in the food industry the number of product 

lines increased 21% in the last four years without any increase in the overal l  

demand (Metz et al 1986). As a resutt the average market sharc per product 

line declined, considerably reducing the volume per product line. Volume 

reductions change the cost structures and alternatives that a Company can use. 

Thus, there are ever greater demands on manufacturing to respond to 

customer's needs. 

Two conclusions are apparent. First, competition in the indus t ri al 

sector continues CO increase, and second. a competitive and productive 

industrial sector is essential for the long-term prosperity of a national 

economy. 



1.3.2 The Need For More Research 

The management of manufacturing rcquires actions that emphasize t h e  

finn's business strategy to make it more competitive. Two different approaches 

are being adopted by American manufacturers to improve t h e i r  

competitiveness: productivity improvement and an integrative a p p r O a c  h 

(Skinner 1986). In a bid to regain competitiveness quickly, many American 

firms are emphasizing productivity improvement through cost reduction and  

waste elimination. Skinner (1986) reports that this productivity approach to 

manufacturing is not enough since companies cannot cut cos& deeply e n o  ugh 

to restore competitive vitality. 

There are other firms such as General Electric, Chrysier, Outboard 

Marine, and Allen-Bradley that are adopting the integrative approach. The 

recent successcs in the plants owned by these U.S. companies (Wall Street 

Journal, Sept. 6, 1986) and Japanese cornpanies (Wheelwright 198 1) are a n 

evidence of how an integrated approach cm lead to competitive success. The 

integrative approach subscribes to the argument that rnanufac t u r ing 

decisions must mesh with each other and with the firm's business strategy. 

The effectiveness of an integrative approach in some of the examples cited 

above is one reason for conducting rescarch on how to integrate actions i n 

manufacturing. If thcories are made available, then manufacturing firms m ay 

be better able to achieve superior performances more consistentiy. 

A lack of Lnowltdge or explanation of relationships among widely 

disparate and disperscd elemtnts of production in a firm has bten cited as o n e  

of the key reasons why manufacturing siipped to being a millstone r a t h  t r 

than a source of competitive advantage (Skinner 1978; Hill 1985; DeMeyer and  

Ferdows 1986). 



The current literature pays very Little attention to the actual content o f  

operations management strategy. Lack of research in this area makes i t  

difficult to ascertain how manufacturing strategy tics in with busi ne ss  

strategy, takes advantage of operations talent and resources, and in terac t s 

with the environment. What objectives should operations pursue? What a r e  

the policies for quality. capacity , workforce, etc? What is the re  1 a t i o n s h i p 

betwecn objectives and policies? How dots operations help the busi ne ss  

cornpete? These arc o d y  some of the questions we find hard to answer without 

a sound working knowledge of the interrelationships among operation 

management decisions (Anderson et al. 1989). 

Up until the early nineties the majority of the research i n 

manufacturing strategy focused on a single content area such as quality 

(Garvin 1986) or facilities (Schmenner 1983). Little research has been aimed 

at understanding the relationships that txist among content areas or h o  w 

decisions in one content area affect decisions in other areas (Leong et al. 

1990). 

Research scholars must bear blame for this lack of knowledge base. 

More knowledge about integrating actions in manufacturing is needed. S uc  h 

information will help managers transform manufacturing from a millstone to 

a source of competitive advantage. In essence there is a necd to develop a n 

extensive knowledgc base to guide systematic planning and implementation o f  

manufacturing strategy to bring manufacturing to the level of O t h e r  

function's as bcing a source of competitive advantage. 

Developing an extensive knowledge base about the integration O f 

actions in manufacturing means understanding the relationships am on  g 

operations management decisions. Porter (1980) suggests that firms are bet te  r 

able to develop sustainable competitive positions if the decisions mesh w i  th  



each other. The soundntss of Porter's argument rc-emphasizes the imp O rt anc  e 

for studying relationships within manufacturing suategy. Noori (1990) 

suggests that more and more, competitive advantage will go to the companies 

that seek strategic breakpoints through the integration of decisions in e v c ry 

area of manufacturing. 

The benefits of developing an extensive knowledge base i n 

manufacturing suategy extend beyond the boundarits of the O perat ions 

management discipline. The success of business strategy depends to a I a r g e  

extent on its successful implementation. Business strategies are i mp 1 eme n ted 

through functional strategies; the more effective the manufacturing a n  d 

other functional strategies: the more successful the implernentation of t h  e 

business strategy. The progress of the implementation aspect of the field of 

strategic management depends to a large extent on the advancement i n 

functional strategics. Therefore, research in functional strategies, such a s  

manufacturing strategy, is important. 

In summary, this research is driven by the importance o f  

manufacturing to national economies, the rapidiy changing compe ti  t ive 

environment that mandates an intcgrated approach to man a g  i n g 

manufacturing, and finally, by the present lack of a knowledge base deal ing  

with strategic relationships in operations. 

1.4 RESEARCH METHOD OVERVIEW 

Until recently, the majority of research on manufacturing s t rategy , 

such as that by Abcrnathy (1975. 1976) and Skinner (1969, 1974)- has main ly  

relied on case studies. Rccently, there have been some empirical studies 



(Schmenner 1982, Miller et al, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986; Hayes and Cladc 1985; 

Roth et al. 1987; DeMeyer et al. 1987) that have statistically analyzed data 

collected from many organizations, There also have bcen some studies t ha t  

have employed analytical (Cohen and Lee 1984) analysis to gain insight into 

the Iinkages in manufacturing. 

A significant weakness of the above mentioned research is that most o f  

the research tends to be deep rather han broad in scope. In other words, most 

content studies found in the literature focus on a single content area and give  

Little attention to interactions with othcr content arcas. (Leong et al. 1990). 

Therefore. one may suggest that the majority of research to date is be ing  

conducted from a disjunctive point of view rather than of a holistic one. 

This research examines manufacturing strategy from a systems 

thinking perspective which focuses on problem solving and analysis O f 

complex real world systems by methodological means, where the emphasis i s  

on promoting holistic understanding rather than piecemeal solutions. 

According to Marquardt (1994) systems thinking, panicularly sys tems 

dynaimcs, can be a very powerful tool to facilitate organizational 1 e a rni n g . 

Systems dynamics recognizes that organizations are like giant networks O f 

interconnected nodes. Changes, plamed or unplanned, in ont pan of t h e  

organization can affect other parts of the organization with suprising, O f ten 

negative conscquences. 

The use of the systems dynamics approach permits relatively easy 

modelling of the somewhat imprecise relationships betwccn the p arame te  rs 

and processes of interest (Chen et al. 1995). 

Senge (1994) describes systerns thinking as a "discipline for seeing 

wholes, a framework for seeing interrelationships rather than linear cause - 
effect chains. for seeing patterns of change rather than snapshots". 



This research draws on the systems dynamics methodology develo ped 

orginally at MIT (Forrester 1961. 1969; Roberts 1978) to first. conceptualize a 

qualitative mode1 that can offer a means to bttter understand relat ionships 

among the decision arcas of process, quaiity, workforce management ,  

materials management and maintenance (which in this research is b e i n g  

introduced as a decision area) in manufactunng strategy. Secondly, a 

quantitative analysis is conductcd to provide insights on the effects of t h e  

proposed variables for the decision area of maintenance w i t h i n 

manuf acturing.  

Qualitative system dynamics is bascd on creating cause and ef fec t  

diagrams (causal loop or influence diagrams) which create a forum f o  r 

translating Our individual's thoughts, perceptions and assumptions about a 

system into usable ideas which can be communicated to others. The intent is t o  

increase the understanding of tach individuai and, by sharing their though t s  

to make them aware of the system as a whole, and of the interrelationships O f 

the various parts within the system. Essential to understanding systems i s  

being aware of the process and information structure of the system and is  

referred to the information feedback structure of the system. Fundamental to  

system dynamics is the concept of feedback structures which are deemed to b e 

a direct determinant of the system's behavior ovcr time. 

Once creatcd, the casual diagrams can be used to qualitatively explore  

alternative structure and strategies. both within the system and i ts  

environment, which might benefit the system. Although comp re  hens i v e 

simulation is not advocated by the method at this stage, it is possible from a 

study of the fcedback loop structure of the diagranis. to estimate their I i kel  y 

general direction of behavior (e-g: growth or decline). Further by using some 

of the experiencts from the results of quantitative simulation modelling i n 



other systems it is possible to apply guidelines for the redesign of system 

structures and strategies to irnprove system behavior. 

The next step to qualitative systcm dynamics is quantitative CO mpu t e r  

simulation modelling using specializcd software, It involves dereiving t h e  

shape of relationships between al1 variables within the diagrams, cal  i b ration 

of parameters and the construction of the simulation equations. Although 

numbers are anached to variables during quantitative simulation modelling, i t  

should be suessed that the method is not aimed at accurate prediction o r  

solutions. It is more conccmed with the shapc of change over cime. Accurate 

prediction on the basis of past performance assumes k a t  the structure a n d  

strategies of the future will not be too dissimilar fiom the past. if the purpo s e  

of the mode1 is to rcdesign structure and strategies, prediction needs, b y 

definition, to be less accurate- Emphasis is on the process of modelling as a 

means of improving understanding; the idea being that such under s  tand  ing  

will change perceptions and add to the ability of decision makers to reac t  

better to future problems (WoIstenholme 1990). 

The power of quantitative system dynamics bas been s igni  f i  c ant  1 y 

enhanced in recent years by the development of the desk-top computer a n d  

associated software. The creation of computer simulations of dynamic mociels 

has always been a significant factor in improving systemic unders  tandi  ng. 

This is because there is a severe limit in the cognitive ability of the h u m a n  

brain to process multi-variate problcms without such help. Never beforc h a s  

computer power been so readily accessibie and the potential this creates €0 r 

experimental learning through questioning is enormous (De Geus 1988). 

Why use simulation to analyze manufacturing stratcgy? First, m a n  y 

practical problcms cannot be solved with optimizing methods. The relationship 

betwecn the variables may be nonlinear and very complex. In addition, t h e  r e 



may simply be too many variables and/or constraints to handle with C U  r r en  t 

optirnizing approaches. A simulation model may be the only way to estimate 

the operating characteristics and analyze the probltm. 

Second, simulation modeb can bc uscd to conduct experiments wi t ho ut 

disrupting real systems. Expcrimenting with a real systcm can be very costly. 

It would be unreasonable to go through the expense of purchasing and  

installing a new flexible manufacturing system without first estimating its 

benefits in detail from an operating perspective. A simulation model can b e 

used to conduct experiments for a fraction of the cost of installing such a 

system. Also, the model could be used to evaluate different configurations O r 

proctssing decision rules. To try any of these methods while attempting to 

maintain a production schedule would be virtually impossible. 

Third, simulation models can be uscd to obtain operating charac ter i s  ti c 

estimates in much less time than rtquircd to gather the same operating data 

from a real system. This feature of simulation is called time compression. For 

example, a simulation model of the manufacturing operations of a plant c an  

generate five years worth of statistics regarding the cycle t h e  of products, 

effects of a labor strike, production systems, iayoffs and effects of quality O n 

on-time deliveries, in a matter of minutes on a cornputer, Al  ternative 

strategies and policies could be analyzed and decisions made casily. 

1 .S RESEARCH PROBLEM OVERYIEW 

Two problems are studied in tûis thesis. The first problern is t h e  

conceptualization of a qualitative model to represent some of the ope  rat ions 

management decision areas of m anufacturing strategy with m a in  t en  an c e  



being introduced as new specific key decision area. The current literature o n  

manufacturing strategy describes eight key decision arcas of manu  f a c  t u  r i  ng  
1 

strategy - capacity, workforce management, quality, process, mater ials  

management, production planning, new product development and tee hno logy 

(Hayes and Wheelwright 1984. Fhe and Hax 1985). Nowhere in the c u r r e n t  

literature has the author to the best of his lrnowledge found any mention o f  

maintenance as a key strategic decision area of manufacturing strategy. The  

decision areas selected for the prestnt restarch art quaiity, workforce,  

process, materials and maintenance. Within each decision area are factors O r 

key variables that can significantly influence the behavior of the decision 

areas. In order for the model to be representative of the decision areas, it i s  

imperative that appropriate variables are selected. 

In developing the model, two distinct avenues were pursued in t h e  

process of selecting variables for the decision areas under examin at io  n- 

Variables for the decision areas of process, quality, materials managemen t, 

and workforce management were deductively derived from the a u  t ho r '  s 

existing knowledgt base. Interviews were then conducted with manufacturers 

in industry ranging from senior manufacturing managers to front l i n e  

manufacturing supervisors to validate the selection of the key variables, The 

influence diagrams as described in this dissertation have cvolved as a result of 

numerous discussions with tndividuals that have had direct involvement i n 

developing manufacturing strategy in industry . Sinu  thcre seems to h a v c 

bcen little, if any, published effort to date to relate maintenance to  

manufacturing strategy, the variables identified for this decision area in t h  e 

model are of an exploratory nature by the author as a result of his o w n  

experiences and insights gaintd from being directly involved in the process 

of developing maintenance strategies within two very large m a nu  f a c  tu  r ing  



organizations in North Amenca. The author's experiences with t h  e 

maintenance departments of these two large manufacturing O rganiz a t ions 

were utilized to propose and v e r w  the variables for the maintenance scctor o f  

the model. 

The second problem addrtssed in this thesis is a quantitative analysis o f  

one sector of the manufacturiog strategy model (the maintenance decision 

area), conducted for the purposcs of illustrating haw a systems dynamic  

approach can offcr a means for people to visualize how a systcm in its en t i r e ty  

operates. The analysis demonstrates that by better unders  tanding  

relationships among systems and within a systtm. policies can be evaluated i n 

a more concrctt and dccisive manner. thus Ieading to better decision making,  

The variables studied within the maintenance decision area are percent  ages  

completcd for b o a  preventive maintenance and maintenance requests. t h e 

level of the production machine operator's involvement with main tenance  . 
the operating condition of the production equipment and production 

equipment capacity to produce product. 

According to the Executive Summary of the 1987 North American 

Manufacturing Futures Survey , cornpetitive priori tics based on quality , a n d 

delivery tinte will be the theme of the nineties. Delivery time denotes t h e  

elapsed timc betwecn receiving a customcr's order and filling it. Specd o f  

delivery is viewed as a means of achieving superior service qual i ty  

(Whtelwrigh 1978; Hayes and Schcmmer 1978). Krajewski and Ritzman (1987) 

consider fast delivery as an independent basis for gaining compe ti t i v e 

advantage. 

A kcy measurc of the delivery timc is the cycle time for a product. Cycle 

time is defined as the thne required to manufacture ont part or product unit .  

Cycle time has bcen selected as the measurc to examine relationships am o n g  



and within the decision areas of process, quality, materiai management .  

workforce management and maintenance. 

1.6 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 

This thesis hypothesizes that the use of a systems dynamics model will 

create an indtpth understanding of a manufacturing system, not evident i n 

routine everyday operations, and that this heightened understanding can b e 

used to have more meaningful insights which would lead to more e f fec t ive  

policy and decision making. 

If this hypothesis is correct, it is expectcd that in utilizing the model, 

managers will be askcd to corne up with data they do not typically collect and to 

view the system in ways thcy have never before done. As a tesult one would 

expect that utilizing the model will generate substantial discussions about what 

the key points of the system and the key parameters rcally are. 

In addition, it is proposed that, in its role in exacting an unde r s t and ing  

of the most important aspects of the system and their interactions, t h e  

modeling tooi can be used as a communication device for visualizing and better 

discussing how the organization operates- The above expectations will b e 

tested on one sector of the modcl, the maintcnmce dccision atea. 

In summary, the contributions of this research from an academic 

standpoint lies in two arcas. First in the development of a new perspective o n  

unders tanding manufacturing strategy , and second, in the introduction O f 

maintenance as another strategic operations management dccision a r t  a 

within manufacturing. A quantitative analysis of the maintenance decision 

area dernonstrates the main theme of this research (i.e. creating a b e t t e r  



understanding of a systcm which leads to more effective decision making), and 

its applicability within industry 

1.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter briefly describes the main thrust of this thesis. 

Manufacturing strategy is to be examincd utiiizing a systems dynamics 

approach, This chaptcr identifies the need for more research on t h e  

relationships among and within decision areas of manufacturing s t ra tegy 

from a holistic point of view. Hencc, the research problems were established 

around using system dynamics to model some of the operations management  

decision areas of manufacturing suategy. 

An overview of the rcstarch methodology was provided. This study 

identifies the key variables of the selected decision areas of manuf ac tu r ing  

strategy. A qualitative model WU be conceptualized and a quanti tat ive 

simulation analysis conducted on one sector of the model to demonstrate t h a t  

by better understanding relationships among and within a system, pot icies 

can be evaluated in a more concrete and decisive manner which leads to be t t e r  

decisions. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chaptcr rcvicws the currcnt knowledge base on manufacturing 

strategy. The purpose is to classify and catcgorizt past research with t h e  

intent of identifying issues and areas that represcnt gaps in our knowledge. 

The objective is not to describe and summarizt the currcnt knowledge base. 

but to use it as a framework to guide friture research. This review uses ideas 

from the strategy management literature to classie past research O n 

manufacturing strattgy, 

The next section briefly introduces and dtfincs some concepts that a r e  

used to categorize manufacturing strategy restarch. The review h e r e 

organizes the litcrature in terms of the key elements of managing 

manufacturing strattgy - planning. control and process. The second. th i rd 

and fourth sections prcsent a discussion on the threc components of p 1 annin g 

strategy - decisions, linkages and segmentation. The fifth section reviews t h e  

literature on the control of strategy. and the sixth section dtals with t h e  

process of planning and controlling strategy. Finally the last section discusses 

some directions for future research. 



2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section descnbes some concepts for classifying the literature o n  

manufacturing strategy. The concepts and terms borrowed from s t r a  t e g  y 

management literature are fifst discussed. The role of "Opcrations" (Le. t h e  

Operations Department or Function of an enterprise) in m a n a g i n g  

organizational strategies is also briefly discussed in the first subsection; t h e 

purpose is to show how manufacturing strategy fits into the broader picture o f  

managing organizations strategically. A paradigm proposed to descnbe t h e  

content and process of managing manufacturing strategy is aIso p r e s  e n  ted 

here- The paradigm is used as basis for developing a taxonomy to organize a n d  

classify the manufacturing strategy literatwe, The taxonomy presented in the 

third subsection summarizes the dimensions according to which the 1 i t e ra  tu re 

is reviewed. 

2.1.1 Strategy Management 

This section first defmes strategy, and then descnbes the d i f f e ren t  

levels at which strategy is managed. Two planning paradigms proposed in t h e  

strategy management literature are also briefly reviewcd. 

2.1.1.1 Strategy Definition 

Strategy, derivcd from the Greek word strategos meaning "art of t h e  

general" was introduced into the management Litcrature in the 1960's. 

Research scholars labeltd the "pattern of objectives. purposes, or goals a n d  

major plans and policies for achieving these goals . . ." as strategy (Andrews. 



Learned, Christensen and Guth 1965). Schendel and Hoffer (1978) offer a 

composite definition of strategy- bWlt around four components: (1) scope, 

defmed in terms of product/market and geographic tcrritorks, (2) reso urc e 

deployments and distinctive compctencies, (3) competitive advantage. and (4) 

synergy. 

2.1.1.2 Strategy Levels 

Strategy researchers (Ansoff 1967; Ackoff 1970; Schendel and Ho ffe r 

1978; Hax et al. 1985) concur on three organizational levtls at which strategy is 

typically planned: corporate, business and functional. Table 1 describes t h  e 

purpose and rok of strategy at each level. Manufacturing strategy is o n e  

functional strategy. Marketing, human resources, restarch and development 

(R & D), and financial/control are other functional suategies through w h i c h 

the business strategy is articulated. 

- 
Corporate 

Business 

Func tional 

Defmes what businesses to be in and 
how resources are to bc acquircd and 
allocated among diffcrent businesses 

Dcfmes how to compete for each 
business 

D e f i s  how to dcvtlop sources of 
competitive advantage within a 
particular function of a business 

Table 1. Strategy levels 



Functional strategies are the medium through which the corporate a n d 

business strategy is implernented. The successful implementation of h i g h e r 

levet strategies depends on functional strategies- As rcsearchers start t O 

emphasize strategy implementation, functional strategies such a s  

manufacturing strategy are becoming areas of interest. 

2.1.1.3 Strategy Management Paradigms 

Many approaches and frameworks have been proposed for m a n  a g i n g 

strategy. Most of the approaches find their roots in two basic pa rad igms:  

rational and incremental, These two paradigms are regarded as being at t h e  

two ends of a continuum of strategy planning approaches- Figure 2 d e f i n e s  

the two paradigms at the extreme ends o f  the continuum. 

Aowoach 

Rational 

Strateqy Declslon Making View Decision Making Basis 

Figure 2. Approaches for managing strategy 

Ratfonal i t y  
Goals 

L 

i ncremental Content Performance 

; Optirnizing Behavior Means 

Bounded Rat l ona 1 i t y  
Sat ls f ic lng Behavior 



The rational paradigm (descnbed in Bourgeois 1980) for s t ra tegy 

planning involves four steps, Decision makers (aher carefully a n  a 1 y z i ng  

environmental conditions and organizational capabilities) first defme go als 

and objectives. Second, they generate a comprehensive iist of policy 

alternatives (means) and evaluate the probabilities associated with t h e 

consequences in terms of satisfying corporate objectives. An alternative i s 

then chosen and the actions to implement the alternative are defined ( these  

constitute the content of the strategy). The action whcn taken affects 

performance (hopcfully resulting in superior performance). The first two 

steps involve strategy formulation and the third step involves the s t ra tegy 

implementation. The rational approach assumes that some rationale and logic 

drive the decision-making process. One can argue that the premise behind the 

rationality assumption is the belief that there exist "universal laws", w h i c  h 

when applied leads to superior performance. The rational p a rad i gm 

essentially views functional strategy as a denvativc of business and corpora te  

strategy. 

The incremental paradigm, on the other hand. suggest that goals a n d  

means are both mutually adjusted until the policy makcrs amve a t  

alternatives that offer an "acceptable" (versus optimai) solution. The goals a r e  

not necessarily f d  or well defincd prior ta consideration of alternatives.  

The goals and means arc adjusted to what is feasiblc and politically acceptable 

to ail  the decision makers. Somc researchers (Cyen and March 1963; Cohen, 

March and Olsen 1972) advocate the incremental approach over the rat ional  

approach; cognitive limits on human rationality to process knowlcdge, a l  O ng 

with inenia against change. drive human beings to make marginal changes  . 
The rcsearchers argue that the incremental approach reflccts the n a t u r a l  

cognitive profess of human beings. The incremental approach implies a 



bigger role for fwictional strategies than implied by the rational approach. 

The incremental approach suggests that functional managers negotiate a r O 1 e 

that fits the capabilities and strengths of the functional arca- The funct ional  

managers can modify the corporate goal and strategy in the incrementa l  

approach, whereas in the rational approach the corporate goals determine t h e  

role the functions must play in achieving the goal. 

2.1.2 Manufacturing Strategy Definitions 

Manufacturing strategy as a concept has existed in some f o m  for m a n  y 

years. The principal idea bthind the concept - to deploy manufac tu r ing  

resources to cfficiently produce goods that consumers value - is very simple. 

The example of the Ford Motor Company, mass producing inexpensive cars ,  

exemplifies the notion as early as the beginning of the twentieth century  . 

Although the idea behind manufacturing strategy is not new, manufac tu r ing  

strategy as a restarch area has only receivcd scholarly attention since t h e  

1960's. 

Manufacturing strategy as a scholarly topic originated in business 

courses taught at the Harvard Business School in 1950's. Researchers h a v e  

wntten on the topic in scholarly journals since the 1960's. Thurston (1960) 

introduced the notion of integration, a key idea underlying m a nu f ac t u r i  n g 

strategy. He 

material with 

performance. 

manufacturing 

manufacturing 

manufacturing 

argued that inttgrating product design, process design a n d 

tach other and other functional areas is key to super io r  

Skinner (1969) suggcsted the idea that it is not enough f o r  

to be efficient. He emphasized the nced to make  

an ally in the cornpetitive stnigglt. He argued t h a t  

must work in synergy with other functional areas i n 



accomplishing the business objectives- Skinner with his article in 1969 laid 

the foundation for the manufacturing stratcgy concept. Since then a num b c r 

of books and articles have been written on the subjcct. 

Most researchers subscribe to Skinner's (1960) view of manu f a c  t u ri  n g 

suategy. Even though there is general consensus on the purpose of 

manufacturing energy, differences on its definition, formulation an  d 

implementation have started to emerge, Thc next subsection presents two 

definitions of manufacturing strategy. Following that, a paradigm O n 

manufacturing strategy management is prcsented, 

2.1.2.1 Two Definitions 

Two alternate views on manufacturing strategy are ernerging. The f i rs t  

view considers strategy to be reflected by a pattem of decisions in operations 

(Skinner 1969; Wheelwright 1978, 1984; Hayes and Wheelwright 1984)- This 

view concurs with Hoffer and Schendel's (1975) definition of strategy which is 

well accepted by strategy management scholars and profess ionals. 

Wheelwright (1984) contends that it is "the pattem of decisions tha t  

constitutes manufacturing strategy". The pattem of decision means how 

decisions relate to one another over time. Manufacturiag suategy is embodied 

in decisions and choices, rather than in formal statements and documents. 

The second view (Schrotder et al. 1989; Anderson et al, 1987) focuses o n  

planned stratcgy. This view defines manufacturing strategy as f O rm al  

statements regarding mission, objectives. manufacturing policy a a d  

distinctive competence. This definition focuses on the choices of al  te  rnat ives 

and not so much on how those choices are applied. The distinctions made 

betwecn mission, objectives and distinctive compctence in the definition a r e  



somewhat ambiguous. Al1 three seem to refer to the same thing - elements O r 

dimensions that are considered important for achieving advantage over t h  e 

cornpetitors. The second definition emphasizcs strategy formulation and does 

not offer the breadth offered by the first view. 

The two definitions view strategy differently- The differences in t h e  

two definitions can be explained in terms of Mintzberg's (1978) c l  ass i  f ica tion 

of patterns in strategy formulation (Figure 3)- Strategies that are fo  rmal l  y 

formulated and planned are defmed as intended, The intended strategy may b e  

realized or  unrealized, Mintzberg (1978) defines a "pattern in a Stream o f  

important decisions" not planned by management as emergent strategies. T h e  

"pattern of decision" view seems to focus on realized strategy; but does not r u l e  

out the notion of intended strategy. The "formal statement" definition. on t h e  

other hand. views strategy in terrns of intended strategy only. The first v iew 

is more realistic since every organization has a strategy, whether intended O r 

not. Moreover, the first view is more flexible, since it allows either a hol is t ic  

Figure 3. Strategy types 
(Adapted from Mintzberg (1978)) 

o r  disjunctive view of strategy. 

L 

I L 

l ntended Realized 
Strategy Strategy 

Unrealtzed 
Strategy 

Ernergent 
Strategy 



The holistic view of suategy considers the total picture by looking a t  

interactions and relationships betwetn al1 strategic variables (Snow an d 

Hambrick 1980; Ginsberg 1984)- The holistic vicw assumes that there exists a n  

interna1 inttgrative logic that links suategic variables and decisions. The 

disjunctive vicw examines rclationships and interactions among a fe w 

variables. 

The distinction between the two views and the type of strategy 

operationalized is important. Rtsearch scholars in strategy m an agcme n t 

(Mintzberg 1978; Snow and Hambrick 1980; Ginsberg 1984; Ginsberg and 

Venkatraman 1985) suggest that researchcrs must be explicit about the type of 

stratcgy being analyzcd, Intended strategits require a different set O f 

measures and opcrationalizations than do reaiized strategies. 

A Paradigm 

1 now present a framework summarizes manufacturing strategy 

(Figure 4). The paradigm defines the components of manufacturing s t rateg y 

and the dimensions associated with managing it. The paradigm schematic al1 y 

represents the process of managing manufacturing strategy. The paradigm is 

a synthesis of idtas suggested by several researchers in the literature, 

Manufacturing strategy is setn to consist of (a) compttitive p rio rit ies 

chat defme the mission or goals in operations, (b) strategic variables w hich 

comprise decisions in operations that have strategic significance. and ( c )  

control variables for evaluating performance and controlling strategy 

implementation. 



Cor~orace Smcegy 
wnat 8us1nessl 

Proaucts 

Business Strategy 
now CO Carnotcc? 

Figure 4. A Manufacturing strategy framework 

The management of manufacturing strategy can be described in t e rms  

of several dimensions. Planning and control are two aspects of m a n a g i  n g  

stratcgy. Planning refers to formulation and articulation of strategy. 1 n 

other words, planning describes what actions to take under d i f f e r en t  

cornpetitive situations. Control refers to implementation of strategy and t h  e 

evaluation of its effectiveness. Two other dimensions - content and process - 

are used to describe the management of rnanufacturing strategy. The c o n t e n t  



describes what decisions and linkages to consider in planning manu f a c  t u ring 

strategy. In other words, content refers to the strategic variables and to t h e  

linkagcs arnong the variables for planning and controlling stratcgy. The 

proccss refers to the approach and procedures for planning and controlling 

manufacturing strategy- In other words, process describes how to plan and 

control strategy. 

The suatcgic variables refer to those aspects of manufacturing 

decisions or corporate stratcgy that are important in planning and controlling 

manufacturing strategy. Tùe framework broadly lists two categories O f 

manufacturing decisions: structural and infrastructural. The structural 

decisions represent the decisions associated with design of operations a n  d 

infrastructural decisions with day-to-day management of operations. Bo th 

structural and infrastructural decisions include elements that are of g r e a t e r 

strategic significance than others. 

Competitive prionties are another set of important variables f O r 

planning and controlling strategy. Business strategy defines how t h  e 

Company intends to compete in broad terms. Competitive priorities t ran s 1 ate 

business strategy into specific objectives or goals that are meaningful to 

operations. Competitive priorities are a theoretical consmct devised b y 

researchers to understand and explain how the business strategy is artic u 1 at ed 

in operations. Competitive priorities broadly define the dimensions that a r e 

considered important in gaining cornpetitive advantage. 

Frameworks for manufacturing strategy typically consider comp e ti tive 

priorities to be above the functional level. at the business strategy level. 

Recent surveys (Miller et al. 1983. 1984, 1985, 1986; Schrocdtr et al. 1986; 

Swamidass 1986) indicatc chat 

strategy above the functional 

priorities art developed based on business 

level. The surveys aIso indicate t hat  

29 



manufacturing managers do get involved in planning business strategies an d 

competitive priorities. How competitive priorities are established and b y 

whom is stiil unclear. The framework proposcd hem suggests that competitive 

prionties are established by al1 functional arcas, including manu f a c  t uring . 

The competitive priorities are finally reflected in operations by t h e  

importance givcn to variables that arc within the control of manufactur ing 

management, The priority given to these variables are presumcd to be u nde r 

the jurisdiction of m a n u f a c t u ~ g  managers. 

Manufacturing strategy couples with corporate strategy through th  r e e 

variables: dominant orientation, growth perspective and i ndu s t ry 

environment. Tbe dominant orientation defines the company's distinctive 

competence or strength. For example, some finas have strengths i n 

marketing, other firms have compettncy in developing new products, and 

others are good at exploiting new technology either in products or processes. 

The growth perspective defines the amount of resources acquired and 

deployed by the corporation in manufacturing. The variables that desc  ri be 

the industry environment define the constraints and opportunities th a t 

manufacturing must consider in planning its strategy. 

The linkages in Figure 4 are the relationships among decisions O r 

strategic variables which include manufacturing decisions, compe ti  t ive 

priorities and some corporate strategy dccisions. The relatioaships e xp 1 ain 

how the decisions relate under different competitive scenarios. in prac tic t, 

linkagcs among two actions imply that the two actions reinforce or counteract 

each othcr. In otber words. when two dccisions are linked it implies that t h e  

cumulative effcct of the two dccisions on performance is much lcss obvious 

than when the two are not linked. The relationships form the basis on w h i c  h 

alternatives for each decision are chosen so that the decisions are consistent 



with each other and collectively emphasize the dimensions on which t h e  

company chooses to comptte. 

Our paradigm, draws from the various frameworks proposed f o r  

managing manufacturing strategy (Skinner 1969. 1974, 1978; W he e l  w righ t 

1978; Hayes and Scbmemer 1978; HiiI 1985; Hax and Fine 1985)- The paradigm 

assumes 

(a )  a hybrid approach which includcs aspects of both rational 
and incremtntal approach; 

( b )  al1 operations management decision arcas must be considercd in 
planning suategy. but only some decisions in each decision area 
have strategic significancc; 

(c) the fit between business strategy, fwctionai strategits. and 
indusuy environment idiucnces performance (Le. strategy 
plays a moderating role); 

(d) choice of alternatives should depend on the cornpetitive 
priorities, industry environment, corporation's orientation and 
growth perspective; 

(e) the dominant orientation and growth perspective corne from 
corporate strategy; 

( f )  a comprehensive view of strategy; 

( g )  an underlying Iogic that determines the choice of alternatives 
for eacb decision; 

( h )  the process of managing strategy includes monitoring and 
feedback of performance. 

2.1.2.3 Research Taxonomy 

Only two attempts have been made at organizing the past research. An 

article in Operations Management Rcview (St. John, 1986) reviewed some ke  y 

articles. The second rtview (Schroeder et al. 1987) classifies the past research. 

But the classification does not offer any systematic organization to mo tivate 



future research or assist strategists in grasping the concepts to m a n a g c  

strategy. Two difficulties encouncered in reviewing the literature stand out. 

First, the body of knowtedge seems almost like a coiIection of i n d e p e n d c n t  

papers. Second, it is difficult to draw a boundary regarding what cons t i tu tes  

research on manufacturing strategy- 1 propose a taxonomy (Figure 5) t o  

organize the body of knowkdge on manufacturing strategy. 

Manufacturing Strategy Management 

Conten t  

Plannina Contro l  

Process 

Figure 5 .  Proposed taxonomy for the study of rnanufacturing strategy 



The literaturt is ciassificd into two broad areas - content and process, 

Strategy content includes and control aspects of managing s t rategy . 

Three arcas - decisions, linkages and segmentation - make up the issues 

involved in planning strategy. Each of the planning arcas is discussed in t h e  

following separate sections. The section on decisions discusses the va r i  ab  l e s  

that are important in developing manufacturing strategy. The section O n 

linkagcs discusscs the relationships among the decisions. The segment  a t i on 

section reviews variables and propositions in the literature for O rgan iz  i ng 

plants, The control and process issues are also discussed in separate sections. 

Manufacturing strategy is planned and implemented through decisions, 

making decisions a key ingrcdient of manufacturing strategy. A distinction is  

made between decision area and decisions. Decision area comprises of a set O f 

decisions. For examplc, there are a number of decisions that have to be made 

on the product manufactured in the plant such as the number of products, 

number of options, product commonality, degree of standardization, number of  

features, type of features and the color the product is painted. These decisions 

make up the set of the decision on product, and so describe the product 

dccision area. 

Some of the product decisions may have greater strategic i mp O rt an c e 

than others. For example, the dccision on the color of the product is l e s  

important to manufacturing strategy than perhaps decisions on amount O f 

part commonality or the number and type of features. Al1 decision areas a r e  

important for developing a sound manufacturing strategy, but some decisions 



in each decision area are more important than others in p 1 anning 

manufacturing strategy. Note the tenu "decisions" is used synonymousl y w i L h 

the term "strategic variables" in this thesis. The strategic variables p e r t  i n en t 

to manufacturing svattgy are classified into three categories: c O rp or  ate 

strategy elements, cornpetitive priorities and manufacturing decisions. The 

manufacturing decisions are further categorized into structural and 

infrastructural decisions. 

There arc differences in the set of decisions that researchers consider 

in descnbing manufacturing strategy, teflecting underlying differences i n 

the theory and in the way rcsearchers conceptualize strategy. The differences 

stem from the researchers' opinion on how different decisions interact and 

affect strategic direction. 

There is a little empirical evidence to support or explain why some 

decisions are considered by the researchers and others are not. In O ther 

words, there is little available in the literature that explains which decisions to 

consider in manufacturing strategy . Only recently , researchers (Miller et al. 

1983, 1984. 1985. 1986: Schmenner 1982; Schroeder 1986; Swamidass 1986; Roth 

1987) have made attempts empirically to identify the variables that have 

strategic significance. 

Corporate strategy interacts and directly influences m aau f ac  t u ri ng 

strategy through industry environment, dominant orientation, g ro  w t h 

perspective and management philosophy (Skinner 1969; Hayes and 

Schmenner 1978; Whcelwright 1978; Wheelwnght 1984). 

Industry environment defines the opportunities and limitations of th  e 

business segment in which the corporation chooses to do business. 

Manufacturing has to confront technological and economic realities of th e 

industry in developing its strategic posture. 



The dominant orientation influences the product policies i n 

manufacturing. The dominant orientation d e f i e s  the range of products a n d  

markets the company feels competent in competing with. In some ways 

dominant orientation refers to distinctive competence - strength of t h  e 

organization that sets it apart from other companies- 

Some tcsearchers (Hayes and Schmenner 1978; Schmenner 1978) a r g u e 

the importance of growth policies in shaping manufacturing strategy . Two 

aspects of growth policy - growth rate and diversification pattern - inf luence  

manufacturing choices (Schmenner 1978; Wheelwright 1984)- Growth po 1 ic ies 

esscntially determine the amount of resources allocated to manufacturing a n d  

how the resources are to bc deployed in seeking growth. Corporate missions 

for each business/plant define the unit's growth poiicy. The deployment o f  

resources are also influenced by the entrance and exit suategies. T h e  

envance and exit strategy (Hayes and Wheelwright 1979) defines the stage o f  

the product life cycle at which the company plans to enter and exit t h e  

business. 

Business strategy interacts with manufacturing strategy th  ro u g h 

competitive prionties. The compctitive priorities serve the purpose O f 

translating business strategy into objectives that are more meaningful to 

operations. Skinner (1969) first propostd the notion of manufacturing task as  

a means of translating business strategy to objectives more meaningful to  

operations- Other researchers (Wheelwnght 1978; Hayes and S c hmenn e r 

1978) refined Skinner's ideas and proposed the notion of competitive 

priorities. More recently Krajewski and Ritzman (1987) further refined t h e 

notion. Tbey suggtst scven competitive priorities; cost, quaiity consistency , 

quality level, delivery time, delivery dependability, product fitxibility a n d  



volume flexibility. Each of the seven pnonties represents a basis f o r  

attaining competitive advantage. 

The seven competitive prionties can be mapped to Porter's (1980) 

typology on competitive strategy. Poner (1980) suggests that cost a n d  

differcntiation are two fundamental ways of achieving competitive advantage-  

The cost competitive priority relates directly to Porter's cost strategy. S i nce 

quality consistency improves productivity and lowers costs, q ua l  i t y  

consistency can also be viewed as a mtans by which low-cost strategy can b e 

emphasized at the business lcvel, Quality level and product flexibility e n h a n  c e 

the product's differentiation. Delivery tirne, delivery dependability a a d 

volume flexibility offer advantages in marketing, The five cornpe t i  t ive 

prionties - quality level. product flexibility, volume fiexibility, delivery t i  me, 

delivery dependability can be viewed as means of achieving d i f feren ti a t ion 

strategy at the business level. 

Structural decisions deal with the design of operations. These decisions 

relate to the dcpIoyment of resources. The structural decisions affect t h e  

" physical" aspect of manufacturing such as facility capacity and process. 

The infrastructure decisions encompass a myriad of choices related to 

day-to-day management of operations, The infrastructure decisions i n c  1 ude 

choices on materials management. production planning, quality a n d  

information systems. 

The structural decisions require substantial capital investment and a r e  

more difficult to reverse, so sorne researchers (Skinner 1969; W hee  1 w r i  g h t 

1978) initially argued that only these decision areas are important fo  t 

planning manufacturing strategy, Thcn in the late 1970's. rtsearchers (Hayes 

1979; Wheelwright 1981) recognized that the Japanese used in f ra s t ruc t  ural  

decisions to develop cornpetitive advantage. Now researchers emphasize t ha  t 



linking some structural and infrastructural decision areas are necessary f O r 

realizing the total competitive potential in operations. Noori (1990) suggests 

that properly lidced decisions in the al1 manufacturing decision areas c a n  

deliver strategic breakpoints, but their interdependencies, if not taken in to 

account. can aiso pose strategic barriers, 

2.3 LINKAGES 

Two recent events highlight the importance of inttgrating decisions i n 

operations: the decline of U.S. competitiveness and the superior p e rf O rm anc  e 

of Japanese industries. Judson (1982) attributes the competitive decline in U.S. 

industries to a Yack of consistent or orchtstrated decisions". Skinner ( 1986). 

surveying the recent efforts at rcvitalizing manufacturing CO mpanies, 

concludes that the key to success is in integrating decisions. The success of  

the Japanese companies stems largely from their efforts at integrating a n d  

linking decisions consistcntly (Wheelwnght 198 1 ; Schonberger 1986). 

Research scholars staning from Thurston (1966) and Skinner ( 19 69) 

have continued to emphasize the importance of integrating decisions i n 

operations. But few explanations have k e n  offercd on the nature o f  

relationships or how to linlc and integrate thcse decisions. 

Sumrnanzing the research on relationships among decisions O f 

manufacturing strategy is as follows. First, most of the relationships a n d  

linkagcs proposed are deduud from case analysis, personal intuition or logic . 
There is little empirical cvidence to support the propositions hypothesized b y 

the researchers. Second, the empirical analysis has been exploratory i n 

nature. The main focus of the past research has been on hypothesis 



generation and conceptual development, Further progress and develo pm en t 

of theory requires testing and validation of hypothests- Third. s tud y ing 

relationships among suucturai decisions have been the main cmphasis. Mo re 

needs to be leamed about linkages with and among infrastructural decisions. 

The next sections briefly describe the relationships ttiat have been addressed 

by rescarchcrs to date. 

2.3.1 Linkages With Corporate Strategy 

Few research scholars suggest how actually to link corporate s t rategy 

with manufacturing decisions. Hayes and Schmenner (1978) suggest t b a t 

corporate strattgy interacts with decisions in operations through th  re  e 

variables - growth perspective, dominant orientation and indus t ry 

environment. Wheelwright (1984) ad& a fourth variable - management 

philosophy. Wheelwnght (1984) contends that management phi 10 sop h y 

influences the choices and actions taken in operations. 

Hayes and Schmenner (1978) explain how different alternatives f o r  

achieving growth influence decisions in operations. They argue that g ro w t h 

influences "leaming" and so the organization's experience curves. 

The diversification pattern represents strategic direction at th e 

corporate levet. Somt researchers (Wheelwnght 1984; Hayes and Wheelwright 

1984) view diversification separately from the growth variable and suggest 

that different directions affect manufactunng choices. 

Heute and Roth (1987) empirically relate corporate strategic directions 

with manufacturing stratcgy. Thcy identiQ four corporate strategic 

directions: integration, market selection. product innovation and m a rk e t 

share. Integration and market share relate with the competitive priority of 



flexibility. Product innovation relates positively with two competit ive 

priorities - quality and flexibility - and negatively with low price. 

Hitt and Ireland (1985) suggest that the degrec of importance given to 

developing a functional arca as the coqoration's distinctive c omp e t e n c  t 

depends on the corporate strategy and the industrial environment. They 

empirically show that the production finction has a positive influence O n 

performance in firms pursuing external acquisitive growth strategy and w e a k 

positive influence on fims pursuing stable and internal growth strategies . 

They also report that the production/operations function is more important i n 

firms pursuing growth (internal and external) strattgics in the capital and  

producer industries. 

2.3.2 Linkages With Cornpetitive Priorities 

Early proponents (Skinner 1969; Wheelwright 1978) of compe ti t ive 

priorities stressed the notion of trade-offs. Wheelwright (1981) offers a second 

perspective bastd on his observations of Iapanese companies. The notion of 

linkages implies that choosing one competitive priority does not mean t rad  i a g 

off advantages on other prionties. The linkage notion suggests t h a t  

compctitive priontits should be so emphasized that the desired competit  ive 

advantagt in quality, flexibility and dependability are achieved w i t b O ut 

trading off on cost. In some ways the notion suggcsts that cost as a competit ive 

priority depends on how othcr compctitive priorities arc linked. Figure 6 

illustrates the two notions. There is nothing available in the literature to  

support one view over the other. It may be advantageous to complement o n e  

view with another. Some researchers (Richardson 1985; Fine and Hax 1985; 

Schroeder et al. 1986; Roth 1987) suggest that certain competitive pr ior i t ies  



bundle together into clusters- The clustering of competitive pr ior i  t ies 

indicates that competitive prioritics link with each other. 

Many researchers emphasize the retationships between compe ti tive 

priorities and decisions in operations- However. few explain the nature of 

these relationships or  how to go about linking competitive priorities and  

decisions in operations, For example, there is little theory available to show 

what actions a Company should take on inventory decisions when it chooses to 

give a high priority on cost rather than to emphasize quality level as a 

competitive priority . 

Trade-off Notion Linkage Notion 
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Figure 6. Competi tive priorities linkages 
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Roth (1978). using exploratory factor analysis, identifies s t ra tegic  

actions or  programs in manufacturing that relate to different competi t ive  

priorities. She analyses "intended" strategies. Swamidass et al. (1987). using a 

path analytic approach. shows a relationship between flexibility as  a 

cornpetitive priority . perceived uncertainty , role of managers in s t ra t  e g  y 

decision making, and performance. The study examines only relationsh ips 

with one competitive priority. Two recent studies (Schroeder et al. 1986; 
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Swamidass 1986) use data from a sunrey to examine connections between 

competitive priorities and manufacturing dccisioas. In both thtse studies, t b e 

researchers consider the relationship to cxist when the raalc of a competit ive 

priority matches the rank of a manufacturing dtcision which ( p r e s  um ab 1 y)  

ernphasizes the competitive prionty. The conclusion based on such analysis is 

tenuous at best. 

2 -3.3 Linkages With Structural Decisions 

Product policies arc primarily determincd by corporate s t rat egy . 

Corporate strategy defines the business segments in which the Company 

chooses to do business, Thereby corporate strategy defines the range o f  

products or market segments for which manufacturing must deve [op 

capabilities. Conversely, manufacturing capabilities can also influence t h  e 

choice of business segments in the corporate strategy. There is little r e sea rch  

on the relationships betwten corporate strategy and product policies. In other 

words, does manufacturing have a rote in dctermining what businesses th  e 

corporation should select in its portfolio? 

Several researchers propose relationships between c ompe ti tiv e 

priorities and product policies. However, few provide any validation O r 

empirical support. Using histoncal data from the Ford Motor Company, 

Abernathy (1976) concludes that as a product matures, both product ion 

volumes and the cmphasis on cost incrtase. Hayes and Clark (1985) 

empirically show that product complexity influences productivity negatively. 

The relationship between process and product is best captured by t h e  

product-proccss matrix (Hayes and Whcelwright 1979). Abernathy (1976). also 

found relationships between product and process. Hayes and W h e e l  w righ t 



suggest that the type of process must match the degree of product flexibility. 

They argue that as products arc standardizcd, production volumes incrcase and 

companies shift towards production lines and continuous shops. 

Using the product-process mauix. Hayes and Wheelwright ( 1979) 

suggest a typology on entrance and exit strategies. The strategies define 

potential points for entering and exiting the business- They also discuss t h e  

implication of entrance and exit stratcgies on the process. 

Vertical integration. though considercd important in dev e 10 p ing 

manufacturing posture. has received little attention vis-a-vis manu f a c  t u ring 

strategy. 

The literature on work-force management is large, but there has been 

little effort at incorporating it into manufacturing strategy research. Few 

researchers in manufacturing strategy have writtcn about job design 

(Skinner 1969; Wheelwright 1978; Hayes and Schmenner 1978; S c hm e nn e r 

1982). incentive and wage systtms (Lindholm 1979; Skinner 1978; Hayes and 

W heelwright 1984) and their relationship to competitive priorities and O the  r 

manufacturing decisions- Roth (1987) bascd on her exploratory f ac t O r 

analysis found that work-force related strategies relate more with low cost as a 

competitive priority . 

Researchers (Raffii 1983; Mcdougall 1986; Swamidass et al. 1987) a r e  

beginning to focus attention on the interaction between manager, m an age r i al 

attributes and strattgy. The thrust of the research - so far has bten on s tud y in g 

the role of manufacturing managers in planning manufacturing s trategy . 
However, thcre is much to be done in this m a ,  particularly in identifying 

manager types or managerial attributes mitable for differcnt ma nu f a c  t uri  ag 

environments and strategies. 



2.3.4 Linkages With Infrastructural Decisions 

Infrastructural decisions arc decisions through which the linkage o f  

operations to corporate and business strategy is maintained on a day-to-day 

basis. Van Dierdonck and Miller (198 1 )  examine the relationship b e t w e e  n 

compctitivc priorities and the production planning system. They argue t h a t  

there are three dimensions underlying the relationship between CO mpe t i t i  ve 

priorities and the production planning system. The three dimensions - 
uncenainty. complexity and slackness - essentially describe the production 

tasks. They define two dimensions - information processing s y s t t m  

involvement (IPSI) and integrativeness - to characterize production s y s tems . 

They suggest two rdationships rtlating IPSI and integrativeness to production 

tasks. The characteristics of the production tasks arc said to depend o n  

competitive pnorities, Their relationships link production system design t o  

competitive prionties. They use regression analysis on a small sampIe t o  

verify the relationships. The empincal validation is weak. Even so, t h i s  

research in my opinion marks a milestonc in manufacturing s t ra tegy 

research (others being S k i ~ e r ' s  (1969) paradigm and product-process m a t r i  x 

(1979). 

Krajewski et al. (1987), have identified conditions and factors that a f fec t  

the desirability of different production systems such as material te q u i rem e n t 

planning system (MRP), re-ordtr point systcm (ROP) and Kanban. They 

conclude that the key is not in choosing the right system, but in shaping t h e  

environment favorable to the system, Recently, Hayes and Clark (1985) i n 

thcir tmpirical study show that schcduling stability significantly affects total 

factory productivity. 



Materials management and purchasing offer a source for g a i n i  ng  

competitive advantale on any of the seven competitive prionties. Kraj  ews ki  

et al, (1987) conclude that vendor influence. buffenng and i n v e n t o r y  

decisions have a significant infiutnce on inventory and tard iness  

performance measures. Other researchers (Roth 1987; De Meyer and Fe rdo ws 

1987) empirically show that purchasing and materials management a r e 

important. Roth (1987) shows a relationship between matenal m an  a g  e m e n  t 

variables and product flexibility as a competitive prionty. 

E Yu (1988) through a continuous simuiation feedback model dong w i t h  

"Zeta" B ankruptcy analysis attempts to justify Computer 1 n t  e g ra  t e d 

Manufacturing (CIM). Rcsults suggest that the development of Group 

Technology is the best transitional approach from traditional technology to  

CIM technology. It has the lowest initial investment requirement, and i t 

provides the highest gain. 

Quality has emerged as an important topic in operations in the last  

decade. Quality gurus (E. Deming. P. Crosby, J. M, Juran) continue to p r e a c h 

the importance of quality in achieving a competitive edge. Buzzel et al. (1983) 

empirically show a relationship between quality, direct cost, market s h are, 

and return on investment- Fine (1986). with an analytical model, shows t h e  

benefit of quality in improving productivity. He argues that improvement i n 

quality results in "induced learning" in the organization which leads to 

improved productivity. Hayes and Clark (1985) also empirically show t h e 

relationship between quaiity (waste) and total factory productivity. Roth  

(1987) factor-analytically shows a relationship between process s tati s t ic  al 

quality control and low pnce, volume flexibility. quality level and qual i ty  

consistency competitive priorities. She also found a relationship b e t w ee n 

product statistical quality control and product flexibility and qual i ty  



competitive prionty. Surprisingly, Roth (1987) found no relationship between 

product statistical quality control (acceptance sampling) and quality level as a 

competitive priority. De Meyer and Ferdows (1987) also identify quality as O n e 

of eight managerial focal points in manufacturing suategy. 

2.4 SEGMENTATION 

The concept of segmentation in operations management is becom ing 

important. Researchets, strategists and consultants consider segment  i ng 

operations, so as to develop a focused plant, a key to superior performance. 

The notion of segmentation is not new. Marketers apply the notion to develop 

market groups. Business strategists use the concept to define strategic 

business units (SBU). The objective in both cases is to develop a focus on some 

criteria, be it customers, products, or some other suengths of the organization. 

The underlying objective is to capitalize on strcngths and do a few things well- 

produce few products well, perforrn few related processes well, and em p h as ize 

one or two competitive priorities. 

Skinner (1969) introduced the notion of focus in p 1 a n n i n g  

manufacturing strategy. Shce then other researchers also have stressed th  e 

importance of focusing. Focusing plants means doing fewer things in a plant,  

but doing them well. Though researchers concur on the benefits of focusing. 

they differ on the cnteria or dimension for segmenting operations, Thest  

differences may be attributable to the variation in the ways researchers  

discuss segmentation. they arc basicalîy describing diffcrcnt ways in w h i c h 

linkages in operations may be accomplished. It sccms that segmentation is a 

manifestation of linkages. Relationships are the foundation on w h i c h 



manufacturing strattgy is devcloped, Therefore, propositions O n 

segmentation also give insights into manufactwing strategy. 

2.5 CONTROL 

The purpose of control is to monitor performance, to identify and to 

diagnose inconsisttncits in opcrations, Rucfli et ai. (1981) suggest t h  a t 

control in strategy management is more than performance m easuremen t . 

Control involves examining premises on which the strategy is p lanned , 

measuring performance and correcting actions to change the strategy. 1 n 

essence, control ensures that strategy is implemcnted as intended. When t h e  

suategies are not planned, then control has the crucial hinction of scanni  ng 

for gaps and oppornuiities to gain an cdge over thtir cornpetitors. 

To exercise control. the= must be a good understanding of the variables 

appropriate for measuring performance and how the variables relate to 

manufacturing decisions, The performance variables, the rel ationships 

among the control variables, and planning variables, corporate goals a n d  

business performance measures constitute the content of control aspect O f 

manufacturing strategy. 

A goal model and a systtm model are two extrcmes on how to m t a s  ure 

performance (Bourgeouis 1980). A goal model advocatcs c O rnp ari ng 

performance against stattd goals. The system mode1 advocates CO m p ari n g  

performance against standard mcasurcs; the standard measures are dtrived 

extcrnally from expcctations of invtstors and corporate management or bas cd 

on the industry performance. Skinner (1969) adopts a goal model to measure 

performance. Wheelwright (1978) recommends using a combination of goal 



and systems approach to measuring performance. Othcr researchers (Hax an d 

Fine 1985; Krajewski and Ritzman 1987) also suggcst a combination of goal and  

systems approach for evaiuating and diagnosing performance. 

Gordon et al. (1980) examine the relationship between m anu f ac t u ri ng  

pefformance variables and corporate strategy goals. Based on their emp i ri cal 

analysis, they conclude that measures appropriate for an environment i n 

which mature products arc produced inhibit product innovation. They 

further observe that managers respond to measures of performance more 

than formal statements on strategy. When the measurcs are incongruent w i  th  

corporate goals, thcrc are dysfunctional consequences. Banks et al. (1979) also 

caution against measurcs that emphasize short-term over long-term goals. 

They offer some suggestions and ideas ta avoid trading off long-term benefi ts 

to gain short-term performance. 

The performance measures suggested in the literature primarily focus 

on efficiency of manufacturing rather than on effectiveness. There are a few 

variables proposed to measure performance using effectivcness critena. e v e n 

though criteria for evaluating effectiventss are suggested in the 1 i te ratu re. 

Wheelwright (1984) proposes critena for evaluating effectiveness. He 

proposes two sets of criteria on each compctitive priority: consistency and 

degree of emphasis. He does not suggcst specific measures f o r  

operationalizing consistency or measuring the degrce of emphasis O n 

competitive priorities. 



2.6 PLANNING AND CONTROL PROCESS 

The process of planning and controlling rnanufacturing strategy refers  

to approaches. procedures, merhods or systems that describe how to dtvelop 

and control strategy. The process focuses on the steps involved in making 

decisions that arc consistent with each other and with competitive priorities. 

Skinner in his pioncering article in 1969 proposed an approach f o r  

planning suategy. His approach essentially is a rational corn p re  h t ns i v e 

approach that plans strategy top down. Starting from goals. it chooses t h e  

alternatives that optimally satisfy the goals. The key elements of this top- 

down approach includt (a) establishing goals - economic (e.g. growth) and 

non-economic goals (e.g. employee relations) - and dominant O rien tat ion 

based on corporate strategy, (b) establishing competitive priorities based O n 

business strategy. and (c) making decisions and choosing alternatives to a l ign 

manufacturing capabilities with goals and competitive priorities. Two O t he  r 

steps - defining performance measures and the process of controlting strategy 

- focus on control of strategy. Othtr researchers (Wheelwright 1978; Hayes 

and Schmenncr 1978; Hill 1985; F i e  and Hax 1985) also present frameworks 

for planning suategy which are essentiaily top-dom approaches. 

The top-down approachts suggest a narrow role for manufacturing. 

The approaches presumt that manufacturing plays a reactive ro 1 e; 

manufacturing responds and reacts to the dictates of corporate and business 

strategy. The approach does not allow a proactive role for manufacturing. 

Recognizing the limitations of the top-down approach, Hayes and S c &me nne r 

(1978) suggest a line management approach which essentialIy is a bottom-up 

approach. The bottom-up approach impiies that goals are developed on t h e  

basis of means in the organization. In other words, corporate strategy and 



business strategy are established based on the manufacturing capabilities O r 

strengths. Hayes (1985) also mggests that strategy be developed based O n 

means. In other words corporate strategy is formulated based on t h e  

capabilities of manufacturing, He argues that this paradigm is essential f O r 

realizing the potentid of manufacturing. Heute and Roth (1987) concur w i th 

Hayes (1985) and propose a planning approach in which corporate strategy is 

developed based on manufacturing capabilities. 

The top-down and bottom-up approaches suggest extreme roles f o r  

manufacturing. In the top-down approach manufacturing is driven by t h  e 

needs of the business and in the bottom-up approach manufacturing and other 

functional areas drive the business. In reality, the ideal role may b e 

somewhere between the two extremes. Hayes and Wheelwright (1984) sugges t 

four stages through which manufacturing goes. The four stages implici tl y 

define different roles manufacturing can play. Their fourth stage, w h i  c h 

they cal1 "externally supportive", cornes close to the ideal role referred to 

earlier.  

Ebert et al. (1985) present an approach that uses simulation and " h u m  a n  

judgment capturing methods" to help managers achieve consistency i n 

planning strategy. Cohen and Lee (1985) present an analytical approach to 

planning strategy. They propose a hierarchy of analytical models to plan and  

control strategy. 

McDougal (1986) empirically examines the process of planning s t ra t t g  y 

in diversified firms. He concludes that Skinner's (1969) paradigm is sui table 

for planning strategy at the divisional level in diversified firms. Most 

rescarchers art not explicit about the organization level at which t h e i  r 

framework can be applied in planning strategy. Moreover, the authors of 

various frameworks implicitly assume that manufacturing strategy is planned 



at only one level. Wheelwright (1984) suggests that manufacturing s t ra t tg  y 

can be planned at two levels in the organization: corporate and business unit. 

He proposes three alternate approaches for planning strategy at the corporate 

level. It is wiclear why Wheelwright and other rescarchcrs do not consider 

the plant as another Ievel for planning manufacturing strategy. After all, 

strategies are realizcd at the plant level. Thus there are three levels at w h i c  h 

manufacturing strategy can be managed - corporate, business (strategic 

business unit) and plant- 

Strategic control literature offers many paradigms and approaches f o r  

controlling strategy whicb arc also adaptable for controlling manu f ac t u r i  ng 

strategy. Krajewski and Ritzman (1987) suggest two alternate approaches f O r 

controlling manufacturing strategy: operations audit and ongoing rep O rt S. 

The approaches provide a structure for controlling strategy. However. they do 

not txplicitly explain how thcse approaches systematically guide managers i n  

recognizing the inconsistencies. Cohen and Lee (1985) propose anal y t ic al 

models for controlling manufacturing strategy. Though they suggest a 

framework, they yet have to publish the explicit procedure for using the i  r 

framework to conuol strategy. 

Research scholars in general have paid less attention to strategy 

control. Mort needs to be leamcd about the process of planning and 

controlling manufacturing strategy. 

2.7 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION 

This section prcsents some ideas on the direction for future research O n 

manufacturing strategy. Manufacturing strategic decisions lack rel i ab le 



measures. Infrastructural decisions also necd attention. More measures f O r 

aiding infrastructure decisions n&d to be generatcd. 

The measurement of concepts has been lacking in opcrations 

management. Researchers (Roth 1987) are beginning to pay attention to 

measurtment issues in operations management, but a lot more needs to b e  

done. Measurement research must be pursued to test the vdidity and  

reliability of constructs such as cornpetitive priorities- Measures f o r  

constnicts in structural and infrastructural decisions also need to b e 

developed. The rtliabilities and validities for the measures must be assessed to 

build confidence in the constructs. Assessing validities means analysis w i th 

multiple data samples. 

The thrust of future research also must focus on understanding 

linkages in operations management. To develop effective strategies, 

stratcgists need to understand why some alternatives work better u n d e r 

certain competitive scenarios. The future research should focus o n  

understanding (a) how and why decisions in operations link the way they do 

in practice and (b) how linkages among operations management deci s io ns 

affect performance. The first emphasizes descriptive analysis - delinea t ing 

and explaining the logic behind the linkages. The second focuses o n  

normative analysis to uncover relationships that txplain s up e ri O r 

performance in manufacturing. Linkages between operations m an agemen t 

decisions and othcr fimctional areas also need to be examined. 

Descriptive analysis oa both intendtd and realizcd strategies should b e 

pursued to see if the relationships and linkages differ among the two s t ra t tgy  

types. Normative analysis should be pursued onïy on rtalized strategies. Since 

there is always a time lag between whtn the decisions are takcn (strategy 



planned) and when the dccisions (suategy) arc implcmentcd, the issue of time 

lag must bc also taken into account. 

Future research also must examine di fferences in strategies a n d 

relationships within industry and across industry. It may also be in teres t ing 

to investigate whether the notion of strategic groups applics to manufacturing 

strategy or not. In other words, are the= companies witbin the same business 

(same markets and products) competing head on with the same strategies. 

The agenda for fiiture research also should examine the process of 

planning and controlling strategy. The paradigms for planning strategy i n 

the literature assume a rational approach to managing strategy. A paradigm 

based on the incremental approach is an m a  worth looking into. A n  

interesting issue wodd bc to look at conditions or criteria under which t h e  

alternate approaches arc effective. The development of approaches f O r 

planning strategy bascd on decision support technology (lilre that sugges t ed 

by Cohen and Lee 1985) is another dimension that will maicc planning and  

implementation of manufacturing strategy more effective. Artificial 

intelligence offers a broad array of twls for dtveloping expert systems f O r 

diagnosing and planning strategies. 

There are other process related issues still open for research.  

Manufacturing strategy can be planncd and controlled at more than one level. 

Corporatc, divisional (SBU) and plant arc three levels in the organization a t  

which strategy can be ptanncd. How the strategies at different levels should 

be related seems to be another area worth investigating. Whcelwright's (1984) 

three alternatives for managing manufacturing strategy at the c O rporat e 

level would be a good starting point. 

More fundamentally. the premise guiding the cunent thinking i n 

operations management needs to be addressed. Ferdows and Skinner (1987) 



suggest that new perspectives in manufacturing tequire giving up Taylorism. 

They suggest that the fundamental basis of manufacturing thinking must b e 

examined. For cxample, the idea of stable efficient factories no longer satisfies 

the needs of today's business environment, Mcdonald's (1987) idea of floating 

factones offers a new perspective on things to corne, Mcdonald (1987) argues 

that factones in 1960's were fixed assets, and markets changed. When a 

Company could not compete in a market they moved into a new market or just 

quit the business segment and started producing di fferent products for t h e 

same market- Today when companies cannot compcte, they are more likely to 

move the factory or production elsewhere - probably to a country where t h e  

labor is cheap or where the exchange rates are favorable. Buffa et al- (1985) 

also bring out the influence of exchange rates on productivity. Exchange 

rates are begiming to play greater role in location of factories. This suggests 

that volume flexibility may become a dominant competitive priority in future.  

There also secms to be a trend towards greater fragmentation of markets, 

resulting in lower volumes per product. Researchtrs in manufacturing mus t 

recognize these trends in developing a new and bold thinking for managing 

manufacturing strategically . 

Future research should go beyond theory development. The effort  

should be concentratcd on theory ttsting. Relationships am O ng 

manufacturing decisions, cornpetitive priorities. corporate strategy and O the  r 

functional decisions should be examined. New approaches for m a n a g i  ng  

strategy should be pursued. Finally, changing business trends should b e 

considercd in searching for new ways to think about manufacturing. 



CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEMS DYNAMICS MODELLING 

3 . 1  INTRODUCTION 

System dynamics modelling was pioncercd at MIT by Professor Jay  

Forrester and derivcd fmm control systcms engineering. After do ing  

groundbreaking work on servomechanisms during World War 11, Professor  

Forrester hypothesizcd that viewing social systems as complex analogs O f 

mechanical systems may be ustful for understanding thtm better. He argutd 

that the same processes of control through information feedback, and of flow 

and accumulation of material or information, occurs in social as well as i n 

mechanical systems. 

As previously defmed, system dynamics is a rigorous method f o r  

qualitative anaiysis of complex systems which facilitates quanti  t a t  ive  

simulation modelling aud analysis for the design of system structure a n d  

control. This methodology can be dtscribcd in two distinct phases - the f i  rst 

being a qualitative anaiysis followed by quantitative simulation modelling. 



3.2 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Qualitative analysis consists of defining and conceptualizing t h e 

problem by constructing an influence diagram according to precise an  d 

rigorous rules, Included in the process of developing an influence diagram is 

the soiicitation of opinions and advice of people in the system. explicitly 

stating assumptions. validating the assurnptions with empirical evidence i f 

available and obtaining general agreement that the mode1 rnirrors reality f o r  

the purpose in hand (Hall, 1978). 

Once the influence diagrams are drawn, the system tlow diagrams c a n  

then be developed. Through this step the people involved in the analysis c a n  

gain a better understanding of how the system under study works. The  

different components in the system can be linked together by means o f  

physical flows. Examples are inventory, workers, capital and other ph ys  ical  

quantities. They can also be linked by the information flow, which is built i n 

the dynamic simulation system to give the real Iife effect. The s tandard 

symbols in a system flow diagram are illustrated in Figure 7 below. 

Stock 

Figure 7. Standard system flow diagram symbols 
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3.2.1 Stocks  

Stocks arc likc bath tubs. in the sense that b e y  accumulate, or collect, 

flows. Stocks rcfiect conditions within the system at a point of time. Stocks are 

what you would set if you suddcnly froze the activity within the system, 

3.2.2 Flow 

A flow in a systcm flow diagram can be thought as a water tap, T h e  

incoming rate of the water from a source outside the model increases the level  

of the watcr in a tub, The level of the water will also be affected by t h e  

outgoing rate. which controls the amount of water which goes into the s i n  k 

outside the model. There can be many flows going into the level variable a n d  

many coming out. However, a conserved flow in a system usually start with a 

source and finishes with a si&, Sources and sinks serve to define t h e  

boundary of the model. 

3.2.3 Converters  

Converters arc used to convert dimensions and to add details to t h e  

model. Converters are ustd to rcprcsent a chah of information linking stocks 

to flows, They add the driving forces to the stock and flow structure of models. 

Unlike stocks, converters do not accumulate flows. The magnitude of a 

converter changes instantaneously with the magnitude of the stocks and other 

converter to which it is linked. 



3.2.4 Connectors 

The final building block is the connector, Connectors link stocks to  

converters, and converters to other converters- Connectors do not take O n 

numerical values - they represent inputs not outflows. Connectors depicts t h e  

casual linkages between the variables in the model. They reflect t h e  

assumptions about "what depends on what" in the structure of the model. 

By requiring that the key elements of a system be understood and p u t  

into proper rclationship with each other, people are forccd to think about h o w  

the individual parts fit together to form the entire system. Clearly, having a n 

overall picturt of the system is key to understanding it. However, in a society 

where we have become increasingly specialized. having this kind of hol i s t ic  

vitw is not common. Evtn after diagramming the system and striving t o  

capture what is most important, what we are left with can still be q u i t e  

complicated. It is often not clear how systems with many stocks, flows, a n d  

feedbacks behave. which is the reason people often cannot agree on w h e t h e r  

a particular policy will be beneficial or  detrimental. It seems, then, that if it i s  

difficult for most of us to envision how a multitude of stocks and flows a c t  

together to produce the behavior of a system, that it would be useful to h a v  e 

some way of being able to simulate how a system evolvcs over time. System 

dynamics going beyond the diagramming to offer such a method of s imulat ion 

depicts the second phase of the methodology - quantitative s imulat ion 

modelling. 



3.3 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSE 

The first stcp in quantitative simulation modelling is to specify t h e  

values of parameters and initial conditions that is gained through r e s  e a r c h  

and interviews with the specialists. Thcse values of parameters will i n f 1 u e n c e 

the behavior of the system throughout the simulation. Moreover, c e r t  a in  

parameter values represent the company's policies which the c O rn p any 

personnel follow. For instance, machine availability is ninety five p e r c  e n t 

accurate (ie. 95% of the tirne, production allows the equipment to be av ai lab le  

for maintenance to perform preventive maintenance schedules). A small  

variation in machine availability may significantly affect the O v e ra 11 

performance of equipment over time due to lack of preventive main tenance .  

Therefore, the analyst must do sufficient research on these constraints t o  

assure that the mode1 represents reality for the purpose in hand. The system 

dynamic simulation approach is a very effective way of testing new policies 

before implementation. 

Once these values and parameters are set for the model, the model is 

ready for trial ruus. The purpose of the trial nin for the model is to correct al1 

the syntax and logical errors. This step is also commonly known as t h e  

debugging stage, and the results have to be evaluated. Mode1 evaluation is a n 

important step in system dynamic programming. The purpose of t h e  

evaluation is to ensure the model is functioning properly. Diffcrent s cen  a r i  O s 

are tcstcd to evaluate the system performance, a section at a time, u n d e r  

different circumstances o r  policies. This can bc easily achievcd by c h  a n  g i n  g 

certain constant variables. If the mode1 is not functioning properly, t h e  

conceptual equations in the program or the parameters may require some 

adjustment. In somc cases, the error may corne from an incorrect conceptual  



assumption. In order to ensure the program is simulating the actual situation 

closely, the programmer should trace the rcsults from the initial period of t h e  

simulation by hand. In doing so, the analyst or programmer will know if t h e  

simulation mode1 is functioning as expected. A number of simulations a r e  

conducted once the analyst is confident of the model structure- This is  

followed by an interpretation of the rtsults by the analyst in terms of t h e  

structure of the system. The main rcsponsibility of the analyst at this point is 

to find the feedback loop structure creating the obstrved behavior of t h e  

mode1 system, The interpretation or evaluation of the results is h i g h l y  

dependent on the judgment of the analyst. From the insights gained. the users  

c m  usually suggest actions to improve the bchavior of the system. 

3.4 SUMMARY 

System dynamics does not provide an optimum solution, but is usehl f o r  

providing insights into the inner worlrings of a complex system. Sensitivity of 

decision variables and structural changes can be tested. allowing policies to b e  

evaluated ahtad of implcmtntation (Hall 1985). In short, system d y n ami CS 

ptovides a framework for understanding systems composed of pans O r 

elements that influences each other over tirne. Even though the elements of 

the system may be well known, the interconnections between the elements 

produce bchavior too complex for people to fully understand without spec ial 

learning twls. System dynamics provides such a tool. 

The= arc a number of different simulation languages that can be used 

in system dynamic modeling. The S'K'ELLA (High Performance Systems, 1990) 

language has been selected for the computer simulation model in th i s  



research. Advantages of the systcm STELLA simulation language are a s  

follows. The language is user oriented and its underlying principles are easily 

understandable to the analyser and to the eventual decision maker (Chen et al. 

1995). The software automatically maintains a one-to-ont CO rres pondenc e 

between the system model flow diagrams and the programs. T t  contains s imple  

instructions for printing and plotting t h e  series of variables and r u n  n i n g 

the simulation. The equatïon and documentation facility encourages users t O 

Layout their assumptions for inspection; and it contains built-in functions o f  

frequent use. 

Potential problem areas of the STELLA language may be: (1) t h e  

methodology is easy to learn but difficult to apply, (2) it does not guarantee a 

realistic or valid model and (3) it is not an optirnidg technique (Hall 1985). 



CHAPTER 4 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

4 . 1  INTRODUCTION 

As previously mentioned, tirne bascd competitiveness was rated h i g h 1 y 

as a competitive priority for businesses in the nineties. To be effective in time- 

based cornpetition, managers must carefuliy define steps and time involved i n 

processing customer orders whether it is providing a service O r 

manufacturing a product. Next, they must critically analyze each step to see 

where production time can be shortened without compromising the quality of  

the product or service. Significant tirne reduction in operations (cycle time) 

can often be achieved by changing the way current technologies are used, by 

identifying and reducing non-value-added time resulting from the w a y 

operations are laid out within the facility. by tuming to automation, b y 

identifying and rcducing non-value-added time that may result from delays 

due to poor delivery and quaiity performance of part suppliers, or from delays 

due to interna1 scrap or rework, by effective maintenance and by effective 

management of workforce. 

With thesc thoughts in mind, the following sections identify the key 

variables that may have significant influences with relevance to cycle t im e 

within the dtcision arcas of process, quality. materiai management, w O rkf O rce 

management and maintenance. Influence diagrams are consvucted to exp 1 ore 

the problem thoroughy. 



4.2 PROCESS DECISION AREA 

Process decisions define how the inputs are transformed into outputs 

based on product divtrsity, Specific process decisions include the type o f  

manufacturing operations (e.g, fabrication and assembly) that t ran s fo rm 

inputs into outputs, tecbnology to perform the operations, and organization O r 

layout of the operations in the plant. These decisions essentially determine 

what work is performed in the plant and how the work flows in the plant, 

Positioning strategy refers to the degree to which resources (equipment 

and workforce) are dedicated in the plant around processes as opposed to 

products, Such a classification is a synthesis of views suggested by several  

researchers (Skinner 1969, Wheelwright 1978; Hayes and Schmenner 1978: 

Hayes and Wheelwright 1979; Schroedor 1984; Hax and Fine 1985; Hayes and  

Clark 1985; Krajewski and Ritzman 1987). 

Positioning strategy characterizes layout of equipment and flow of work 

in the plant. Layout of equiprnent relates to how the resources are dedicated in 

the plant, Two entirely different alternatives for layout of equipment a r e  

process and product layout. With a process layout, the resources are organized 

around the process and shared across al1 the products produced in the plant; 

the resources that pcrform similar functions are clustercd togcther. In a 

product layout, resources are organized around the product and t y p ic  al  1 y 

resources are dedicated to few products. These two alternatives re  p r e  s en t 

extremes of a continuum of alternatives for organizing the resources in t h e  

plant. A third alternative is a combination of both process and product layout. 

Therefore, a manufacturing organization may have a process layout O r 

product layout, or a combination where process layouts maybe mixed in wi th 

product layouts. For example, there may be the situation where a number of 



product lines share machine centers. welding shops. and paint shops i ns t e ad 

of having their own. 

The flow of work refers to how the work progresses t h r o u g h  

manufacturing stages at the plant. The work can flow intennittently O r 

continuously in a plant and is determined by the batch sizes of the produc t s  

produccd in the plant. Batch sizes influence how the resources are consumed 

in the plant. Large batch sues means large amounts of resources a r e  

consumed between machine setups, so the pattern of consumption is re lat ively 

smooth. With mal1 batch sizes, machines are set up more frequently and smal l  

amounts of resources are consumed between set ups. Batch size determines t h e  

type of mattrial handling and the amount of material handling that would b e 

required to move work during the manufacturing process. For example, a 

large batch size may require specialized material handling; where as smal l  

batches of one or two could be moved manually. With the small batch size 

there may be the requircment for frcquent material handling. There are f o u r  

levels of batching: 

1) Job shop representing products produced in small batches and 
similar equipment performing the same processes are grouped 
together. 

2) Batch shop representing products produced in moderately large 
batches and similar equipment performing the same functions are 
grouped together. 

3) Production line representing products produced in batches and 
equipment is laid out in sequence in which the products are 
manufactured. 

4) Continuous shop rcprescnting products produced in large batches or 
in a continuous flow and work centers arc laid out in sequence in 
which the products are manufactured. 

Figure 8 below illustrates positioning strategies. 



Figure 8. Positioning suategies 

Based upon the above information, the variables identified for t h e  

process decision area are as follows. Degree of  process layout. batch size, 

number of machine set-ups, amount of mattrial handliag, material h a n d  1 i n g 

time, queue time due to machine set-ups, number of workcenters. and t r a v e l  

time between workcenters, the number of similiar pieces of equipment, a n d  

process innovation. Figure 9 below illustrates the influence diagram for t h e  

process decision area. The thinking behind the construction of Figure 9 w il1 

now be discussed. 
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Figure 9. Influence diagram for the pmcess decision area 

To use influence diagrains comprehensively. it is vital to have a 

thorough unders tanding of the concept o f  correlation. In this dissertation. 



the following applies, If a change in the magnitude of the tail variable of a n 

influence anow causes a change in the magnitude of the head variable in t h c  

same direction. then the Iink has a positive correlation- Conversely. if a 

change in the magnitude o f  the tail variable of  an arrow causes a change i n 

the magnitude of the head variable in the opposite direction. then the link is a 

negative one. For the purposes of providing an example, let us examine t h e  

following illustration in Figure 10 which is a section of the influence d i a g r a m  

presented in Figure 9. 

+ 
Customer 

satisfaction 

Ab i f i i  to meet 
custorner requirements 

Figure 10. Illustration of the concept of polarity 

If one's ability to meet customer requirements increases, this wil l  

increase the customer's satisfaction. This influence is indicated by a plus (+) 

sign at the head of the arrow between "Ability to meet customer r e q u i r e m e n  t s"  

and " Customtr satisfaction": i.e. the magnitude of both variables a r e  

increasing. However. if cycle time increases, the ability to mctt cu s tomer  

requirements decreases. This influence is indicated by a minus (-) sign at t h  e 

htad of the arrow between "Cycle time" and "Ability to meet c u s t o m e r  

requirements": i.e. the magnitude of one variable is increasing causing a 

decrease in the magnitude o f  the other variable. 



Decisions txternal to the process decision area are: the variety o f  

pmducts sclccttd by the orgar&ation, capital available to either a c  q u i r e  

additional equipment or improve current technology and the cycle time t o  

manufacture the product. 

The degree of process versus product layout can bc in f luenced  

negatively by the number of similiar pieces of equipment from t h e  

perspective b a t  to set up product lines. there may be the necd to have s im il i a r  

equipment in each product lint which may have economic implications. For 

example, each product line rnay require large mechanical presses or p a i n t  

booths which may not be possible not only fmm an economic standpoint b u t  

also the facility configuration may prevtnt such tquipment layouts. Hence, 

the smaller the number of similiar equipmcnt, the hightr the degree of a 

process layout. 

A high degree of proctss orientation will positively influence b a t c  h 

sizes which inturn will reduce the number of machine set-ups requi red .  

Machine set-up is defîned as the time required to get the equipment ready f o r  

a production run. For txample, a process layout usually consists of the types o f  

equipment that typically have large capacity, and requires lengthy periods O f 

t h e  to set-up for production. In order for the equipment to o p e r a t e  

effectively. it netds to produce more than a few parts to justify its l a r g e  

capacity and long set-up times. A product layout, on the other hand, usual ly 

consists of a numbcr of dissimiliar tquipment with low capacity and r e q u i  r i  ng 

Little set-up time. Therefore a product layout will operate efficiently wi  t h  

small batch sizcs. 

The number of machine set-ups will have a positive correlation O r 

influence on the amount of mattrial handling and the material handling time. 

As the number of machine set-ups decrease so will the amount of mater ia l  
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handling and the time it takes to handle the work- Material handling adds n O 

value to the product even though it is essential within the manufactur ing 

proccss. Material handïing time thercfore will increase the non -v a l  u t  -added 

time within the manufacturing process. In addition, the number of mac  hine  

set-ups will affect the queuing t h e  which wili a h  increase the non-value- 

addd  time within the manufacturing process. Queue the  is defined as t h e  

time in which no value-added activities art perfarmcd on the work in process. 

The degrce of process versus product layout positively influences t h e  

number of workcenters within the manufacturing process. A highly p rocess 

orientation will have many workceaters; whereas a product layout will h a v e 

few workcenters. The more workcenters the= are, the more travel time t h e r e  

will bc between workcenters. This again will increase the non-value-added 

time within the manufacturing process. 

Process innovation can have a positive influence on process layout i n 

that improved technology may be used to reduce the number of machine set- 

ups which in tuni can reduce queue time and rnateriai handling t im t  

resulting in reducing the non-value-added time within the m anu  f a c  t u ring 

process. 

As mentioned earlier. the measurc for the overall mode1 is cycle time 

which is the time required to manufacture a part or a unit of product. 

Significant time reduction in operations can be achieved by reducing n o n  - 
value-addcd time. Within the process decision area, non-value-added t i me 

consist of queue tirne, material handiing Ume and travel time between 

workcenters. Reducing both queue time and travel time betwecn wo rkcen ters 

would suggest reducing the degrec of process layout. hence. increasing t h e  

focus on product layout. This approach maybe somewhat counte rproductive 

because increasing product focus means srna11 batch sizes which would 



increase material handling and material handling time. The increase i n 

matenal handling time may be -greater than the queue time and travel t ime 

between workcenters that was eliminatcd as a rcsult of reducing the degree of  

process layout. 

Without fully understanding the interrelationships within the decision 

area, it bccomcs obvious how easily inappropnatt and counte rp ro duc tiv e 

decisions can be made. 

4.3 MATERIAL MANAGEMENT DECISION AREA 

Materials management covers decisions about suppliers, inventorie  S. 

production, staffing patterns, schedules and distribution. Materials 

management is usually divided into three departments: 1) purchasing, 2 )  

production control. and 3) distribution. Purchasing is the area u n d e  r 

examination in this study. 

Purchasing is the management of the acquisition process. w h i c h  

includes which vcndors to use. negotiating contracts, and deciding whether to 

buy locally o r  centrally. Purchasing is the starting point of the materials 

management cycle of acquisition, storage, conversion and distribution. 

Purchasing is the eyes and GUS of the organization in the supp 1 i e r  

marketplace, continuously seeking bttter buys. This process begins with t h  e 

vendor selection decision. Purchasing agents for some companies e s  tab 1 is  h 

formal rating procedures to help them select new suppliers or periodically 

review the performance of current suppliers. Two of the many cr i te r ia  

considercd in a selcction decision almost always an quality and dclivtry. The 

quality of a suppliers materials can be very important. Tbe hidden costs of 

poor quality can cause unoecessary delays thereby increasing cycle time. The 



second criteria is delivery, Shoncr lead times and on-time delivery helps t h e  

buying f m  to maintain acceptable customer service with less inven tory.  

Cycle time can bc incrcastd if parts are delivercd late. 

A second purchasing issue of strategic importance is the type of  

relations maintained with vendors. A firm can relate to a supplier ei t h e  r 

competitively or cooperativcly. The cornpetitive orientation is part i  cu l  a r l  y 

prevalent in North America The cooperative orientation to supplier r e  1 a t i O n s 

is attracting more attention partîcularly because of the success ce r t a in  

Japanese firms have had with it. The cooperative orientation is examined i n 

this study. In cooperative orientation, the buyer and seller are seen a s  

partners. with each helping the other as much as possible. The buyer s hares 

information on future buying intentions which allows suppliers to m a ke  

better forccasts of h t u r e  demand, making them more efficient and reliable. 

The buyer visits vendors' plants cultivates cooperative attitudes, and jealous y 

guards the relationships. The buyer may even suggest ways to improve t h e  

suppliers' operations. 

Based upon the above information, the variables identified for t h e  

materials management decision area are as follows. Parts on tirne. late parts,  

delays due to late deliveries by the supplier, defectivc parts supplied b y 

vendor, effort by the vendor to improve quality and on-time delivery, a n d  

delays as a rcsult of defective parts supplied by vendor. Figure 11 illustrates 

the influence diagram for the purchasing section of the material management  

decision area. The thinking behind the construction of Figure 11 will now b e 

discussed. 
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Figure 11 .  Influence diagram for purchasing section Of materials management 



The market share captured by the vendor can either positively O r 

negatively influence the vendor's ability to supply parts to the customer ( t he  

customer being the manufacturing otganization), The vendor's abili ty t O 

supply parts would be dependent on the size of its organization and resources 

available to it. Tht vendor's ability to supply parts on-time will be positively 

influtnctd if it is able to deliver pans. Howevcr, this ability does no t  

guarantee that al1 parts will be delivered on-time. The parts that are delivered 

late will cause time delays that can impact the cycle tirne to manufacture t h e  

product. For example, parts that may be partially assembled on an assembly 

Iine rnay be held up from being completed due to late deliveries from a 

supplier. The number of late parts are monitored by the supplies. and used as 

a trigger to ensure chat appropriate efforts would be expended by the vendor 

to correct late dclivenes and ensure future improvements. 

The parts that are delivered on-time may also experience a time delay 

from the perspective of capacity to inspect the quality of parts received f rom 

the vendor (in the aerospact industry, there is a rcgulatory requirement f O r 

receiving inspection). in addition to the receiving inspection cap aci ty 

constraint, there is the possibility that some of the parts that were delivered 

on-time maybc dtfective which will also add to the tirne delays since those 

defective parts cannot be used, and will have to be returned to the vendor f o r  

replacement. Ensuring that the defective parts are replaced in a timely 

mannet may negatively influence the efforts that arc being expended to  

improve on current delivery commitments. Therefore. a thorough a na1 y s i s 

should be made to understand where the vcndor should focus its efforts. 

In dialing with the receiving inspection constraint, the decision rn a y 

be to hi= additional inspectors which may be counterproductive. On the o n e  

hand, hinng more inspectors may alleviate the inspection resource issue, 



however. the newly hired inspectors rnay not have the appropnate expentnce 

required to accurately inspect &sulting in additional defects found prior to 

completing the manufacturing process which can significantly impact c y c l e  

tirne due to lateness of discovtring those defects. 

The dcfects that are found during the receiving inspection proctss a r e  

monitored and uscd as a trigger for the supplier vendor to increase t h e  

resourcts (money and/or people) to mitigate the quality problems. 1 n 

addition, the numbtr of late parts arc also monitored and used as a signal t o  

increase the effon to enmre parts are delivered on-time. 

The amount of effon that the vendor demonstrates to mitigate qua l  i ty 

problems and late deliveries can positively influence the amount of m a r k e t  

share that the vendor is able to sustain or increase. Howcver, these e f for t s  

rnay be counterproductive in the sense that the vendor rnay have expended 

grcat amounts of effort to sustain or increase market sharc and is now un  a b  1 e 

to meet its commitments due to the negatively influence of the vendor's effor ts  

to replace defective parts that had been delivered. 

Significant time rcduction in operations can be achieved b y 

identifying and rcducing non-value added time that rnay result from delays 

due to poor delivery and quality performance of part suppliers. The above  

analysis indicates a number of counterproductive decisions that c a n 

significantly impact the non-value addcd time that rnay result from t i m e  

delays due to poor delivery and quality performance of part suppliers, These 

counterproductive decisions rc-emphasize how important it is to r e  a l  l y 

understand the effects of each variable within the decision arca. In making a 

decision around the receiving inspection capacity constraint, one really n e  e d s 

to understand the impact of hiring additional inspectors that rnay pass O n 

defective parts versus not hiring with the potential for time defays. 1 n 



correcting poor quality and dclivery performances. the vendor needs to 

carefully anaiyzc whcn its efforts will have the most favorable impact. 

4 - 4  QUALITY DECISION AREA 

Managers have a g d  cause to be concerned with quafity. because 

quality is an issue that pervades the entire organization. In the past. price was 

considercd to be the key factor in gaining market share, but this is no longer 

uue. Consumers are much more quality minded and in many cases would 

prefer to spend more for a product if it will last longer. A survey of 2,000 

business units conducted by the Strattgic Planning Institute of Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, indicated that the degrce of product quality affects a firm's 

chances of increasing its market share. if a product quaiity is stable, a h i  g h  

quality product stands a much better chance of gaining market share th an 

those of a low quality product. 

Good quality can also pay off in higher profits. High quaiity products 

can be pnced higher than comparable, lower quality products and yield 

grcatcr return for the same dollar. In addition, higher quality can reduce 

costs, which in turn increases profits. 

In a recent pal1 by the American Society for Quality ControI. executives 

stcmed to underestimate the cost of poor quality to their companies. The 

majority claimed that poor quality accounted for less than 10 percent of gross 

sales. Most experts on the costs of poor quality estimated losses in the range of 

20 to 30 percent for deftctive or unsatisfactory products. 

Four major costs are associattd with quality management and a r e  

described below. Prevention costs are those costs that are associatcd wi th 



preventing defects before tbey happtn. Includtd arc the costs of process 

design. product design. employec training. and vendor programs. Ap p rai s al 

costs art incurred in assessing the level of quality attaiaed by the operat ing 

system, Includtd arc the costs of quality audits and statisticai quality control  

programs, Internai failure costs result h m  scrap parts and the need to 

rework products because of defective workmanship. Finally external costs a r e  

those costs that include warranty repairs. loss of market share, and Lawsuits 

arising fiom injury or property damage from the use of the product. In te rna l  

costs will be the issue under examination in this study. Internal failure costs 

result from defects generated dunng production of a product and fall into two 

major cost categories: scrap and rework costs. Pans or a product is scrapped i f 

found defective, and cannot be repaired. With rework. the defective item is  

rerouted to some previous operation(s) for correction. 

One's first thought about scrap may be about the cost of the material 

lost, Although that is only a fiaction of the total cost involved, it is a good place 

to start. Suppose that as a result of defective parts, a plant needs 120 units o f  

raw materials to produce 100 wiits. Other than the obvious fact that r a  w 

material costs have been increased by 20 percent, what are the hidden costs i f  

the 120 units are moved from one operation to the next and fmally checiced f o r  

quality after the last operation, a common practice in many firms? More labo r 

and machine hours are required to produce the same quantity of product t h a n  

for a dcfective free process which of course will impact cycle tirne due to t h e  

deiays created as a malt  of the additional labor and machine time. 

Sometimcs when a defective part or production lot is discovertd, it c a n  

be sent back to a previous operation to be corrtcted. How does this action 

affect day to day operations? Obviously, more labor. machine and inspection 

hours arc requircd for the operation where rework occurs. In addition. most 



situations involving rework wili resuft in an increase in the number of 

machine set-ups. even if only a portion of the lot must be reworked. 

Furthemore, work-in-process invcntory levels increast because the units to  

be rtworked will stay in a semi-finished state longer, The cost of that product 

ais0 increases because of the added labor and machining time required to 

produce it correctly. 

Based on the above iaformation, the variables identified for the quality 

decision arca are as follows. Available capacity to inspect parts, i a s u f f i c i e n t 

capacity to inspect parts, accuracy of inspection system, number of pans to b e 

reworked, number of scrapped parts, training to reduce scrap and rework, 

time delays due to insufficient capacity to inspect, scrapped parts aad  

reworked parts, scrap rate, and the degrce of self inspection. Figure 12 

illusuates thc influence diagram for the internai failure section of the quality 

decision area. The thinking behind the construction of Figure 12 will now b e 

discussed. 

Available capacity to inspcct parts can have significant influence i n 

the quality decision area. The degree of self-inspection (defined as i n s p ec  t io n 

done by the production employee who has worked on the part as opposed to 

inspection performed by the quality inspectors) can positively influence t h  e 

capacity available for inspecting parts. This means that some of t h e  

inspection work that is typically done by quality inspectors would now be done 

by production operators. Howcver, as the dtgree of self-inspection increas e s , 

it negatively influences the morale of the current quality inspectors w hi  c h 

will intum decrtases the productivity of the inspectors resulting in a n  

increasc in insufficient inspection capacity, 





There is therefore a counterproductive action resulting f ro m 

increasing self-inspection. Insufficicnt capacity to inspect parts rcsults in a 

time delay which would impact the overall cycle time to manufacture parts. 

The situation of insufficient capacity creates the need for decision making to 

correct ' the deficitncy, Possible decisions could bc to work ovenime, or to h i  r t  

additional inspectors which at a glance would appear to rcsolve t h e  

insufficient inspection capacity, However. both of these decisions could b e 

counterproductivt, in that they could negatively influence the accuracy O f 

the inspection system resulting in incorrcctly inspccted parts. Hiring n e w 

inspectors could potentially mean inexperience inspectors who may pass O n 

defective parts as acceptable which could negatively impact customer's 

satisfaction rcsulting in reducing the manufacturer's market share. W O rki n g 

extensive overtime will tire the inspectors reducing thcir effectiveness to 

accurately inspcct parts. Inaccurate inspections can result in passing O n 

defective parts as being acceptable; but also may identify good parts as be ing 

defective which of course would increase time delays as a result of rework O r 

scrapped parts. If a part is reworked or scrapped, additional labor and  

machining tirne would be required to either rework the pan or build a ne  w 

pan if the defective one was scrapped. The additional labor and m ac  hi ni ng 

time are the rcasons for the increased cycle time. 

if the scrap rate becomes incrcasingly high, it triggers a decision to 

immediately commit rcsources to resolving the problems that are causing t h  e 

scrapped parts. The degree of succcss in resolving the problems will b e 

dependent upon the demonstrated urgency dong with the amount of 

resourcts, and level of expertise provided. The degrce of success will directly 

impact the amount of defective parts that are produced in the future w h ic  h 

inreturn would reduce time delays, hence impacting the overall cycle time to 



manufacture the product- Therc may only be a need to provide additional 

training depending upon the seriousness of the problems that arc causing t h e  

defective parts, Eowever. providing additional training for the in s p  e c  t O rs 

would impact available inspection capacity which would drive the need to 

either work overtime or hire additional insptctors, As previously men tioned . 
these decisions could be counterproductive- 

Changes in regulatory rcquirements can negatively impact t h e 

accuracy of the quality policies and procedures which could influence t h e  

accuracy of the inspection system resulting in passing on defective pans a s  

being acceptable. Changes to the policies and procedures in an effort to  

ensure the integrity of the inspection system could be counterproductive f r o m  

the perspective that changes would mean additional training for t h e  

inspectors which could negatively influence inspection capacity resulting i n 

time delays and a rcduction in the accuracy of the inspection system 

Significant time reduction in operations can be achieved by id  en  t i fy  i n g 

and reducing non-value added time that may result fmm delays due to scrap o r  

reworked parts- The above analysis indicates a number of counterproductive 

decisions that can significantly impact the non-value added time that may 

result from time delays due to scrap or reworked parts. These 

counterproductive decisions ce-emphasizes how important it is to re  a 1 1 y 

understand the effects of each variable within the decision area. In making a 

decision around increasing the dcgrce of self-inspection in an effort to  

increase available capacity for inspecting pans, one really needs to  

understand the impact on the morale of the quality inspectors which could 

negatively impact both the capacity for inspecting parts. and the integrity o f  

the inspection system. Negatively influencing the integrity of the in s p e c  t i O n 



system can have significant impact on the manufacturer's ability to mainta in  

or even increase market share- ' 

4.5 WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT 

This section explores the human side of manufacturing today. 

Competing on science and technology means competing on the organization o f  

information; invariably one thinks of a battle of cornputers. But the mach ine  

is not at the center of the cornpetition, knowledge workers are, and they are a 

corporate assest that last if they are committed- People are a kcy means to 

achieving the organization's goals. Even a technology - based strategy has its 

foundations in people. Without the right people, the most s t re am 1 i ned 

processes make no diffcrcnce to the bottom line. 

CIM. JIT, GI: MRP II, TQM - none of these systems, methodologies, O r 

techniques serves as an end in itself- Each is just one part of a larger vision o f  

a flexible and responsive manufacturing enterprise. Getting it right in t h  e 

marketplace means that finns must rcspond quickly to changing customer 

demand and custorncr satisfaction. The ability to reduce cycle time i s  

neccssary to make the changes required by customer demands and desires. 1 n 

order to acquire the ability to reduce cycle tirne, an organization must b t 

flexible. A flexible organization leads to an improved strategic position and a 

cornpetitive advantage that belps to ensure long term viability. 

Thrcc values concerning people management csscntial to a CO rpo ra t  i on 

in pursuit of flcxibility are diversity, discourse and exnpowerment. 



Firms need to pay attention to diversity for a couple of reasons. First, 

business is increasingly complex. Work that individuals used to perform i s 

now donc more effectivtly by teams. For this reason. companies may need t o  

transfom a collection of individuals of al1 genders and of differcnt e thn ic. 

racial. and rtligous backgrounds into a cohesive tcam sharing a common goal. 

trust and inttrdependencc. 

Secondly, companics must attract and motivate its employes in an effort  

to retain the btst and brightest people from every available source and coax 

the greatest contribution from each person. Companies can't afford to h av  e 

people working at fifty percent capacity becaust they feel that certain o f  

their abilities and attributes aren't useful. 

What should companies hope to accomplish by valuing diversity? First 

and foremost, companies will be crtating an cnvironment in which e v e r y  

employte can make his or  h t r  fullest contribution to the company goals. This 

wiII boost productivity in the long nui. Sccondly. diversity will change t h e  

psychological conuact between employees and employer. Whcn an employer  

works to create an environment in which diverse people and talents a r e  

valued, people get motivated and energized. They work at full capacity and ge t  

something back from the system in texms of career and persona1 growth. 

People usually rtspond positively if they know that they arc tmly part of t h e  

company team. 

What does the diverse work force want? 

- People want to fcel inciuded, heard, valued. tnisted. safe. treated like 
adults. They want to fetl that somebody is w i l h g  to take a nsk on them. 
In short, they want to know chat they will be utated fairly and 
equitably. 

- They want to know that oppominitics for jobs, recognition, 
promotion. and compensation are open to all; that these can be theirs 
too. That if they work hard they can get the rewards the system has to 
offer.  



- They want responsive management. 

These desires pose challenges for managers. They wiU nced to f i n d  

ways to utilize the full talents of bis worfforce, to practice managemen t  

processes that are bias-free. and to have the personal comfon, knowledge a n d  

skills to deal with people who are differtnt from themselves. 

Diversity leads to a participatory culture full of respect for eac h 

individual, As a result, individuals will get involved, In the workplace, people 

will sit together with management on committees to solve company problems 

and promote Company goals, Employees will work with managers to c rea te  

visions and strategic directions for the company. There are celebrations o f  

diversity, and conflicts arc embraced as opportunities for change and  

learning. People can successfully work conflicts through to resolution a n  d 

new understanding, 

The second value essential to corporate flexibility is communication. 

Communication too oftcn becomes a one-way Street; emanating from the top 

down. Communication gives rise to the belief that information sharing is  

right and ntcessary. Sharing the corporate vision, strategies and goals is  

fundamental, as is getting input and reactions to refine them. People believe 

that listening is a way to lcam and that ongoing learning keeps an individual 

and an organization vital. They belicvc that the exchangc of ideas leads t o  

innovation and discovery and that no one person has al1 the answtrs (Leavitt 

1988)- 

In a culture thgt grows thcse beliefs; people arc informed. They 1 e a rn  

from th& own experiences and from those of others. This is a culture i n 

which it is acceptable to take risks and to fail. The most charac te r i s t ic  

behavior in this culture is people working in teams. There is ongoing,  



multidirectional, honest communication. There are human networks and a 

human scale to the work, the processes, and the infrastructure, In t e rna1  

employees innovate and create new business ventures t h r O u g h 

entrepreneurship. People work in concert with Company goals, secure in t h e  

knowledge that what they do is connected to the larger picture. The 

organization is aligned. 

More than any other variable, communication w o r h  best in f la t  

organizational structures. Information that travels by the shortest dis tance 

and most direct is the freshest, most accurate, and most relevant. Given t h e  

distance between the top and the bonom of organizations in pyramidal,  

hierarchial structures, it is not suprising that the top and bottom a r e  

discomected, don't understand each other, can't communkate, and ( m O re  

often than not) arc working on entirely different agendas, goals, a n d  

programs. 

They are literally living in different worlds. A flat structure, with i ts  

quick access, puts everyone back on the sarne team on the same playing field 

on the same day. It is a huge step toward a winning attitude and the success 

that results (Leavitt 1988). 

The third value essential to corporate flexibility is e m p O we rm e n t . 

Technicaily, to empower means to invest with legal power, or  to authorize. 1 n 

today's human resources vernacular. however, the word is used more for i ts  

comotative than Iitcral sense. Empowered people opcrate out of the passion 

and courage of their convictions. They do the right thing, live out t h e  i r 

valucs and beliefs, behave authentically, and follow through on comm i tmen t S. 

They are honest and fair with themselves and others, upfront a n d  

nonmanipulativc. The definition of empowerxnent is difficult to pin d O wn 

exactly bccause it deals with the elusive world of feelings. People fee l  



empowered when their head and h e m  and gut are synchronized and they a r e  

centered in the feeling of b c k  in control that results. Evcryday people al1 

around us are empowered as they accomplish their potentials. Beliefs t ha t  

grow from valuing empowerment are: 

- People art trustworthy 

- Motivation is a function of self-estttm and self-detennination 

- Recognition of good performance makes people feel good about 
thtmselves 

Al1 these feed self-esteem. Again. we see reciprocity in operation. 

The culture that springs from empowerment is a mentocracy. It invests 

in humans and their growth and development, takes a long-term perspective, 

and supports persona1 commitment and responsibility , The behaviors in th i s 

culture revoive around high motivation with low supervision. This results 

from the combination of teamwork. shared vision, and se  lf-de terminat ion. 

People express loyalty and achieve qudity and excellence in processes and 

products- They follow through on commitments and take initiative by s i  gn ing  

up for work that contributes to Company goals. They seek innovation and 

renewal (Oakley 1993). 

The final Iink in the chain leading to flexibility is the human rcsources 

practices and programs. It is difficult to predict accurately just what programs 

and systems an organization should design. However, it is important to no te  

that whatever programs are chosen, they should be tied together into a system, 

and must al1 be directed at achieving flexibility; in contrast to a traditional 

structure for personnel in which therc are seperate departments o f  

compensation, benefits, training, development and employee relations. It i s 

critical to ensure that al1 functions are mutually reinforcing. 

Some of the most powerful tools that an organization can use to mo tiv ate 

employees are: recognition and reward systems, benefits and training. 



Reward systems which include compensation. need to be designcd to  

rcward the values of the organization. There needs to be rewards for quaiity . 
not quantity, for divtrsity, not samcncss. for imovation and risk talring. n o  t 

for staying in iine and doing things by the book- A company should look a t 

what its system outcornes currently arc. for that is what the company i s  

rewarding now. whtthcr it intends to or not. 

Firms must close the gaps betwcen what they protray and what they do. 

People see right through thcse inconsistencics. They will act in accordance 

with what is seen to be rewarded. The greater the gap between what a 

Company protrays as it values and what it actually rewards. the greater t h e  

management credibility gap. 

Recognition. if used effectively can be very motivating. Recognition 

covers cverything h m  a nod and hello from a senior manager to an on-time 

and accurate performance appraisal; from verbal praise for a job well done to 

a plaque in recognition of performance; from a mention in the company 

newslctter to a stock gram. For the most part recognition is free. abundant  

and easy. It is also consistently overlooked. Everyone Iikes recognition. 1 t 

simulates people to perform well and to repeat good peflonnance. 

Benefits are intended to reduce risks and protect employees from 

hardships. They should enhanct an tmployce's ability to contribute. T h  ty 

include such elemeats as mcdical and dental plans. vacation. sick days. tuition 

assistance. maternity/paternity leave. disability compensation. adoption 

assistance and childcare. Companies netd to htar from employees wh a t  

coverage is relevant. The needs of a new collegc graduate. a single parent. and 

a disablcd vcteran are differcnt. 

If an employee has difficulty in any nonwork area of bis or life. t h e  

firm has trouble. Companies are dealing with people; they have to take t h e  



good. the bad and the ugly. Good firms take the childcare issues along with t h e  

leadership capabilitics. Good firms takc the temporary instability a n d 

productivity drop during the crisis of divorce along with the excellence i n 

closing sales. Progressive fums take the request for leave of absence (to h ike ,  

golf. renew and contemplate) along with the innovative product d t v e l o  p men t . 

People need to have options for benefits that are relevant to them as they pass 

through various lifk stages. Self-selection of benefit packages cmpowers  

employees because it puts thtm in convol - they can take care of t h e  

important aspects of their lives. 

Why devote the considerable tirne and expense necessary for employee  

training? The answer is so obvious that it escapes many executives' notice.  

Current employees are a rich resource. They know the products, co rpora t e  

culture, customers, other interna1 players, and the industry; they g r a s p  

Company vision and strategies. They are context-rich. For many reasons t h e y  

are an obvious choice for invesunent. 

- Reading, writing and empowerment are Iinked together. When a f i r m  
invests in and dcvelops its employees, it is furthering their 
empowerment.  

- Training and education sends employees the message that they are 
being supponed to be successful. They have the means to do a better 
job. Whcn a firm invests in and develops its employees, it is furthering 
its partnership with them. 

- Increased productivity and improved quality are two outcomes of 
training a workforce. Whcn a firm invests in and devclops its 
employcts, it is furthering its business goals. 

Training and devtlopment solutions will bc unique to each finn because  

they are responses to unique business situations and problems. At the s a m e  

cime, surveying what other businesses are doing maybe helpful, for many o f  

their ideas and successes can be tailored to a different company's si tuation. 

One finn cm also learn from the experiences of others and possibly avoid 

some of their failures. 



Based on the above information. the variables identified for t h c  

workforce management decision- area are as follows. Skill levels. level of 

morale, productivity, the degree of tooling effectiveness and the degree of 

empowerrnent and the number of employees assigned to a manager. Figure 13 

illustrates the influence diagram for the workforce management d e c  i s ion 

area. The thinking behind the construction of Figure 13 will now be discussed, 

Need Io acquire 

effecliveness 

invontory 

Wear 

Figure 13 Influence diagram for work force m anagement 



At the core of the workforce management decision area is t h e  

productivity of employees which depends upon ski11 levels, the e f fec  t iveness 

of tooling, degrce of empowerment and the level of morale- However, 

fundamental to worlaorct management is the stability of the worlcforce due to  

the negative infiuence of  layoffs. Layoffs can have a widespread effect within 

workforce management influencing skill levels, the morde of employees, a n d  

creating the necd to shift employees from department to department  

(assuming a unionized environment). 

Increasing tayoffs negatiuely influences skill levels ( e  loss O f 

specialized skills) reducing productivity driving the need for addi t io na1 

training which if provided can impact the level of motivation of employees 

affecting the degree of empowerment. The degree of empowerment i f  

increased, which may be the case, as a result from increasingly motivated 

employees will incrcase productivity. Hence, on one hand, layoffs may reduce 

productivity but on the other hand, layoffs may bc offset by variables such a s  

training and motivation, This apparent paradox raises the question of w h i c h 

of the two actions have a greater effect on productivity. Are productivity 

losses due to the lowering of skill levels greater than the productivity g a i n s  

from the increase in the degree of empowerment? An additional effect of 

layoffs is the need to shift employees from depanment to depar tment  

(assuming that the manufacturing environment is unioniztd). if emplo y e t s  

are shifted, then there is also the need to provide additional training for t h e  

employees that are king transferred to a new department which as expiained 

before can positivciy impact productivity. 

Training as previously explained, can positively motivate which rn a y  

increase the degrce of  empowement resulting in an increase in productivity. 

However, on the other hand, training takes away from production in the sense  



that if an empioyee is in training, then the employee is not working o n  

manufacturing parts resulting in lower productivity. Again, another paradox; 

and hence, one rcally nceds to understand the implications of provid ing  

training from the perspective of its effectiveness so that the appropr ia te  

decision c m  be made on how much training should be provided (Le. at wh a t  

point does training become non-value-added, since it does take the ernployee 

away from production.) 

Another infiuence of layoffs is the negative impact to the morale of t h e  

employees. In an unionized environment, low morale may affect the n u  m b e r 

of gnevances that are being generated by cmployees; and depending upon t h e  

relationship between the union and management, can influence the num b e r  

of grievances resolved. If there are a high nwnber of outstanding gnevances, 

then there would be a reinforcing effect on further reducing the morale o f  

the employees. The nwnber of grievances generated may negatively impact  

the level of CO-operation between the union and management which m a y  

impact employee compensation causing employces to leave the organizat  ion 

(early retirement). Employees leaving the organization worsens the a l  read y 

bad situation of a reduction in skill levels due to layoffs. The need to hire may  

arise in the situation where there may have been a high attrition rate w h i c h 

cm impact the low ski11 level situation either positivcly or negarively.  

Depending on the availability of highly skilled workers, hiring may pos i t i vel y 

influence skill levels. On the other hand, hiring a number of inexperienced 

workers would negatively influence skill levtls driving up the nced f o r  

furthcr additional training. 

The type of tools that employees work with can significantly affect  

productivity. For example, an employet that does not have the correct tooling 

cannot be effective in doing their job, from the standpoint of maybe not b e i n g  



able to do the job at all. or doing a poor quality job or even taking twice as 10 ng 

to get the job donc. h y  one of those situations can lead to lower productivity. 

The type of toolirig is affectcd by tooling inventory fiom the perspective O f 

not having enough tools for the employees. incorrect tooling. damaged tooling 

or even wom out tooling that maybe in necd of repairs. W o m  tools a r e  

typically a rtsult of cxcessive use without being properly maintained O r 

repaircd. Damagcd or lost tooling however. may be a remlt of low morale O f 

employees which of course could have becn influenced by a number o f  

different issues such as layoffs. poor relationship bctween the union and 

management, or an inappropriate employce compensation system. The need to 

buy tools is ditcctly influenced by the number of occurances of damaged O r 

lost tools which inturn can negatively impact the budget. Of course 

decreasing the budget can have widespread effects such as negatively 

influencing the amount of training that can bt provided, the amount o f  

resources that could be made available to positively influence the degree of 

employee empowerment. or even capital f'unds to acquire new technology tha t  

could potentially increase manufacturing's capacity. 

So far we have discussed issues surrounding layoffs, training. ski11 

levels. tooling, morale and their effects within workforce management. It is  

interesting to note that the number of employees, specifically the num b e r  

assigned to a manager, can have significant influence on empowerment, and  

hence. on productivity. Assuming that the number of managers does no t  

change. the impact of increasing the number of employees would suggest t ba t  

managers would have l a s  time with their employees which would inf luence 

the amount of coaching that a manager conducts with their employees, 

negatively impacting the level of committment by the employee reducing t h e  

desire to be empowered. Another effect of increasing the number of 



employees is that there is the potential to increase the diversity of t h e  

worLforce which would suggest the nccd for managers (depending on t h e  i r 

capabilities). to acquirc additional training to deal with diversity issues a m o n g  

their employees, The need for additional training takcs away from time t h a t  

managers would spend with their employees reinforcing the n e  ga t i v e 

influence of managers not having enough time with their employees. One 

positive remlt that may occur which may not have been necessarily p l a n n e d  

is that as managers have lesser amounts of t h e  available for their employees,  

they tend to delegate more decision making to the employees which c a n  

positively impact empowerment. 

One point to be aware of is that with more decision making cornes t h e  

desire for more compensation which if not made available for the employees 

may negatively impact the morale affecting their motivation resulting i n 

negatively impacting cmpowennent- Another paradox; on one hand m O re 

decision makiag by the employees can elevate the level of empowerment, b u t  

on the other hand. if appropriate compensation does not follow, then t h e  

impact to empowerment can be a negative one. Another effect of i n c r e a s i n g  

the ratio of employees to managers is the reduction of the frequency o f  

communication between employees and management- As previously 

mentioned. communication can have a significant impact on the level of 

motivation among employees which can tremendously impact the degree o f  

empowerment. On one hand. communication is essential for the employees to  

be knowledgable of current situations whether it is market conditions, 

upcoming events. o r  the company's business plans. A knowledgable worker is 

more Iikely to bc motivated than one that does not even understand t h e  

importance of their contributions within the organization. Howtver, on t h  e 

other band. too much communication maybe counterproductive, in the s e n s e  



that employees maybc receiving non-relevant information, and e a c h 

communication session WU iricrease non-productive tirne resulting i n 

lowering the level of productivity. 

The above discussion explains some of the influences that the variables 

identified within workforce management can have on each other, aad t he i r  

effects on productivity which directly affects the cycle tirne to man u f ac  t u re 

product. Xowever, one point that is being clearly made, is the effects t h e  

variables cm have on each other is not expiicit; and in making z i  decision 

there can be many implications which rnay not be apparent without extensive 

analysis. For example, at a glance, one rnay think that the more training t hat 

is provided, the higher the productivity; but this scenario rnay not hold true. 

Training is beneficial to a certain point; after which it becomes non-  

productive. Inaddition, the tirne that is spent training is not being utilized fo  r 

actual manufacturing which increases non-p roductivc tirne, hence, 10 w e ring 

productivity. Another example, where al1 of the effects of a decision rnay no t 

be obvious is as foliows- Initially, one may believe that the immediate effects 

of a layoff to be a drop in ski11 levcls which would lower productivity. Another 

effect however, that rnay not be explicit, is the fact that layoffs in a unionized 

environment rnay remlt in employees being shifted around to various ne  w 

departments. An employee coming into a new department would not only have 

to go through a learning curvc but also rnay rtquirt additional training. Both 

the lcaming curve and the tirne spent for additional training will initially 

rcsult in lower productivity. Hence, not only is there a decrease i n 

productivity from the layoffs; but inaddition, there will be a dtcrease i n 

productivity due to the shifting of employces from department to department 

and the initial leaming curves that they will go through. Therefore, t h e  



initial estimated decrease in productivity due to the layoffs maybe comp l e  tel y 

incor rec t .  

4.6 MAINTENANCE 

Today, the automotive. electronic, textile industries and many more . 
including the aerospace industry, are bcing severely challenged by f O r e  i g n - 
based manufacturers, Producing a quality product or providing q u  a l  i ty 

services at competitive prices in a timely manner has become a key issue f o r  

survival in today's environment. 

if a facility is not kept operable within reasonable cost limits in today's 

competitive environment, the whole organization will suffer, o r  perhaps e v e n 

be forced to close its doors. To keep a facility operationally cost effective. t h e  

resources required (such as people, equipment, and material) must be u t i  lized 

efficiently . Maximizing the operating conditions of the production e q u i p men t  

(Le maintainhg the equipment as close as possible to design specifications and 

minimizing equipment breakdowns) to manufacture a product is a key f ac to r  

in continuously improving cycle urne to maintain the competitive edge. if t h e  

equipment is d o m  becaust of failure or other operational problems, it delays 

the completion of products resulting in additional costs and late deliveries t o  

the customer. A manufacturing facility with poorly opetating equ ip  men  t 

conditions usually has highcr maintenance and poor delivery performance;  

and rcquircs additional equipment to compensate for lost capability a n  d 

capacity. Therefore, the cost of the products produccd usually go up. Other  

factors such as increasing labor costs. complex and state-of-the-art equipment, 

specialized training costs, union/company policies, and low 1 ab  O r 



utilization/high work delays also contribute to the upward trend i n 

maintenance costs- 

Maintenance managers must continually find ways to enmrc adcquate 

output performance whiïe minimizing thosc costs incurrcd in attcmpting to  

maintain the desircd output rate and the costs incurred when the system fails 

to perform at the dcsircd output range. System failures never happen at a 

"good tirne". typically requiring emergency measures, and can be ex tremel y 

costly. In a Just-In-Time manufacniring environment hundreds of wo rkers  

on a production Iine can be idle, along with expensive equipment. and  

customer shipments delayed just because one machine fails. 

To reduce maintenance cost and improve productivity, changes in t h e  

traditional way of managing maintenance must be made. We cannot afford to  

live with the old way of thinking: "If it ain't broke, dont fix it". It is the t ime 

to think: "If it ain't broke, predict when it will break and fix it before i t  

happens" so that it is available whenever it will be necded- 

Maintenance plays a key role in meeting the operational and  

organizational goals. Howcver, there is evidence of lack of management  

support resulting in part from an existing perception that maintenance is a 

necessary evil. an indirect cost and cannot be managed effectively. On t h  e 

contrary, maintenance can be managtd effectively. An effective 

maintenance system is a key element in keeping equipmcnt running smoothly 

and efficitntly (i.e. maximizing the operating conditions) minimizing c y c 1 e 

time to manufacture the product resulting in products delivered on-time to t h e  

customer. 

The prime reason for higher maintenance costs is equipment failure.  

Excessive equipment failure causes two problcms: It increases the cost of 

maintenance; and more importantly it rcduces equipment availability f O r 



production, The application of prevention techniques to reduce failures i s 

fundamental and essential for an effective maintenance system. One s u c  h 

preventive technique is preventive maintenance. 

4.6.1 Preventive Maintenance 

Preventive maintenance is preventive medicine and h e a 1 t h  

maintenance for equipment; very similiar to preventive health care f O r 

people which bas reduced the incidence of disease and increased the h u m a n  

life span significantly. In prevcntivc health care, emphasis is placed on t h e  

prevention of illness, so that disease will not be conuacted at dl. Thus, 

preventive maintenance can be seen as a means to decrease the number o f  

breakdowns (equipment disease) and increase equipment life span. T h e  

practicality of preventive medicine is easy to grasp. The cost of da i ly  

prevention and periodic checkups is minimal compared to expenses i n c u r r e  d 

when health carc is neglected and whtn illncss lcads to hospitalization. 

Sirnilarily. it is cheaper to repair the equipmcnt on a preventive basis than to 

wait until it has completely deteriorated. At that stage the cost of res  t o r i n g  

equipment can be exorbitant. Oddiy tnough, however, many companies  

choose not to practice prevcntive maintenance or practice it only 

halfheartedly, even though they understand its importance. 

Preventive maintenance involves a pattern of routine inspections a n  d 

servicing at  regular intervals. Thcse activities are intended to detcct pot e n t  i al  

failure conditions and take steps to prevent their occurrence. Traditional 1 y ,  

prevcntivc maintenance programs ar t  set up to carry out e q u i p m e n t  

maintenance, on a regular calendar schedult or by hours of operation, b a s t d  

on the manufacturer's recommendations. These recommendations are u s u  a l  1 y 



based on an average operating cnvironment. Routine inspections O ften 

highlight problems that may cause equipment to operate below its normal 

efficiency* A piect of equipment that suffers a breakdown, experi ences 

periodic spced loscs, or lacks precision and produces defects would indicate 

poorly operating conditions. 

Factories that fail to implement preventive maintenance a i n 

essence. accelerating the deterioration of their equipment. In such fac t ori es. 

powdered dust and chips fly in ail directions and lubricants and oil drip whi le  

the equipment and floor arc littcrcd with dirt, dust. oil, and raw materials. 

When dust and dirt adhere to moving parts and sliding surfaces of t h e  

machinery, the surfaces are scratched, causing deterioration. And, w h e n 

lubrication is neglected, excessive friction or buming can result, w as  t i ng 

energy. In addition, when loosentd nuts and bolts go unattended, they c a n  

cause excessive shaking, which encourages abnormal abrasion and tr i  gge rs 

further deterioration- Moreover, when plumbing maintenance is i n adequ ate . 
leaks may develop resulting in excessive waste of precious materials and 

energy* In factories where such neglect is rampant, sudden failures and 

minor stoppages are inevitable and common causing a reduction in overall 

equipment operating condition lowering production capacity. 

In the analysis in this dissertation, preventive maintenance ac ti v i t ies 

(schedules) arc proposed in thc form of preventive maintenance hours to b e 

completed which is bascd on the number of pieces of equipment that a r e  

currently in operation. Preventive maintenance schedules are the d ai l y 

scheduled preventive maintenance activities that are deemed necessary t O 

prevent machine breakdowns. These hours will Vary over tirne as a result of 

gaining a better understanding of the type and frequency of preven tive 

maintenance that is effective. 



The percentages of the preventive maintenance that are to b e 

completed on a weckiy basis CG influence the gcncration of ma in tenance  

tasks. In this anaiysis, maintenance tasks, also referred to as work requests  

are grouped into three major categories: emergency , operations a n  d 

scheduled. 

- The emergency tasks (usually unplanned critical production m a c h i ne  
breakdown) are usually perfomed whea the cquipment fails to operate,  
often at a prcmium cost. 

- Operation tasks arc those that are generated from the daily operations 
of the facility. 

- Scheduled tasks are maintenance tasks that are scheduled to be 
completed somctime in the future, 

Hypothetically, the amount ofmaintenance tasks should decrease if SC heduled 

preventive maintenance work orders are completed as per schedule and v ice-  

versa, There are a number of techniques/tools that can be applied to optimize 

the resources required for maintenance activities. Some of t h e s e  

techniques/tools include: 

- Equipment history analysis 

- Application of work standards and planning, 

- Computerized maintenance management systems, 



4.6.2 Equipment History Analysis 

An equipment history analysis data base is the foundation of a n y  

maintenance system. This data base aids in the decision-making process t o  

maintain the equipment in a cost-effective and timely manner, T h e  

equipment data base should contain the following information: 

- Failutes: i.t. breakdown cvents 

- Preventive maintenance data 

- Planned/scheduled repairs 

- Operating/usage hours 

- Repair time and cost 

Information from the cquipment data base can be used to perfonn f a i l u r e  

analyses to identify problem areas. This allows cost-effective c O rrec t i v e 

actions to be taken to reduce failure rates and repair time i nc reas  i n g  

equipmcnt availability. 

4.6.3 Application of Work Standards and Planning 

Tbe average utilization of the North American maintcnance w O rk f O rc e 

is approximatcly 40 percent. Tht low utilization is one of the m a j o r  

contributors of p w r  maintcnance effectiveness and high maintenance cost. 

To improve utilization of a maintenance workforce, an improvement i n 

maintenance planning is rcquired. Planning is best facilitated by rev  i e w i n  g 

the total work flow process, from work requests to job completion, and t h  e n  

making changes for improvements. 



To plan maintenance work effectiveiy. it is very important to know h o w  

long it should tllre to do a specitic job. Estimating the time required to do a job 

is a key element in maintenance planning. Work/time standards have b ee n 

used in production areas very effectively. It has been ofien thought that t h e  

work/tirne standards concept cannot be uscd in the maintenance area s ince  

every job is unique. However, work/time standards for maintenance work  

have been developed and are being used successfully with positive results. 

4.6.4 Computerized Maintenance Management System 

An effective maintenance management system requires accurate a n  d 

timely information relating to the resources available, work required or to b e  

performed, and equipement history including failure data, rnaterials, a n  d 

inventory costs. A computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) 

can provide the nccessary information. It helps the maintenance dep  artm en t 

operate in a much more structured manner. CMMS, or simply main tenance  

software. can allow maintenance depanments to organize and plan al1 

maintenance activities (e-g. preventive maintenance, equipment records . 
work orders, spare parts. etc). It can help to establish a good equipment  

history database to perform a variety of analyses. 

The success of some techniques/tools used in optimizing the work is  

very dependent upon the culture within the maintenance and production 

operations departmcnts; and the spirit of cooperation and cordial r e  1 a t i O n s h i p 

between those departments. In typical operations. when failure of equ ip  ment 

occurs. a maintenance crcw is usually callcd in to fix the pmblem. The  

maintenance crew could be late in responding to the request as they may b e 

tied up with other repairs. In the mean timc. the operations crew is idle 



during this period and throughout tbe repair. It would be idcal if t h e  

operations crew (operators) could fix the equipment themselves; if the fix is 

small, instead of waiting for a maintenance crtw. If the fix is major and 

requires large resources, they could become part of the repair crew. 

Operations and maintenance could become partners in maintaining t h e 

equipment, as well as in producing quality products. 

In this joint venture between maintenance and production, t h e  

maintenance worker takes on the role of consultant and advisor to t h e  

manufacturing organization- Machine operators take on the duties of s i m p 1 e 

routine maintenance ta&. The skills of the maintenance workers a r e  

reserved for more compltx projects, and the diagnostics and analysis of major 

equipment breakdowns. Henct, maintenance workers develop and enhance a 

greater range of skills to play a wider role in the organization. 

Maintenance and production workers must take respons i bi 1 i t y, 

ownership of the process for providing the manufacturing organization w i th 

reliable equipment, regularly scheduled preventive maintenance and b y 

minimizing breakdowns and disruptions to the manufacturing production 

process. 

4.6.5 Automation 

Technology is changing so rapidly that it is now more important th  a n  

ever for operations managers to make intelligent, informcd decisions ab  O ut 

the levels of automation. Many new opportunitics are the result of advances 

in computcr technology. Deciding whether to take advantagc of s u c  h 

opportunities caa significantly affect the cycle time to manufacture p roduc t 

and the morale of the work force. Cycle time may decrcase dramatically w i t h  



automation, howcver, jobs at al1 levels within maaufacturing could also b c 

affected. Some m a y k  elirninated. some upgraded and somc downgradcd. Even  

where the changes rcsulting fiom automation are small. people-related issues 

become significant. For example. poorly uained and pootly motivated w O r k t r s 

can cause enormous damage to newly acquired automatcd equipment. T h e  

transition is easitst when automation is part of a capacity expansion or a n e w  

facility and doesn't thrcatcn existing jobs. In other situations. early educa  t io  n 

and retraining is essential. 

As previously mentioned. cycle time is a key mcasure of delivery t ime  

which an increasing number of companies are using as a basis for g a i  n i n g  

cornpetitive advantage. The operating conditions of  thc production eq uip m e n  t 

can negatively influence equipment availability causing a reduction i n 

production capacity and hencc, affecting cycle time. Based on the above  

information, the variables identified for the maintenance decision area are a s  

fol10 ws. Preventive maintenance efficiency, maintenance reques ts 

efficiency, effectiveness of the maintenance employee. production m a c h  i n e  

operator's involvement with maintenance and levels of automation. Figure 14 

illustrates the influence diagram for the maintenance dtcision area. The 

thinking behind the construction of Figure 14 will now be discusscd. 
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The efficiency of both the preventive maintenance and maintenance 

requests systems (i.e. percentages of preventive maintenance and 

maintenance requests that arc complcted on a weekly basis) directly affects 

the operating conditions of the production equipment e the reduced 

performance of machinery due to discrepancies bctween design and ac tua1 

speed of the equipment). The operating conditions of the equipment c a n  

affect the number of picces of production equipmcnt that are in operation 

which can impact production capacity. and hence. the cycle time to 

manufacture the product. 

The efficiency of the preventive maintenance system is di rec tl y 

affected by both the total number of preventive maintenance tasks that a r e  

scheduled and the completion rate of preventive maintenance taslrs. The to ta1 

number of preventive maintenance tasks to be completed is determined by t h e  

current nwnber of pieces of equipment in operation. plus any additional 

preventive maintenance tasks ba t  may be needed due to a change i n 

production requirements. For example. there may be a need to increase t h e  

frequcncy of certain preventive maintenance checks (oil level. f i  1 ter  

condition. etc) due to production shifting from eight hours a day. five days a 

week to operating twenty-four hours a day. seven days a week. The completion 

rate of preventive maintenance is influenced by the level of motivation and 

effectiveness of the maintenance employee. availability of ma in ten an c t 

resources and the availability of the equipment. The availability of equipment 

for preventive maintenance can have a counter-intuitive effect on production 

capacity. Production may decide not to make the equipment available f o r  

preventive maintenance due to insufficient production capacity. This decision 

by production would rcsult in failure to complete the preventive maintenance 

as scheduled. reducing the completion rate of preventive maintenance an d 



hence, lowering the efficiency of the preventivc maintenance system. These 

actions would lerd to deterioration in the operating conditions of the 

cquipment resulting in equipment inefficiencies and unsc hed uled 

(emtrgency) breakdowns which further reduces the already low production 

capacity. 

Anothtr effcct that may not be readily obvious from not frceing u p 

equipmcnt for preventive maintenance occurs within the maintenance 1 a bo r 

resource. The impact of not having the production equipment available 

during a regular day shift may force maintenance employees to work large 

amounts of overtime inorder to completc the regularly scheduled pr ev en t i v  e 

maintenance. Working overtime can either positively (from a f i  nanc i al 

perspective) or negatively (cancelling persona1 appoinunents) motivate t h  e 

employees. But more importantly, working long hours may reducc the  

effectiveness of the maintenance workers resulting in the employees pu t t i n g 

in a halfheartedly effon in completing the preventive maintenance w hi c h  

would eventually impact the operating condition of the equipment. 

The efficiency of the maintenance request system is directly affected by 

both the total number of maintenance requests that are scheduled and the  

complction rate of the maintenance requests. The total number of 

maintenance requests to be completcd is determined by unsc h edu 1 e d 

equipment breakdowns. daily maintenance rcquests typical of operating a 

manufacturing facility, and schcduled maintenance repairs. The completion 

rate of maintenance requests depends upon the availablity of maintenance 

resources. material availability, the level of motivation and effectiveness O f 

the maintenance employee. For example. the probability of repairing a n 

unschcdultd machine breakdown expeditiously will depend upon the facili ty 's 

on-site spare parts inventory and the troubleshooting diagnostic abilities O f 



the maintenance employees. Not having the correct spare parts readily 

available can negatively impact the timcliness for completing the rep ai rs . 

Hence, a decrease in the maintenance rcqucsts completion rate rcduces t h e  

efficiency of the maintenance request systcm which directly impacts t h e 

downtimc for equipment rcpairs. As downtime incrcases. production c ap ac i t y 

decreases. reducing the availability of production equipment, and hence ,  

decreasing the efficiency of the preventive maintenance system. Dec reasing 

the efficiency of the prevcntive maintenance system l a d s  to f u r t h e r  

deterionation of the equipment, and eventually more uns chedul ed  

breakdoms which further decreases the efficiency of the main t  e n  ance  

requcst systcrn exhibiting a rcinforcing behavior. 

The amount of training provided for maintenance can impact the 

effectiveness of the maintenance employee which influences both p rev  en  t iv e 

maintenance and maintenance request completion rates. It is interesting to  

note. however. that the amount of training provided is a very sensitive issue. 

Even though training takes away from available resources to do ma in t enance  

requests and preventive maintenance, one would expect that the increase i n 

the maintenance employee's effectiveness from the additional training would 

off-set the loss time because theoretically the employees should not require a s  

much time to cornpletc their work as they had required in the past. However, 

the above scenario does not hold me in al1 cases because the expected 

productivity improvements may not be realized. The training may not h a v e  

been effective; or the employets may not be capable of further imp roving. 

Hcnce. in making a dccision around the amount of training to providt, o n e  

should thoroughly understand al1 of the implications for providing s u c  h 

training. 



The production operator c m  play a significant role in improving t h e  

operating conditions of the equipment. For example. the production opera  t o  r 

can perform simple maintenance tasks on the machincry that they operate - 
check oil levels, minor adjustmcnts. calibration. and gencral cleaning, etc. By 

becoming involved with dohg  simple preventive maintenance tasks, t h e 

operator increases ownership of the equipment which generally results in a n 

overall improvtment in the equipment's operating condition. The i r  

involvement also &es up maintenance resources to improve the e ffici  enci e s  

of both the preventive maintenance and maintenance request systems w h i c h 

leads to the reduction of the total maintenance backlog and improvements i n 

the operating conditions of the cquipment. However. the production 

operator's involvement may negatively infIuence the level of m O t i v a t i O n 

among the maintenance employees because there maybe less of a req u i rem e n t 

for maintenance to work overtime. Inaddition, maintenance employees m a y 

be upset at the fact that production operators are doing maintenance work 

which is typically not an acceptable activity in a unionized env  ironment.  

Therefore. on one hand, the operator's involvcment can frce up maintenance  

resources to reduce total maintenance bacldog. But on the other hand. t h e  i r 

involvemcnt can negatively impact the level of motivation of the maintenance 

employee reducing their effectiveness which may lead to a higher total 

maintenance backlog Therefore. one necds to be cautious if making t h e  

decision on the level of involvement of the production operators i n 

performing maintenance activities no matter how elemcntary they may bc. 

The above section discusses somc of the influences that the variables 

identified within maintenance can have on each other. and tbeir effects o n  

the operating conditions of the production equipment which dircctly affects 

cycle time to manufacture product. The point that is being made in the above 



discussion, is that the effects the variables can have on each other are n o  t 

always explicit or obvious; and in making decisions there cm be m a n y  

implications which may not bc apparent without extensive analysis. F o r  

example, it would appear that motivating the production operators to become 

involved with performing the simple maintenance tasks, would free u p 

maintenance resources to improve the operating conditions of the e q u i p men  t 

and rtduce the total maintenance backlog. However. this decision may b e 

counterproductive from the perspective that increasing the involvement O f 

production operators may demotivate maintenance employees, reducing t h e  i r 

productivity which in the long run would lead to an increase in the total 

maintenance backlog Another example. there may be an assumption t h a t  

providing additional training to the maintenance staff would increase t h  c 

effectiveness of the maintenance worker which in tum could lead to a n  

incrtast in the efficiencies of both the preventive maintenance a n d  

maintenance rtquest systtms. Howtver, the decrease in av ai 1 ab 1 e 

maintenance resources due to the time spent in training, rnay cause a 

reduction in both the completion rates for preventive maintenance a n d  

maintenance request which of course would reduce the efficiencies of t h e 

preventive maintenance and maintenance request systems - opposite to w h a t 

was initially asmmcd. The author cannot ernphasize tnough of how impor tan t  

it is to fiilly understand the effects that the variables can have on each o t h e  r 

when making dtcisions bccause the influences among the variables are n o t  

always explicit or obvious: and many implications may not be a p p a r e n t  

without extensive analysis. 

The discussions so far have providtd additional insights into t h e  

interreîationships among the variables of the dccision areas of proc ess . 
workforce management, maintenance. materials management and quality i n 



relation to cycle tirne. Cycle time dircctly affects a finn's delivery 

commitments; a competitive priority that is becoming increasingly important 

as global cornpetition continues to grow. 

The next section, de& with how do the above mcntioned decision areas 

relate to each othcr so that operations management c m  become a competitive 

weapon. Tht following sections suggest insights into the re 1 a t io n s h i p s 

between decision areas. That is, how do the decision arcas affect each O ther  

when meshed together, and why certain conditions lead to more successful 

outcornes than others. 

4 .7  INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG DECISION AREAS 

4.7.1 Ptocess Versus Product 

Positioning strategical operational dccisions (i.t, process focus vers us 

product focus) serve as the basis for dccisions at other levels. A process focus 

strategy means jumbled routings of products through the system. Flexibility is 

maximized by organizing resources around the process (or function). A 

product focus strategy is just the opposite, trading off flexibility to achieve 

standard routings, line flows. and resources organized by product. The best 

focus for a specific Company depends on its product plans, competitive 

prionties, and quality choices. 

When product plans cal1 for more customized products, prices will b e 

high and volumes low. Lifc cycles are shoner, and products tend to be in t h  e 

earlier stage of their lift cycles. With such flux in product plans, dedicating 

resources to specific products is unwise, If on the other hand, product pl  ans 



require standardized products with higher volumes and longer life cycles, 

then a product focus would be more appropriate. 

4.7.2 Quality 

The linkages between quality management and positioning strategy 1 i e s  

with product specifications. A firm choosing high performance des i gn 

quality as  its competitive priority is likely to have a process flow. Prices must 

be higher. resulting in lower product volumes. Firms chooshg product O r 

volume flexibility as a competitive prïority are likely to be small and have a 

process focus. Their quality control procedures ait lcss formal. and t h e y  

depend largely on the workforce to achieve reliable quality- High volume 

finns with a product focus tend to have more staff specialists and inspectors, 

and the inspection operation might cven be automated. To ensure consistent 

quality these firms have formal procedures for monitoring i ncom i n g 

materials, process yields, and outgoing products. Scrap and rework a r e  

particularly disruptive to the linc in a product focused plant- 

4.7.3 M a t e r i a l s  Management 

in a process focus environment. low npeatability and jumbled rout ings 

cause complexity in materials management. Last minute changes b y 

customers and vendors. imprccise time standards, and difficulties in prcdicting 

capacities create uncertainty. Becaust of the complexity and u n c  er tain ty . 
plans cannot be made far in advance. Planning is done more at a local 

decentralizcd level to adapt to the latest conditions. Greater workforce a n d  

inventory cushions arc tolerated becausc of the dynamic environment. No 



long term conuacts are ntgotiated with kcy vendors. Raw material volumes 

arc low, so the fkm has lcss comrol over suppliers, who naturally cater to 

larger customers. The product flexibility of a process focus means tha t  

invtntory must be creatcd lowcr in the bills of materials. Inventory is no t 

created by plan at higher levels because of low turnover and the fear of  

obsolescence. More intermediate items are iïkely to be produced to he lp  

incrcase part commonality , keep customer delivery times at acceptable levels . 
cut losses owing to setups. and buffer against bottlenecks. With a process 

focus, information tends to bc orientcd to the bidding process and specific 

customer orders. Output plans are communicated by releasing jobs wi t h  

detailed routing information. With a product focus, information is orien tated 

more to demand forecast and current inventory positions, rather t h a n  

individual customer orders. Product focused firms produce more to stock and  

less to order. A final iink with materials management is with a process focus, 

wherc volumes art low and unit costs art high, a firm tends to rely on outside 

suppliers to manufacture parts and assem bIies for its products. Whcreas, f i  r m s 

with a product focus and high volumes tend to do more part and assembly work 

in-house. 

4.7.4 Workforce Management 

A product focus production systtm is labor intensive and labor costs c a n 

be a concern. Efficicncy losses caused by setups, materials handling and  

componcnt delays have to be continually monitored. Proctss focus on t h e  

other hand, requires attention in ensuring cffectivt facility utilization 

because of high capital investments and the controlling of various overhead 

costs. A product focus favors the utilization of a flexible workforce. A flexible 



workforce usually receivts more cross-training so that they can help out wi th 

the capacity imbalances and frequent shocks at a product focussed facility. 

This approach creates enlarged, broader jobs, which often serve to motivate 

workers and to increase wage rates. Small product focussed plants have less 

forma1 promotion channels and arc less likely to be unionized than large 

firms. Oniy d l  recently. have innovative contracts between unions and 

management, created a working environment conducive to a flexible 

workforce. In the past, unions favoicd narrow job boundaries and forma1 

promotion channels where filling one opening would set off a chah reac t ion 

of bumping under the provisions of most labor contracts. Promoting t h e  

individual was bascd on scniority and not on whether or not they would b e 

suitable for the position- The unpredictability of day-to-day production 

requirements of a product focus places grcat importance on two-way 

communication between warkers and supervisors to identify which work CO do 

next and how to do it. Fewer supervisory tasks are diverted to tasks specialists. 

Changing the output rate to mect seasonal or cyclical demand by using 

ovenime, subcontracting and extra shihs is about twice as common with 

product focus. A process focus is usually accompanied by a level strategy , 

letting anticipation inventory build during the slack season. A finn may even  

have enough clout to require customers to take early delivery of t h e  

inventory. The last rcsort for a process focussed firm is to shut down one of its 

plants entircly. Overtime and extra shifts tend to be infeasible options, as t h  e 

plant is more likely to be operating with thrtc shifts alrcady in order to 

maximize facility utilization. A process focus implies low variability costs, 

making the extra costs of subcontracting prohibitive. Tm much is lost b y 

going outside ta have the work doue. It is also unlikely that a subcontracto r 

can be found to supply the ntccssary volumes when business is booming. 



Process focus operations arc more rigid and tend to be set at specific output  

rates. Rebalancing process foc& operations may mean changing the jobs o f  

many individuais. Lt is simpler to temporarily shut down parts of t h e  

operation when dcmand falls. 

4.7.5 Maintenance  

Maintenance effects in a proctss focused production systcm is not a s  

severe as it is in a product focused systcm. In a proccss focus env i ronmen t ,  

there is less automation; and the cost of breakdoms is not so high, since a 

machine failure may only affect a small area of the plant. Workstations tend  

to be decoupled frorn each other because of larger capacity cushions a n d  

substantial work-in-process inventories. Since equipment is more g e n e  r a 1 

purpose, jobs ofttn can be rerouted to another piece of equipment. Disabling 

one work station does not &ut down others, at least in the short an. Product 

focus. on the other hand, can be highly automated and one machine fa i lure  

can quickiy shut down an entire production liae. This situation not only idles 

the workforce but it could dso result in lost business opportunities. The 

highly autornated equipment in a product focus plant creates the nced f o  r 

highly skilled maintenance ernployees. 

Techniques such as preventive maintenance become very i mp O r t  an t 

bccause the kty to an effective product focus production system is to p r t v  t nt  

equipment failures. It is important to b t  able to predict when a piece o f  

machinery could possibly fail. Programs such as Total Productive 

Maintenance arc essential to both process and product focustd systems. 

Minimizing maintenance costs can have a significant effcct on prof i t  



margins. Also highly maintained equipment arc more likely to produce less 

scrap. 

Maintenance c m  have a significant efftct on plant capacity especial ly  

in a product focuscd environment. As mentioned earlier, e q  u i p rn e n t 

breakdowns in product focused production system can be very detrimental t o  

the plant. Not only docs the workforce become i d e  but also delivery dates  

promised to customers could be missed, In a just-in-time product focus 

production system, the effccts of machine failures can be disastrous. A s i n g  l e  

machine failure can literally shut down an entire plant. These effects are n o  t 

as significant in a process focus environment. Capacity cushions in process  

focus are usually high because of low capital intensity, shifting product mixes, 

increased demand and supply uncertainties, greater scheduling complexi ty . 
and more variable demand. Hence, a machine failure causing a stoppage to  

producing parts may be offset by the capacity cushion - that cushion b e i n g  

either excess machine capacity or excess finished parts inventory. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

The discussion above touched on many issues. The first half of t h i s  

section discusses the inner worlcings of the decision areas of process, materials 

management, quality, workforce management, and maintenance in relation t o  

cycle time. Through the qualitative analysis, thc author bas bten able t o  

examine the influences of the idcntified variables witbin each of the decis ion 

areas to gain further insights on their interrclationships and their e f fec ts  

within their respective decision areas. 



In the second half of this section, the author attempts to provide funher 

insights into how the decision arcas relate to each other whcn meshed 

together. For example, what arc the implications of having minimal  

maintenance, an inflexible workforct, and intense quaiity inspection p 01 ic  ies 

in a process focus production environment? Minimal maintenance may n O t 

significantly affect production since the capacity cushion is high. But what  

happens if as a rcsult of an increased production demand o r  an unusually high 

absentteism, there is a n u d  for production operators to operate d i f fe rcn t  

machines, With an inflexible workforce, it would be vcry difficult if no t  

impossible for the production operators to effectively operate O t h e  r 

equipment. intense quality inspection policies may require every part to be  

inspected after every operation, This would mean that there would be a need 

for a very large number of quality insptctors unless the operators w e  re 

traintd to do self-inspection. Operators performing a quality function may not 

be allowed due to the union contract or the fact that the workforce is 

inflexible , From this example, one can sec that the interrclationships of  

variables among decision areas are very complex and if the appropr ia te  

decisions are aot effectively liaked, then opcrations management c a n  n O t 

become a cornpetitive weapon. 



CHAPTER 5 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS - MAINTENANCE DECISION AREA 

5 .1  INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 4 demonstrated some of the ways in which qualitative systems 

analysis can bc used to gain a bctter understanding or insight into systems. 

This chapter tries to show how such diagrammatic models might be converted 

into quantitative models to explore the control of the system's behavior mo re 

rigorously. The quantitative analysis will be conducted on one specific s e c  to r 

of the manufacturing strategy mode1 - the maintenance decision area. The 

purpose of this analysis is to illustrate how a systems dynamic approach c a n 

offer a means to visualize how a system in its entirety works. The analysis  

should demonstrate that by better understanding relationships among a n d  

within a system, policies can be evaluated in a more concrete and decisive 

manner, thus leading to better decision making. 

The author, as a result of the last ten years of expenence acquired f r o m  

managing maintenanct departments of two very large manu f ac tu  r ing  

facilities in North America in the aerospace and fann equipment industries,  

had a thorough understanding of the elements that were most important f O r 

the maintenance system. Using the knowledge gained from those e x  periences , 

he deveioped an initial systems flow diagram for the maintenance system. 1 n 

order to ensure that the basic key elements were rtpresentative of the system, 

group elicitation sessions were held with maintenance managers from O t h e  r 

rnanufacturing facilities. The focus of these meetings was two-fold. First, to 



determine exactly the kind of things that wcrc poorly understood from a 

holistio perspective within maintenance, and in what areas would insight b e 

most welcome. Secondly. to tnsure that the systems flow diagram was truly 

representative of how a maintenance department functioned- After m an y 

iterations, a representative systems flow diagram was developed, A f t e r 

outlining the structure, it was necessary to obtain real data in order to m a  k e  

the initial parameters redistic. The data used is from an accumulation of th e 

various maintenance strategies and policies that the author as a m a in  t en  a n  ce 

manager has implemented over the last ten ytars while managing the  

maintenance departments of both a large aerospacc and a heavy industrial 

manufacturing facilities in North Amcrica. As a final check to ensure a h i g h  

level of confidence in the structure of the model, the author asked 

maintenance supervisors, along with maintenance workers, to criticize e v e r y  

aspect of the model from its structure to the initial conditions and assumptions. 

The initiai conditions of this model do matttr in determining both t h e  

specifics and the generai trend of the output. The author admits that there a r e  

some inadequacies in the initial conditions used especially in some of t h e  

softer areas where it was very difficult to gathcr hard facts. 

Although inadequacies in the initial conditions make p r e c i s e 

predictions an exercise in futility, as shall be discussed later, t h e  y 

still enable the model to be useful as a tool for undetstanding a nd 

discussing about the system in a more precise and rn e a  n i n g f u I  

w a y .  

The following sections illustrate the systcms flow diagrams for t h e 

maintenance sector dong with the associated equations for the flou diagram. 

hcluded with each equation is a brief description of the role it represcnts 

including any assumptions made by the author in developing the model. For 



ease of discussion, the maintenance section has been divided into five a r e a s  

called sectors: the maintenance request sector, the preventive ma in  t e n  a n  c e 

sector, the production equipment capacity sector. the opera  t O r 

involvement/maintenance worker motivation and skiU level sector, and t h  e 

maintenance resource sector, Each scctor represents key issues for t h  e 

maintenance decision area. The information about the five sectors is provided 

in the following format, For each sector, there is a brief description of its ro le  

within the maintenance model followed by a systems flow diagram, a f t e r  

which. the equations specific to that sector will be provided, including a 

description of the equation along with any assumptions that were made by t h e  

author.  

To reiterate, al1 data and relationships between variables that have b e e n  

used in the model corne from data gathering by the author over the past t e  n 

years in an area in which the author has had a significant experience. The  

relationships. especially among the softer variables. are based on the au  t h O r ' s 

perspections gained through the experience of managing m a in t e  n an  c e 

departrnents for the past ten years. Other managers may have completely 

different perspectives. However, the reader needs to keep in mi  n d  

that the accuracy of the output is not as important as gaining a 

better understanding of the interrelationships among t h e 

variables that would result in better decision making. 



5.2 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTOR 

The preventive maintenance sector represents the area w i t h i  n 

maintenance b a t  ptnains to perfonaing preventive maintenance on t h  e 

production equipment. Within this sector, preventive maintenance ac t i v i t ies 

represented in hours per week are generated, and based upon factors such a s  

maintenance resource hours that are available to do the scheduled activities. 

equipment availability and the level of productivity of the ma in t e n a n c  e 

worker, a certain number of thosc activitics are completed. Prev e n t  i ve 

maintenance chat is not completed is measurcd and recorded as prevent  ive  

maintenance bacldog. The number of preventive maintenance h O u r s 

generated weekly are based upon the number of pieces of production 

equipment in operation. The percentages of preventive ma in t e n  a n  c e 

completed on a weekly basis are calculated and monitored because of t h e  

impact that preventive maintenance c m  have on the operating condition o f  

the equipment, and because of its influence on increasing or decreasing 

maintenance requests that may be generated from normal operating of t h e  

facility or from unexpected production equipment failures. Figure 15 

illustrates the systems flow diagram of the preventive maintenance sector. 





5.2.1 Equations for the Preventive Maintenance Sector 

0 PM-houn-backlog(t) = PM-heurs-bSdrlog(t - dt) + (PM-hous-mw'ng - PM-hwrs-completing) dt 
[NIT PMhours-badrlog = 350 {Hows) 

DOCUMENT: Represents the ment backbg of prwative maiReniame aaMü6s in hows that have not been 
compieted due to reduced poductivity of the maint- w-81 and& the maintenance m e r  unable to 
access the production equipment to do the peventive maintenance acthbes, . - 

INFLOWS: 
PM-houn-arriving = PM-Schedule {Hour)/wWc} 
DOCUMENT: Represent8 the pmmtbe maintenam8 ho- thar are schduied to be dom in the current 
w a .  

PM-hours-cmpleting = Maint~hm~availiMe~for~PMsmAvai~~ilityitYoffequipQtoOdoOPMs 
Productivity-of-maint-mployee (Hours/wee)r} 
DOCUMENT: Cakiltcill the ntwntmr of preVmûk8 m a i R e  hour thrt am W e d  wMin a week. 
The n m k r  of hain conipkted ïs determinecl by the availaMe maintenance remuces that are assgned 
for working on preventhm maintenance (AvailabkaMePMPhous) induding factors such as the 
availability of quipm8R to perfam the p8~8- maintenanm. and Mo produ*ivry of the 
maintenance workers. 

O Avaiiabiiity-of- equip_to-do-PMs = 0.9 {Non-dimensional) 
DOCUMENT: Represefus the pmmmge of tSne that the equipment b a v a m  as scheduîed for pev-ve 
maintmance. A one indicatm that 100% of the tirne the equipnent is avai- as scheduled- A 0.5 value wouid 
represent 50% equipment avaitability- The percmtage of tirne that the eq-ent is made available for 
perfming premive maintenance can significantty affect the completiori rate of pevemive maintenance work 
orders. In many situations, poàictiori is unabîe to free ug the eqoipnerrt for prmenüv8 maintenance due to 
being behànd schedub or reduced produaion equipment wpadty as a resul of earlier machine breakdowns. 
Hence, not plbwing the qu@ment Co be avaîbbb when scheduied wouîd mean ümt Equp-avaifability would 
have a value of less than 1. 



Percentage-of-PM-hours-completed = (PM~hours~completing/PMMhours~arriving)'l 00 {Percent) 
DOCUMENT: Indicatm the currerit percent- d comwed pfevûtltive mairu- horrrs- A 1- wwld 
indicate that all preV8ntive maintenance hourS that are g-atd iS being Compieted. resufting in no PM hours 
backlog. However, 80% amphtbn would frdicate that tnere is a 2096 PM baddog- nie percmtage of PM hours 
completed during the week repeJents the d k h n c y  of the prw8nbiv8 maintenance systm. A h i i l y  effiient 
preventive maintenance sy8tem can have many positive impacts. Fu8& a very elficient preventive maintenance 
system can significantly inmesse the l i i  of the producüm equipment- tt pcSWnt8 the equipment fran 
deteriorathg emuing that the equipment i8 fu- as per design sOecificatiorur- &~ondly. an efficient 
preverftive maintewance system can reduce the nunber of 'Operaîbm minmance requestsœ that are genearated 
in the normal day to âay operathg of the fadfty- In addition. there ïs îess freqUerr uneqmted mmine  
breakdowm redwing the nmber of 'Emergericy maiMemance reqmstsm. 

PM-Schedule = (NUMBER-OF-NEW-EQUIPMEW1 ) + (NUMBERF10FOFMATUREOFEQUIPMEW3) 
(HoursiWeek} 
DOCUMENf: Represents trie of preverrtive maint- houn that are scneduled to be dorie each week- 
The number of preveritive maintenanœ hou8 tue baseci on the nunber of new and mature pieces of equipment 
that are cunenüy in opmation 8s productiori equipmern- Typkâlly, new equipment would require on the 
average one hour of pevenHve maintenance piece of equipnent per wwk.  and matrre equipmem wouu 
require approximatdy three hous per piece of equipment per weelc These va- are based on the author's 
%est estimate" from his eqmïences. 

Impac~of-PMs-on-equipment-andition = GFUPH(Perc~ageonofofPMMhoursMcompIeted {Percent}) 
(0.00, 50.0). (10.0, 52-0). (20.0, 54.0). (30.0, 56.0). (40.0, 60.0). (50-0. 75-0). (60.0, 80-0). 
(70.0, 85-0). (80-0. 90.0). (90-0. 92-5). (100. 95-0) 
DOCUMENT: A multipiier repr888Ming the rela!ionship between the gercemtage d previeritnre maintenance 
hours complaed and its infiwnce on prwenting deterioration of the equipment, For example, completing all of 
the weekly peveritive maintmame hous wil @mure ttiab the equwûrü will opefût8 a8 dogely as possiôle to 
the equipment original design 8peMkaths. Completing of the pfeumtive mûinteiiance hous wifl resutt 
in a 25% reduction in the operathg cacidiüm the equipmerit V w  for th8 above rehüomhip is based on 
the author's "best estimate" fram hie expdmam. 



5.3 MAINTENANCE REQUEST SECTOR 

The maintenance requests sector represents the area w i t h i n 

maintenance tbat deais with maintenance requests that are generated through 

the normal operating of the facility. Maintenance requests may be in t h e  

form of Operations, Emergency and/or Scheduled maintenance req ues t S. 

Operations maintenance requests consist of minor maintenance requests th a t 

are generated fiom either deficiencies of production equipment or fmm t h e  

daily operating of the facility. Emergency maintenance requests a r e 

generated from unexpected production equipment breakdowns. Sc hedu led 

maintenance requests include those Operations and Emergency m a in t e n anc e 

requests that could not be completed at the tirne of initiation and had to b e 

rescheduled. Within this sector, Operations, Emergency and S c heduled 

maintenance requests are represented in hours generated per week- A certain 

amount of these maintenance requests are completed based upon factors s uch 

as maintenance resource hours that are available to do the maintenance 

requests activities, parts availability and the level of productivity of t h e  

maintenance worker. Maintenance requests that are not completed a r e 

measured and recorded as maintenance requests backiog. There is also t h e  

situation where the focus on completing the Operations maintenance w O r k 

requests may becorne a lcsser priority if the Scheduled maintenance backlog 

increases significantly. In this situation, there is an increase in available 

hours for working on Scheduled maintenance, and a decrease in the ho urs 

available for the Operations maintenance requests. Figure 16 bclow i 1 lus t rates 

the systems flow diagram of the maintenance rcquest sector. The equations 

representing the system flow diagram are listed in section 5.3.1. 
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5.3.1 Equations for  the Maintenance Requests Sector 

0 EmergencyYMR-hous(t) = Emergericy-MR-hwts(t - clt) + (Emerg-MR-Murs-miving - 
Ernergency-M R-hours-mpleting - EmergeftcyBCICYM R-h~urs~rescheduling) ' dl 
INIT EmergencyJMR-heurs = 50 { H m )  

DOCUMENT: Repesent8 the C L I T ~ C ~ ~  baddog of emagency mainteirance requests- (Le. maintenance requests 
that were generated fran mschduled pmâucliori equ@mnt breakdowns and to date, are stiU outstanding). 

iNROwS: 
\T Emerg-MR-boum-arriving = ((NUM BER-OFviMATUREUEQUIPMENT*l )+ 

(N UMBER-0F,NEWEWEQUlPMENT*0.2)) ImpactctofofPMs-onP8mergency-M Fl {HoursMIeek} 
DOCUMENT. Repr888CIS the averw nunber of hous nom uneqmcted poductior, equipmenl 
breakôowns that o m r  during a week The nunber of emerigency hous gmmted are oased upon the 
number of pieces of equiprnent new and mature) that are cu~entty in operation. Typïcaüy, the 
average number of hours generated h#n unschddd brdcdams of mu equipment is about 10 to 15 
minutes per piece of quigrnent per week (0.2 and for matue equipnem about 1 hour per 
piece of equipment pec week. TheJn~nfimPMs~on~bcgaludowrw-MR represmts either an inaease 
or decrease in houn gmemtd from -ed maEhine failuas ûased upm of Preventive 
Maintenance that are conipleted weddy. FW exampie, carrsïst8i11ly havïng a 100% compiet'i of 
Prevmve Mainteriance each w w k  cm ôeuease thô hot#$ m e d  fnwn unexpecîed machine failures 
by about 25%. 



0 Operations-MR_hours(t) = Operations-MR-hours(t - dl) + (Oper-MR-hous-arriving - 
Opetatioris-MR-hom-mpletiw - Operatioci-MR-hours-r-heduling) ' dt 
INtT Operations-MR-hwn = 100 (Hours) 

;jo Oper-MR-houn-arriving = ((NUMBER-OF-MANFIE-EWMENt"1 .O) + 25) ' 
Impact,of-PM$-on--rations-MR {HourMweek) 
DOCUMENT: Represents minor maïnt8n~n~8 wodc r- that are being gerierated weekly from the 
daily operation of the Hi hmûditiori to wmk requests that are gemmted from mature equipment 
deficiencies. the average weekly miMK mairuenance work requests over the past ten years have b e n  
approximateiy 25 hous. Typicsil mar*ntenance requeWs due to defiCieriaes of mature equipment average 
about t hour per p&m of equipnerit per w m k  nienieimpactpaiaofof~s~mO1l~atknsatknsMR repesents the 
impact hom either mpkt ing or n a  compidng the peventive maintenance as scheduied on generating 
generai minor maintenance work requests. 

omows: 
Operations-MR-h~urs~completi~ = Maint-ho~s-availabI8~f0i~MRs ' 
Port ion~of~r~ources_to~~ork~on~o~rat ionsMRs Productivity_of-maint-mployee ' 
Parts-a~ailability~f0~~compIeti~MRs {Hourslweek} 
DOCUMENT: Caldates the nunber of 'Operations maintmance requestrrm hous Phat are cornpietecl 
weeMy. The number of hours cmpleted is detmined by the avaihMe maintenance resource hours 
that are assigna for working on 'ûfmations maintenance r e q ~ e ~ t ~ '  (MaintionstKnrrstKnrrsavailaMe -for_MRs 

Pottion-of-resourœs- to-work-on- opmatioiisioiisMRs) kiduding factors such as the productivity of 
the maintenance workei and parts avahbility. For example, some maintenance tasks may not be 
comptad due to the ladc Ob the appropriate materials being availabk at ttte time required. 



DOCUMENT: Repraents the curent b d d q  of %chdulecl maintename work requests- that have been gerierated 
as a result of thoae Vpemth and Emargency mairitmame requestsn that could rot be Oomprered at the time of 
initiation due to lad< of materiah anNor maintenance workers ma#e to access the equipmem or area that 
required the repairs. 

IN FLOWS: 
Sched-M R-hours-arriving = Ernegency-M R-hours-rescheduling 
+Operation-MR-Wm-r88cheduting {Hourdineelc} 
DOCUMENT: R e p a w m  mairiterianae work r6qmm sdieailed to be dane some time in the fume 
consisting of those maintenance mxk requests tnat were initiaHy either Operatioris- 
MR-heurs-reschedûing or EmergencyergencyMRCIhous- rescCieduling, and have b e n  rescheailed due to 
lad< of materiab, or maintmama wofkers unaMe to access the equip'nmt or area in which the repairs 
are required, or a b w  priority maintmance request that did na need inmedime attention. 

omows: 
;p Schedu~-MR-ho~~s-comP)rning = MairitritnOurs-avaiIebIe8fotOtMRs 

P o r t i o n ~ o f ~ r e s o u r ~ e s ~ t o ~ w ~ ~ k ~ o r i ~ ~ h e d u l e d ~ M R ~  Parts-availability-for-completing-MRs* 
Productivity-of-maint-mployee {Hourslweek) 
DOCUMENT: Calculates the nunber of ScCiearied maintmame wofk requests in hous t k t  are canpleted 
duririg the week The number of hours ampletecl is determined by the avaihbk maintenance resources 
that are for wodcing on Scheduled maintmance work reQuer,tS 
(Maint-hoursavailable-for_M Rs Portion-of-resources -to,work-on-scj!eduled-M Rs) including 
factors such as the productivity of the maintenance worker and the avaaaWîii of materiai or parts. 

O Maint-R~hours_! ldog = Emerg~c~cy~MR-hovrr + Operatiais-MR_hom +Schciduled-MR-heurs 
(Hourslweek) 
DOCUMENT: Rw8s8nts a srtapihot at any thne of the curent overa;ll mainteMnce requesls in hwrs 
exduding preventhre mûmenance h o m .  All oidstanding maintmame w a k  requests that were generated as a 
result of Operations, Emergencies, and Scheduled work requests. 

O P~s~availabil i tyityf~OI~ompleti~~MRs = 0.9 {Nondimensional) 
DOCUMENT: Factor repre8anting materiavparts avaiWliCy which may be required to complete maintenance 
requests (Operatiom. Emecgericies or Scheduled)- Parts or agpropriate material that are n a  availaMe wheri 
required for equipment repaks can $4- affect the completion rates for maintenance wodc requests 
impacting the overu mainteumm reque8ts ôadûog. The value 0.9 reprewnts the fact that ni- percent of 
the time ail material or pals are ava ihb .  fhis value b b e d  on the auth&$ "best estimate" &un his 
experiences. 

O Percemage-of-MR-hours-cmpletd = ((Em~gencycyMR~hours~cmpIeti~/Em~g9MRRh~~rs8arriving)+ 
(Operations-M R-hours-complet i(igI0per-M R-hours-arriving) + 
(Scheduled~MR~hours,completinglSch~~MR~hours~arriving)) 
13'1 00 (Percent} 
DOCUMENT: I m  the curenl percentage of comp&ed maintenance request houn. A 100% wouid indicate 
that al1 maintenanœ requea hotus that are generated is being oomplered, resulting in no MR hours oad<log. 
However, 8046 c m p m  would indicate that there is a 20% PM baddog. The percemage of MR hous 
cornpieteci during the week repr8S8C1ÉB the efMency of the maintename requei# system. 



O P~rtion~of~resources~to~work~on~mergency~MRs = 0.4 {Nondi#nensionaI} 
DOCUMENT: Represerits the nunber of maintenance r85ouœs hours mat are tyPcaHy ass$ned to worlc on 
unscheduled production equipment keakdowm. 0.4 rep858nts 4CM of the avaiQMe hours that have b r n  
designated for working on maint- rcqwas (which is usuaiiy a peroentage of the OveraW maintenance 
resource hours that are avaifable). 

O P o r t i o n ~ o f ~ r e s o u r c e s ~ t o ~ w ~ r k ~ o n ~ o ~ r a t i ~ ~ ~ M  W = IF(Priority_decision-maker=l )THEN(0.2)ELSE(0.4) 
{Non-dimensional) 
DOCUMENT: This establishes the perceritage of the hem (a of the avaiiaMe maintenance 
request hours) for worûing on the 'Operaaüons mairitmance reqU88tSm hows which is typically 40%. However, 
if the baddog of the Scheduied maintenance hows become M g # w  than 160 houm. then the value of 4ô% 
switches to 20%. Thcae values are ôased ari the suthorb %e6t e8ümatem fran his experiences. 

Ponion~of~resouces_to~w01k~on~schedu~~MR8 = lF(PriorityitYdedsionIImak~=l) THEN (0.4) ELSE 
(0.2) {Non-dimensional) 
DOCUMENT- Reprgc*m the pmmage of tumm (a par- of th8 aYBi/aWe maintenante requests hovs) for 
woMng on 'Scheduîeâ mcik*efMuw reqwima which is Qpicaiîy m. However, if the $cheduîed backbg hours 
rîse above 160 hours, then the mant d dlon ir hcr-ed *an to 4û%. Once the baddog fa$ below 
160 hows, aie effort reduces back to 20%. 

Priority-decision-maker = IF(scheduled-MR-hwrs) > 160 THEN (1) ELSE (O) {Non-dimensional) 
DOCUMENT: Priority-decision-maker is iged as a priority me~hirnism for changing ttie emphasis on whether to 
work on 'Scheduled maintenance wwk requestsB or "Ogeratioris fn- work reqmsW" Based cm the 
authofs 'best estimatem from h$ apadmcm, the fdlowing b a typical keakdown for assigning the 
maintenance request b i s  (Avaiîaôîe MR-hous w h i i  is wrualy a pereentage of the Taai-avaiîable,hours)- 
Approxirnatdy 40% of the maimenance resouee haus availabb for Maintmance Requests is assigneci to work 
on "Opefarioris maintenance work requestsm, 20% of the availabk hourr for Maintenance Requests assigned for 
woddng on mScneduîed maintmance w a k  requestsm, and tfm remai- 1096 is usually on repairing 
unexpected production eq- br88kdawn~. If the bacjdog oî curent "$dieaikJ maintenance requestsm rises 
higher than 160 hous, then ttiere is a change in priorities. The initial 20% of the a~ailaMe maintenance 
hours changes to 4û%, and there is a reductiorr from 40% to 2096 of the mdhbie maintenance hous f a  
'Operatioris mairl8CIIUIC8 wœk requests=. Olice the 'Sdieaild rnainmarmm Wbg hours fall beiow 160 
houis, there is a switch back ta the original focm of 1046 for -m and 20% for 'Scheduled 
maintenancem. 



S. 4 PRODUCTlON EQUIPMENT CAPACITY SECTOR 

The production equipmcnt capacity stctor represents the production 

equipment capacity which is dircctly rtlated to the number of pieces o f  

equipment (both new and mature) that arc currcntly in operation. New 

equipment is defined as equipment that has bcen in operation for less t h  a n  

two years. Beyond two years of operation, the ntw cquipment becomes mature  

equipment which can be operated for anothtr eight years (assuming 

overhauls and retrofitting to the cquipment may occur) before b t c O m i n g 

obsoltte and scrapped. Thercfore. production equipment has a life of ten years 

which may increase or decrease depending upan the ongoing day to day 

operating conditions of the equipment with respect to its original design 

specifications. The equipment's optrating condition may significantly b e  

affected by both the cfficiency of the preventivt maintenance system (i,e. 

percentages of preventive maintenance completcd on a weekly basis) and t h e  

level of optrator involvement in performing simple maintenance ac tivit ies. 

The ongoing operating condition of the tquipment can either improve O r 

deteriorate depending upon the direction of change in the equipment's 

operating condition which directly impacts both the aging rate of n e  w 

equipment and the scrapping rate of mature equipment, Figure 17 below 

illustrates the system flow diagram of the equipment condition sector. The  

equations representing the system flow diagram arc listed in section 5.4.1. 



PRoDucTloN EQulPMENT CAPActTY a 

Rate of change of production equipmcnt capacity - PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CAPACITY 

Impact of condition of equipmcnt on aging of equipmenl pact of condition of cquipmcnt on acrapping of cquipmcnl 

Rate of change in equipmcnt condition 

CONDITION OF EQUIPMENT 

Impact of PM8 on cquipmcnt condition 
The impact of opcntor hvolvcment to equip 

Impact of opcmtor involvcmcnl and complction of PMs on cquipmcnt 

. -- - 

Figure 17. Sysiciiis I low d i i ig rm of cquipiictii coiitliiioii sccior 



5.4 .1  Equations for the Production Equipment Capacity Sector 

a CONDiTiON-OF-EûüiPMENT(1) = CONDITION-OF-EQUIPMEM(t - dt) + 

Impact~of~operator~ involvm8M8Manda~mpl~ ion~of~PM8~on~~ui~em = 
((impact~of~PMs~on~eguipmentnt~ondition+Thefimpactt~ff~perat~rtinv~IvementttoOeq~ip)I2) {Percent} 
DOCUMENT: Represents th8 combhed impact of both the dRcbmy of the p ~ e w m h  miintcmuw, s y a m  (is. 
the percemage of peventive maintenance t8sh compieted), and the amount of operator imialvmern in 
pedming simple maintenance task (8-g. ckaning the equipment. making minw adjustments. chedring the 
f luid levels. etc.). 
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NUMBER-OF-NEW-EQUIPMENT(1) = NUMBER-OF-NRN-EQUIPMENT(t - dt) + 
(Rate-of-rep(acirig-n8~-equiprnent - Rate-of-Aging,of-New,Equipent) ' dt 
lNlT NUMBER-OF-NEW'EQUIPMENT = 20 ( P m  Of Eq~ipnerit) 

INFLOWS: 

Rate-of-repIacirg_newMmquipment = I F(PR0DUCTION-EQUIPMENT-CAPACIW < 1 00) THEN(10) 
ELSE(0) {Pieces of equipmentlweak} 
DOCUMECYT- Repmsm@ the number of phces of new equipmecit to be mpheâ basal on the current 
number of piece6 of equipnent thart are in ogeratiorr. The author assumes for the purposes of this 
simulation that if the cutem nwnber of pieces of equipment faik bekw 100, then new eguipment is 
repiaceâ in lot sires of ten. 



0 I m p a c t a c t o f t ~ ~ i o r i 0 ( ( ( o f - ~ u ~ r i l - m - ~ i ~ & - ~ u ~ r n t  = GRAPH(CONDIW0N-ff-EQUIPMENT 
(Non-dimensional)) 
(75.0, 0.15), (77.5, 0.1 25). (80.0. 0-1). (82.5, 0.015). (85.0. 0.05). (87.5, 0.025). (90.0, 0.00). 
(92.5, -0.025). (95.0, -0.05). (97.5. -0.1) (100, -0.2) 
DOCUMENT: A mulDpli represmtïng the r. l it iwlia benmen ch. apweting condition of the equipment and 
impact on the rate of ming of new equipmen. If the equipnmt b maintained ait 90% of b original conôitiin. 
thm the aging rate is une2lbded. That b. the ncm wHI ôecune mmre equipmstrt in two y-. 
Howevar, if the equlpmeiit Is albwed to operate hûm 90% af iU or@haî cad i .  then nie aging rate will 
increase iesultkig h new equipMwl huxmkrg mature aquipnerrl in les8  th^ the typicaJ two yearis. On the 
a t h * h a n d . ~ t h e ~ b r m M d n e d r t r b a v c t 9 0 % d h ~ ~ . m s r i t h e a g ~ m e d e e r 8 a ~ e s  
resum'ng in the mm equiwi#nt smyïng in the rnm C1e0ary for more tnrn IWO m. UI vaSues ta the above 
relatioriship rire basd on the auümr% îmt estûnatem &an hb expmbmee. 

a I m g a a g a a o f o f ~ - a f a f ~ - m - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  = aMPH(CON0IflON-OF-EQUIPMENT 
{Non-dimensional)) 
(75.0. 0.125). (77.5. 0.1). (a -O .  0.00). (82.5. -0.01). (85.0. 4-02). (87.S. -0.03). (90.0. -0.64). 
(92.5, -0.05). (95.0, -0.075). (97.5, -0.1). (100, -0.125) 
DOCUMENT: A multiplb repmamhg the reht&mWp betwwn the opemhg colditkm of the qupnwcit and 
m p a d m t i m s m p p i n g r a a m m i r a ~ r i t .  ~ f m . q u p n a t t ~ ~ a t ~ ) ~ n ~ ~ t l œ ~ r i a ~  
condition, then the rate is unaf&M. That is. the mature wül becorne obmtae and 
s a ~ i n e ï g M ~ .  H a m M I l . I t h . . q u p m a b a l k w e d t o ~ e ~ W o f b ~ c o n d l i o n .  
then the scrmng rate wiff bwease resulting in mmin qu@rnent b.caning obolete and sa- in klsi, 
than the typicai e ï @ ~  yur. On the atu hand. if the equipnem b maintained at .bave 8096 of Rs original 
condition, then the st~ap9i'ng rate decreases resulting in the matwe equipment stayhg A Me mature category 
for more than eigM years. All values foc the above rdationship are basa on the author's %est estimate, from 
his experiem. 



5.5 OPERATOR INVOLVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE MOTIVATION/ 

SKILL LEVEL SECTOR 

The operator involvcment and maintenance motivation/skill 1 ev e 1 

sector represents the effects of difftrtnt levels of operator involvement o n  

both the condition of the equipment as well as motivation/skill levels of t h e  

maintenance worker. 

The degree of operator's involvement with respect to perfoming m i n o r  

maintenance tasks or adjustments to the equipment is very rarely consis tent 

(Le. it is neither steadily increasing or decrcasing from week to week). The 

variability of the operator's involvement is represented by the statistical 

function NORMAL with a standard deviation. 

Within this sector, there are a number assumptions regarding t h e  

relationships among operator's involvcment, maintenance motivation a n d  

ski11 level. effectiveness of equipment history, overtime and the produc ti v i ty 

of the maintenance worker, The assumptions are as follows. As the operator's 

involvement increases, the level of motivation of the maintenance w O rk e rs 

decreases ncgatively impacting both the productivity of the ma in  tenan c e  

worker and thtir desire to document their activities. The lack o f  

documentation rcduces the completeness of equipment history which i n t  u rn  

impedes the maintenance worker's ability to troubleshoot problems in t h  e 

future. In addition, it is also assumed that with the increased lcvel o f  

involvement of the operators. the maintenance workers are able to spend 

their time resolving the more difficult maintenance problems, since t h e  

operators would now perform the minor maintenance tasks. Having t h e  

opponunity to work on the more troublcsome maintenance problems, t h e  

maintenance workers are able to continuously improve their diagnostic ski 1 l s 



which fimher enhances their overall skill level. Funher enhancement of the 

maintenance workers' skiiis wilÏ improve both their levels of motivation and 

productivity . 
Also simulated within this sector is maintenance training. The 

collective skill level of the maintenance workers are continuously rnonitored; 

and if the skill levcl drops below a certain level, training is provided. The 

effectiveness of the training is also monitorcd, since the training does no t 

guarantet that the maintenance worker's skill level or productivity w il 1 

improve. A certain amount of training hours must be provided, inaddition to 

being effective inorder for the maintenance workers' skill level to increase. 

As mentioned before, these relationships are drawn from the author 's  

experiences which he has acquired over the last ten years during which h e 

played a significant role in the data gathering due to bis responsibility as t h e  

manager of two large maintenance dtpartments. Figure 18 below i llus trates 

the system flow diagram of the operator involvement/maintenance motivation 

and skill levels sector. The equations rcpresenting the system flow diagram 

are listed in section 5.5.1. 



mf3J OPERATOR INVOLVEMENT /MAINTENANCE MOTIVATION AND SKILL LEVELS a 

Skill lcvel due to maint caperiencc 

Impact of ovedime on productivity 

fC\ Impact of rk i l l  l cvd on pmductivity 

maint rkilla 

Inctearing rk i l l  level 

. 7 I 
Skill lcvcl of Maint Employccr 

, * . .  . *,*"* *.. 1 - / [/hpaci  to motivition by inc rkil lr ) M i L i  empiyear 

1 r- Decrcaring maint cmploycea lncrearing diagnoat ica 
Baae produciivity 1 

- - 

Impact of motivation n maint employcc 

Impact IO motkation by inc opcr inv [ ri I I 
- Currenl operalor involvemeni 

Rate of change 

Effcctr o f  motivalion on documtnting equip hirlory /' 
Ncw valuc of opcntot involvcmcnt 

The impact of opcrator involvemcnt to tquip 

rkil ls 

artiving 

- -- - -  

Figure 18. Sysrerns flow diagram of opcriiior i i~volvci i ic i i i~ i i iu i i i ic i iu i icc  



5.5.1 Equations for the Operator I n v o l v e m e n t / M a i n t e n a n c e  

Motivation and Ski l l  Levels 

DOCUMENT: Changes once a week in tesparise to the level d invohremerit d the poduction operator. 

INFLOWS: 
New~value,of_aperator_involvement~arriving = 
PULSE((NORMAL(Current-operator_involvement,2.1i1) - Current-~perator~involvement) ,1,4) 
{Non-dimensionalMleek} 
DOCUMENT: Gmmates a new d u e  wealdy @dkaüng the k v d  of opemtots imfoivment for mat week. 
One being litüe to no irwdveunomt and &e behg a Wh level of imrdvement where the operator may 
perform all da& and weeltly preventive rnantemnca on the equipment induding minor adjustments 
where ever requked- The varyïng imrdvement by the operator ma* due to many ramons. Poor or 
good reiatiomhips with the& supmvisor, poor wwk ahics. jubt having a bad w-, or the complete 
opposite where the m e r  demonstrate8 g m â  wœîc and is very inter8S1ed in exparujing theif 
krraivledge bas80 

0 Level-of-operator,involvement(t) = Levetntoff~at~~invdv8ment(t - dt) + 
(Rate-of-change-in-operator-involvment) ' dt 
l N lT Level-of-operat~~involvement = 3.0 (Non-dimensionill) 



INFLOWS: 
Rate-of-c~rige-in_olwat~-in~~Ivment = 
(Current~operator~involvement-level~of~operat~~~nvolvement)/Level~of~operator~involvement 
{Non-dimensionallWeek) 
OOCUMEm Flqx888ntS the change in opefator's i-eril wiCh mpect to perfoming simple 
maintenance tasks- The change may be poeilhre a negath dqmdiq~ upm the operator. 

0 SkiIl-level-of-Maint_Employ-(t) = Skill-level-of-Maint-Employ-(t - dt) + (Increasing-skill-level - 
Decreasing-skill-level) ' dt 
1 NIT Skiluevel-of-Maim-Employees = 2.5 {Non-dimemiorral) 

DOCUMENf: Repe8ents the arten avmage sldll of the fnaifS- worker fW the maintmance department. 
The value is based upon a range of 1 to 5, where one bdng a vay lorv sidl (evel and five being a vary high skill 
level. The pupose d mcmitwhg the deOar\menl's ddtl leuei is two fdd. aie, the Ml k v d  heavily impacts 
the maintenance wakers' iwel of pcoductMy, and ais0 affects how mOIhrated the mairiteriance worl<ers are. 
Two, the skill IewI $ monQored to adbem training issues. If there ib a decrase in the department's average 
skill levei and faHs bekw 4.5, theri a signai is m e d  to provide training, It $ impoRant to ensure that the 
department's average skiil is maintained to a hi* leva of the diriect impact thar the maintenance 
worker's skilf b v d  has on ewiting umxgmcted crioical productioci equipmerit failuer,, and secondly the 
impact on bah the level of m M i  and proarctivity of the wofker. 

f NFLOWS: 

;39 1 ncreasing-skill-ievel = SMTH 1 ((1 ncreasing-rnarnt.kills + lnaeasing-diagnostics-skills), 1 3) 
{Non-dimensionallWeek) 
DOCUMENT: Serids a signal to inaease the average skïll ievd of the maintenance depa~ment by 0.5 
which L based reaeiving a -n amount of training that has a certain levd of effediveriess- 
Training is sometimes provided for the sake of satbfying m e  corporate or reguladory requifement 
without a high -88 of effactivmess. For exam@e, training may be improperly ddiiered or provided 
to the empioyee ô u  riol used unail somairm lam in the fuhre which at that point, the empioyee may 
have m m  mat of th fraining. The SMTH1 funcriair ndicatm that the increase in MI Iwei S not 
imtantane~us and n v v v ~ ~  over a period of the. 



O Basegroductivity = 1 {Nondimensional) 
DOCUMENT: The value one repesents 100% productrvity. 

O Effectiveness-of-training = lF(Train>O) THEN .(RANDOM(O-5.1)) ELSE(0) (Nondimensionpl} 
DOCUMENT: Estaôiishes the ~ e c ü v ~  of training wîüch may vary fnwn 50% to 1CWk Even though 
training maybe provided, there is no guarmU88 that the training will be 1- effective. The effectkeness of 
training maybe reduced if deliverai pop* or if the Pimetin888 of the training was inappropriate. For 
exampie. training maybe provided earfier than wtieri aehially required, hence becoming ineffective- 

O irnpacttoffmai~tion~onmmai~~empioyee = 
(impact~tomotivation~by,inc~skills+lmpactf o~rnotivation~by~inc~oper~inv)l2 {Non-dimension al) 
DOCUMENT: Combines the elfems of bah increasing the mairumame waker's M M  level and the kwel of 
involvement of the producHon operaror in performing maintenance actïuities on the impact to the motivation of 
the maintenarice worker. 

1 ncreas ingdiag nostics-skilis = I F(Level-of-operatunvohrement > 3.5) THEN(O.01) ELSE(0) 
{Non-dimensional} 
DOCUMENT: This conmer rqesents an m u n i t y  for ttte maintenance worlrer to work CUI increWngly 
difficuit maintenance tadrs am a result of an inaeme in the production opefator's involvement (represented by 
operator invalvement that b greater than 3.5) in perfming the sirnplier maintenance tasks on the equipment 
that they ogeiate . Eadi ogpatunity for the meint8cuIIIc8 worl<er will fwther enhance ttieir diagnostic skiiis 
repiesented by the value of 0.01. 

lncreasing-maint_skills = lF(Train > 240 AND (Effectiveness-of-training 0.75)) 
THEN (0.5) ELSE(0) {Non-dimemional) 
DOCUMENT: This converter determineg if the appropriate amount of training has been provided and at a certain 
effectiveness rate. If training tias exmedai 240 hous at higner than 7596 effectiveiress, then the average skili 
level of the department b inreased by 0.5, keeging in mïnd that a 1 is a low sldll IeW and a 5 indiCates highly 
skilied. 

Product ivity-of-maint-employee = ((Base_productivityœImpact~of~skilI~leve~~on~roductivity)+ 
(8ase_productivityœlm~actctof~motivation~on~maint~employee)+ 
(B ase-productivityg Impact-of- overtimeOon-productivity)+ 
(Base~roductivity'Equipment~maint~hi8tory)) 1 4 (Non-dimensional) 
DOCUMENT: Determinas the bvel of producüvity of the maintenance worlrer as affected by skQI lwels, 
motivation, overüme, ard the effecWmes8 d equipment tiiaory- The impact of ddll levels, motivation, 
overtime, and the effectimmss of equipment hïmfy to the productivity of the maintenance worker are 
illustrateci in this modd through mhtbmhip whkh b the auna's btst estimation ôa8ed m the data and 
emences gathered and gabd from mnaghg mainterrance depmmems over the las ten m. 

Train = iF(Skiil-~el,d~8-to~mahrt~e-8~1~8 < 2.5 AND SkiH8CIC8îevddof_Maiin_Empioytms < 4.5) 
THEN(RAN DOM(160.320)) ELSE(0) {Hours} 
DOCUMENT: Est&hhts the need to train based on speeiRc guiciMnes. That is, if the skiîl leva due to 
cumulative expmieiice b kss than 2.5 (which reglesent8 200 ywm of aocumulathre ercpeciecKse) and the 
overail departmm a m  dd(l leml b b s  than 4.5, than there b a need to train. nie amourit of training 
hous that is providecl b betwwn 160 to 320 haui, wtiich is the equiva)ent of one to two eight hour days for 
each maintenance m e r .  Olie point to keep in mind that iMwder to increase the MI level, the amount of 
training has to be gr- tham 240 heurs a! about 7596 e f f e c t m .  



E ff ects~of~motivationnOn~documentingequip~hbtory = GRAP H(lmpact~of~motivationCIonnmainttrnp~oyee 
{Percent)) 
(0.00, 7-50), (0.1, 10.0), (0.2, 15.0). (0.3, 35.0). (0-4, 40.0). (0.5, 42.5). (0.6, 45.0), (0.7, 47.5). 
(0.8, 50.0). (0.9, 75.0). (1, 90-0) 
DOCUMENT: A multipüer representim lne r-hip between the degee of motivation of the maintenance 
worker and Che amount of daxmentaüon !bat the worker compktee. One hundred percent docunentation about 
unexpected equipma failures is fudammtal to an effective mairilemme depûmmt. Documentation indudes 
the time of faikire, trouMe9hocHing m, how the mpaim were done, s~are parts that may have been used in 
the repairs anâ the lengtti of M i m e .  A high wee of doamenarion can pot8niBiIy rduœ the h g t h  of 
downtirne in the fritue because the technicians rnay not have to staft from grwnd zero. Rie problem rnay have 
previously occued; and since thefe is uiri+iiae doanimtat&n oir ~ O W  to do the r m ,  domitirne is minimized. 
Values for the above rdaticmhip are basal on the authof3 %est esthate= W o m  his expmbmes. 

0 Equipment-maint-history = G RAPH(Eff8Cts~0f~mQt~8tion~m~d0~um8nlin~~eq~ip~hist0ry 
{Non-dimensional)) 
(0.00, 0.00). (10.0, 0-05). (20.0. 0.125), (30.0, 0.25). (40-0, 0.55). (50-0, O-6), (60-0, 0.625). 
(70.0, 0.65), (80.0, 0.675), (90.0, 0.7), (1 00, 0.95) 
DOCUMENT: A muitipii81 represening the rdatkmhiip betwwn the amant of documentation that the 
maintenance worlrm -as and the WecWwms of equipnent hiaory. The effectWeness of the equiprnent 
history is one of the four mors  idenüfieâ in this mode1 that hnpat38 !he praduaivity of the maintenance 
worker. merefore, any teduaion n the emcmmm of trie equipmem wory can reduce the poduaivity of 
the maiMBlltlllCB wOrker by as mudi as nivecily ïive percent. Fa example. 5046 completion of doameritation has 
approximatdy a 0.60 impact ori the effedvemm of eqoipnient histay which will reduce the producthnty of 
the maintenance worker by aporoxknateiy 1596 (0.60 ' 0.25 = 0.15) . All values for the above relationship 
are based on the airthor's aest estimate= trwn his e m .  

0 i mpact_of~skiilJevel~on-productiv~y = GRAPH(Skill-levelctoff MainttEmploy88s {Non-dimensional)) 
(1 -00, 0.6), (1.50, 0.7), (2.00, 0.75). (2.50, 0.85). (3.00, 0.95). (3.50, 0.975), (4.00, 9-00), (4.50, 
1-05), (5.00, 1 .IO) 
DOCUMENT: A multiplier representing the relatioriehip betwwn sûill level and the impact to productivity. As 
mentioned under effecthreness of equipmecn history, skill Wei ls one cf the four factors i d e M i  in this model 
that may impact the podudhrity of the m~~ worl<er. All values for the above relationSn@ are based on 
the author's %est estimate" from his exptwimces. 

l m p a ~ t o ~ m o t i u a t i o n ~ b y ~ i n c ~ ~ o O e r i n v  - GRAPH(Le~el~of~operat0~~invdv8me~ (Non-dimensional)) 
(1 -00, 0.995). (1 33, 0.95). (1 -67, 0.925). (2.00, 0.9). (2.33, 0.675). (2.67, 0.785). (3.00, 0.49). 
(3.33, 0.3). (3-67. 0.2). (4.00. 0.175). (4.33, 0.15). (4.67, 0.125), (5.00, 0.1) 
DOCUMENT: A multiplier repesming the reWcmhip the level of opmtœ invdvemetrt and the 
impact to the motivation of the maint- wmtm. For exampie. hïgh hohmment by the openiaor in 
performing simple maint- tadg (4.87 lirom the m) will signHicantly demotivate the maintenance 
worker (-125 or 12.596 out of a possbk 10096) resulüng in tow produetMty W o m  the mairitmance worker. 
The values for the above rehtiomhip am the authois %est esümateD eom hL e-. 



0 l mpact~to~motivation~by~inc~skill = GRAPH (Skill-Ievel_of-Maint-EmpIoy88~ {Non-dimensional)) 
(1 -00, 0-5)- (1 -33, 0.525). (1 -67, 0.537), (2.00, 0.556). (2.33, 0.575). (2.67, O-S9) ,  (3.00, 0-65). 
(3.33, 0-7). (3.67. 0.8), (4-00. 0.9). (4.33, .0,95), (4.67, 0-975). (5-00. 0.99) 
DOCUMENT: A molliplier rqmeenting the reûatbmhip between the skiII bvel of the maintenance worker and 
the inpact to the motivation of ttie mainteriance wofker. For example. highly sMlled maimenance waker 
(4.67 from the gr-) w i l  be a hiiMy maivated worki~r (-975 or 97.596 out of a pabsbie 10096) resutting 
in high proaictivity Irom ttie maintenance wodcer. The valu8s for the above reîatiorrshiC, are the author's %est 
estimate' from his expmhmes. 

@ Theimpact-of- ~rato~~involv8ment~to~equip = GRAPH(Leve1-of-og~at01~invdv8merrt (Percent)) 
(1 -00, 50.0). (1 -33. 51-51, (1 -67, 52-5), (2.00. 53.5). (2-33, 54-2). (2-67, 55.0). (3.00, 68.0). 
(3.33. 80.0). (3.67. 83-0). (4.00, 86-0). (4.33. 88-8). (4-67. 91.5), (5-00. 95-0) 
DOCUMENT: A multplier repmaenting the reWmsîüp beîwwn the lami of operâsor involvement in 
perfming mairitenance actMtks and the impact to the cngoing cadiüon of the equipment These values for 
this relationship are the autha's "ôest m a t e n  from hL eqmrïmœs- 



5.6 MAINTENANCE RESOURCE SECTOR 

This scctor represcnts the maintenance resources of the d e  part ment 

The number of hours that arc available to perform prevtntive maintenance 

and maintenance requests arc generated within this sector- This sec  to r 

monitors the cumulative years of total expcrïence specific to maintenance . 
since experitnce can significantly impact the overall ski11 level of t h e  

department, The overali ski11 level of the department can be significantly 

affected if very highly experienced cmploytes lcave the deparunent w h e t h e r 

it be due to attrition, termination, or leaving for better opportunities 

elsewhere. The departmental skiil level can dso be affected if very h igh l  y 

skiltcd employces arc hired into the depanment, The issues of maintaining a 

certain number of employees within the department, and empioyees e i t he r 

joining or leaving the organization are simulated in this sector. Overtime is 

also examined within this scctor since it can affect both motivation and t h e  

level of productivity of the worker, The potcntial hours available for overtime 

if required is examined since there is no guarantee that employees will w O rk 

the additional hours (unionized environment - overtime is voluntary). Figure 

19 below illustrates the system flow diagram of the maintenance resources 

sector- The equations representing the systcm flow diagram are listed i n 

section 5.6.1. 
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5-6.1 Equations for the Maintenance Resources Sector 

IN FLOWS: 

9 lncreasing-hequmcy = If(<)vettime-hours + O) THEN(1) ELSE(0) (NondimensionaUWeek) 
DOCUMENT Cou- the nequency of mmhne- A value d orn, indiCates thsl avertime was worked 
dwing that week. 

CnnuOWS: 

9 D8~18a~iong_freq- = l F ( ~ e q u e n ~ y ~ o f ~ w ~ e  > 8) fnEN (Frequencyncyoffovertime) ELSE (O) 
{Non-dimensionalMleek) 
DOCUMENT: Reset the overtkne ooonler to zeto aftw reaching a vahre of eight- mat is, aRer measuring 
eight weeks of overtime e e d .  the monitor is reset ta zero. 

0 Maint_employees(t) = Maint-empioyees(t - dt) + (Increasing_maintntmployees - 
Decreasing-maint-empfoyees) dt 
INlT Maint-employees = 20 {Maintenance workers) 

DOCUMENT: Repr65ents the nunbw of tnain!enanœ empioyees in ttre -ent tha! are responsbie for 
working cm maintenance work requests and prwmüve mainterrance work aders. The nunber of maintenance 
workers is used to deremiine the totai maîntewm tesource ho- avaUaôîe to wodc on botn maintenance work 
requests and preventive maintenance work odeus- 

IN FLOWS: a icwxmsi~aint-atnpbyeets = IF(Maint-empioyees < 20) THEN (Planneci-hW-rate) ELSE (O) 
{Maintenance workerWeeîc} 
DOCUMENf: A bgïc used to mon& the number d maintenance &ers m the deparhnent. 
If for what ever reasom anyme a more tnan ocie wœker leaves. theri mat required number of wotkers 
(Planned-hiring-rate) WOU# automatically be replaceâ. 

OUIUOWS: 
Decreasing-maint-mpioyees = PULSE(1.20.104) {Maintenance w a k e r ~ e e k }  
DOCUMENT: Aepe6erits the 8ceriario of maintenance leaving the organitatiin whether it is 
because of retirement, termination, laid off or finding a better oppatunity. 



0 Years~of~cumulat~ve~maint~experience(t) = Years~of~cumulative~maint~experience(t - dt) + 

(1 ncreas ing-maint-exp - Decreasing-maint-exp) ' dt 
INlT Years-of-cum~lative-rnaint~e~~ie~1~8 = 200 vears of experience) 

INFLOWS: 

a I naeasing-maint-- = I naeasing-maint-empioyeeseExp-of- hirm Vsrr of experience/Week) 
DOCUMENf: Rqmmmts an incmm in the arnulaHve e#perien=e of the maintenance dep9vmient as a 
resuît of hiring an empbyee that may have relevant apmkme far the -ion- 

Exp-of-hires = 7.5 (Years of e%pefience/Mainteriarice worker} 
DOCUMENT: Based on the authds ertgerien=es, the years of of m w  hies ranged from five to ten 
years . 

Hoursjer-week = 40 {Hourslweek) 
DOCUMENT Repesents the nunber of hours avaikbk per maintenance periran ta worlr each week mis 
numbar muîtiplied by the nimber of maintenance employees in ttie dapartmerit determines the total number of 
maintenance resource heurs (other t M  the aââïtbn of werhkne hours) that am available to complete all 
maintenance activitiss: i.e. Mainlemance C\eguests (which indudes €margemias, Operations, and Sctreduled), 
and Preventhre Maintenance work orders. 



M aint-resource-hours = M aintemployees ' Hoursger-week {Hourslweek) 
DOCUMENT: Represents the total number of maintenance resowc8s hou= mat are available to cornpiete 
maintenance wock requests and preveritive maintenance work orders- Based on the author's expetriences, a 
typid split between maintenance reqmsts and preventive maintenance is f([y mer i t  for each. That is 50% 
of the taal avabûk hous are assigneb for compbting maintmance requests and the aber 50% is assigned for 
cmQletirig p.eventive maintmance work arden- 

f otential-01-houn = Maint-empioywC16 {HourMw-] . 

DOCUMENT: Repeseng the totai possble nunber of owfüme hou"8 that couid be availabe if reqoired. The 
reason for suggestbg pœsole overtime is that as the aUhm has e-, ovBRime in an mioriired 
maintenance dapartmerit is ari a vdunteer basis. TyPicaYY duhg the sunmer moriths. the maintenance 
employees tend na to work as much ovlemYne as in the w i n t a  maühs. nie value 16 is determined from 
working 2 heurs nom MOnday to lhwsâay and 8 f w m  on a -climrnay. 

impact-of-overtime-onjroductivity = GRAPH(Frquericy-of-ovmime {Non-dimensional}) 
(0.00, 1-00). (1 -00. 0.95). (2.00, 0.9). (3.00. 0.85). (4.00. 0-8). (5.00. 0.75). (6.00, 0.7), (7.00. 
0.6), (8.00. 0-5) 
DOCUMENT: A multiplier reprmenting the re(ationship ôetween the number of consecutive weeks of overtime 
that the mainte- empiayee~ work in a row and their levei of produetMty. T't'te author has dmemd from his 
experiencer that aftr working eight w e e b  in a m. the IM( of ~OduCtMty of maunce anployees 
reduxrs by aboc* !Wb. A R a  working fw wedm in a row, the& proûuctMy is redIIC#CI by abaut 2û96. The 
a b o v e r ~ ~ i r t h s ~ b r t r t h u m i o n b . . e d m d c i u i d ~ ~ W i n ~ n ~ m a h t e n a ~ ~ : e  
department8 over the iast teci m. 

S kili~levell_due8toOmaintntexperience = G RAPH (Yems-of,cumulathre8maintnt8xperie~e {Nondimens ional)) 
(100, 1-00). (117. 1.25). (133. 1-50). (150, 2.00). (167. 2-30), (183. 2.40). (200. 2.50). (217. 
3.00). (233, 4-00). (250, 5-00) 
DOCUMENT: A multiplhx represmting the author's best e M h l l i a i  of tha reîation8hip ôetween cumulative 
departmen experieirce and the average maintenance wofker'8 ddJl îevel of the department from the data and 
e-enœd gathered and gain km m n g  ~ a i M m  ôepamm& ainr the last ten yeam. This 
relationship is significant since the maintenance workeîs skill Ievel can heavily impact tbir productivity and 
ako the* effeciivmess in repairing unerqDected poâuction equipnen faikrres in temw of the length of 
downtime which of course can affect production equipment capacity. 



CBAPTER 6 

SlMULATIONS WITH THE MAINTENANCE SECTOR OF THE MODEL 
e 

6.1  INTRODUCTION 

Using the following initial conditions. we will now run several  

simulations with the model, The maintenance depanment within a unioni zed 

environment consists of 20 maintenance workers, working one shift e i g h t 

hours a day. Preventive maintenance is based on the current number o f  

pieces of equipment in operation. There are 100 pieces of equipment  

including both new (Icss than two years old) and mature (bttween two to c i g h t  

years old) in operation at the start of the simulation. New equipment requi res  

one hour of preventive maintenance pcr piece of equipment per week, and  

mature equipment requirts three hours of preventive maintenance per pi cc  e 

of equipment per weck. There is a current preventive maintenance backlog 

of approximately 250 hours. The maintenance requests (including b O th 

emergency and operations) generated weekly is approximately bctween 120 to 

200 hours with the current backlog bting about 200 hours. The production 

operators' involvement in performing simple maintenance tasks v a r y 

between Iittle or no involvement to very high involvement. Maintenance 

training is dependent upon the ski11 Ievel of the maintenance worker and t h e  

cumulative expcrienct of the depanmcnt. The current overall o p e  rat ing  

condition of al1 production equipment is at 80% of its original design 

specifications. Overtime is dependent upon the total current backlog of t h e  

maintenance department which includes both the preventive ma  in ten a n c e  



backlog and maintenance request backlog. Ovenime occurs only if the total 

maintenance backîog riscs over 800 hours. The author assumes that al1 100 

pitces of production cquipment are in operation. The model is simulated O v e r  

ttn ycars, divided into 520 wetks with a Di' of 0.25. The purpose of t h e 

simulations is to observe how the model rcsponds to different maintenance 

policies, and to to gain a better understanding of the interrel ationship s w i t h i a 

the maintenance depanment. The first simulation nrn wiil be based upon t h e  

above-mentioned conditions emulating normal operation of the m a i  n ten  an c e 

department. 



6.2 RUN 1: Base Run - Normal Operation 

The graph below (Figure 20) demonstrates that within the first year o f  

the simulation. there is an increasing trend in the total maintenance backlog 

(curve 3). This situation is as a result of not completing al1 scheduled 

preventive maintenance and the majority of maintenance requests that a r e  

generated in the early stages of the simulation as indicated by the decrease i n 

percentages completcd for both the maintenance request (curve 2). a n d  

preventive maintenance (curve 1). 

Figure 20. Base run - Preventive maintenancc/Maintenance Request/Total 
Maintenance B acklog 



However, shortly thereafter, there is an increase in the percentages of  

preventive maintenance completcd foliowed by an incrcase in t h e  

percentagts of maintenance requests cornpietcd which reduces the to ta1 

maintenance bacldog. There is a s igni fhnt  incrcase in the total maintenance 

bacldog between weeks 230 to 250 followed by a decreasing trend for t h e  

remainder of the simulation. The signifkant increase can be attributed to t h e  

fact that both a large number of preventive maintenance tasks and 

maintenance requests were not being completed (to be explaincd later). The 

high total maintenance backlog is continuously reduced thereafter over t h  e 

next ten to fifteen weeks due to the increasing high percentages of  

completions for both preventive maintenance and maintenance requests. 

The graph aiso indicates a relationship between the percentages o f  

preventive maintenance completed and the pcrcentages of ma in t enan ce  

requests complcted. Almost immediately aher an increase in the p e rcen tages 

of preventive maintenance compIetcd, therc stems to be an increase in t h e  

percentages of maintenance requests completcd which occurs peri odi cal1 y 

throughout the entire tcn year period. The reason for these incrcases in t h e  

percentages of maintenance rcquests being completed is that by comp let i n g 

most of the scheduled weekly preventive maintenance, there is a reduction i n 

the maintenance requests generated which rtsults in an increase in t h e  

perccntages of maintenance requests completcd (since pcrcentages O f 

maintenance requests completcd = maintenance requests completed divided b y 

maintenance requests generatcd). The rtsult of reducing the mai  n t e n an c e  

requests that would be typically be generated reinforces the imponance o f  

preventive maintenance. To further understand the initial increase at th  e 

beginning of the simulation, and the sudden increase between wetks 230 to  

250 in the total maintenance backlog, let us examine the graph bclow (Figure 



21) which illustrates the total maintenance backlog. ltvel of o p e  ra to r 

involvement and the productivity of the maintenance worker. 

Figure 21. Base nrn - Total Maintenance Backlog/Productivity of Maintenance 
Employee/Level of Operator Involvement 



As this graph indicates botb at the onstt of the simulation and b etw een 

weeks 230 to 250, there is a significant increase in the level of operator 's 

involvement in perfotming simple maintenance tasks. Along with th  i s 

increase in the operator's involvement in performing simple ma i n  t e n  anc  e 

tasks, therc arc productivity levels of the maintenance worktrs below 100% ( 1 

representing 100%) leadhg into a downward trend. The below average 

productivity levtls of the maintenance worker is due to the negative impact of  

the operator's involvement in perfonning the work belonging CO maintenance 

(unionized environment). There is the perception that, by having t h e  

production operators perform the maintenance work, they art reducing t h e 

potential for the maintenance workers to work additional O vertirne, 

demotivating the maintenance worker resulting in poor productivity. 

The decrease in the maintenance worker's productivity causes 10 w t r 

than normal completion rates for both preventive maintenance a nd 

maintenance requcsts resulting in an incrtast in the total ma i n  t e n  an  ce 

backlog both within the first year of the simulation and bctwcen the weeks 

230 to 250. The next two graphs. Figure 22 illustrating prevent ive  

maintenance backlog (PMs). percentages of preventive maintenance ho u rs  

completed, and productivity; and Figure 23, maintenance rcquest b acklog , 

percentages of maintcnance request hours completed and productivity ; b O th 

re-emphasizing the effects of the maintenance worker's productivity on t h  e 

total maintenance backlog. 



Figure 22. Base nm - PM Hours Backlog/Pcrcentage of PM Hourd 
Productivity of Maintenance Employtt 

Figure 23. Base nan - MR Houts Backlog/Percentage of MR Hours/ 
Productivity of Maintenance Eanplo yee 

It is interesthg to note that one could have bttn lcd to btlieve that t h e  

strategy of having the production operator perforrning the s im p 1 e r 



- - 

Figure 24. Base mn - Ski11 Level of Maintenance Employee/Productivity of 
Maintenance Employee/Levcl of Operator Involvement 

maintenance tasks would free up the maintenance workers to aggressiveiy g O 

after reducing the overall maintinance backlog which of course is C O  unter- 

intuitive as illustrated in the simulation. It appears that the extra time m a d e  

available for maintenance duc to operator's involvement is not greater t h  an  

the time loss from the drop in productivity of the maintenance ernployees. I t 

is also intcresting to note that as time gots by, not only is there an increasing 

trend in the production operator's involvement but there is also an increas ing  

vend in the productivity of the maintenance worker (notcd beyond weck 300 

to the rcmainder of the simulation - Figure 23). Thcsc trends will be explained 

with the graph below (Figure 24) which illustrates the levtl of operator 

A 

involvement, maintenance worker's productivity and ski11 levels. 
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This graph clearly demonstrates the effects of the level of operator  

involvement in performing simpk maintenance activities on the pro duc t i v i t y 

of the maintenance worker, During the first year of the simulation, there is a 

definite increase in operator's involvement probably duc to the fact that t h e  

maintenance activities add variety to the regular production work that t h e  

operator docs daily. With this increase, there is a defiaite decrtasc in the level 

of productivity of the maintenance worker, However, approximately 65 wee ks  

into the simulation, there scems to be a dtcrcase in the degree of operator's 

involvement. This decrcast is probably due to the large influx of grievances 

submitted to the union by the maintenance department, since the operators' 

according to the collective agreement arc perfonning work beyond the scopc 

of their job classifaction. With the decrease in operators' involvement, t h e  r t 

is a definite increase in the productivity of the maintenance worker. 

However, the= is also an increase in the ski11 levels of the maintenance  

worker, The increase in skili levels will impact the productivity of t h e  

maintenance worker favorably, but there is an interesting point w O r t  h 

mentioning. The fact of having the production operators get morc involved 

with maintenance activities, made timc availablt for the maintenance workers  

to be involved in other activities such as training, which was the reason f o r  

the increased ski11 Ievels within maintenance, The question now b eco mes 

which of the two actions art more strategic in long term thinking? Allowing 

production operators to become morc involved with maintenance activities 

providing the opportunity for maintenance tmpioyets to be t rained 

increasing their ski11 levels and becoming morc productive; or min im i z i  ng 

production operators involvement, hence, not impacting the ma in  t en  ance  

employees motivation and their productivity levels. For the purposes of th i s  

dissertation, an accurate answer is not as important as to note the fact t h  a t 



there can be underiying effects when certain decisions are made,  

which, if not appreciated, can result in inappropriate dec i  s i O n 

m a k i n g .  

As pointcd out carlier, an incrcase in the operators' invoIvement caused 

a dccrease in the productivity of the maintenance worker's productivity . 

However, illusvatcd in this graph beyond week 300 and for the remainder o f  

the simulation, both the operators' involvement and the maintenance workers' 

productivity arc increasing which at a glance stems to be counter-intuitive. 

The reasons for this counter-intuitive behavior arc as follows. First, t h e  

organization adopting a policy to minimize overtime which was a point of  

contention for the maintenance workers. Second, decreasing the p roduc ti O n 

operators' involvement with maintenance reductd the possibilities to f u r t h e r 

incrtasing their skills due to the lack of time for training. Third, 

maintenance workers had to do ail maintenance activities with respect to 

maintaining the equipment which even included cleaning the equ i p m en t . 
After relentless efforts at cducating the maintenance workers about th  e 

benefits of operator involvement in participating on the maintenance O f 

equipment, the maintenance workers changed their perceptions of ope rat0 r 

involvement. Hence, the re-implcrnentation of the operator invo lve m e nt 

stratcgy, rtsultcd in increasing both maintenance skill levels and 

productivity. 

The next graph bclow in Figure 25 illustrates the impact of perctntages 

of preventivt maintenance hours completcd and the level of opcrator 

involvement on the operating conditions of the production equipment . 
Operating condition of the equipmcnt refers to the current condition of t h e  

cquipment with respect to s p e d  and accuracy. For example, an operating 

condition of 80% would indicate that the equipment is operating 20% slower 



Figure 25. Base run - Condition of Equipment/kmentage of PM Hours/Level 
of Operator Involvement 

than its original condition. andlor 20% of the product produced by t h e  

equipment is dcfective. Even though there is high consistency in comple t i ng  

ail weekly scheduled preventivc maintenance activities throughout t h e 

simulation. thcm sccms to be deterioration in the cquipment's o p  c r a t  i n g 

condition betwcen weeks 150 to weeks 220 (i.e. fmm approximately 90% to 

87%). For somc period of tirne pnor ta the StaR of the deterioration of t h e  



equipment's operating condition. there is a stcady decline in the level of 

opcrator involvement (Le. from a lcvel 4 to approximately 32) with rtspect to 

perfarming the minor equipmcnt maintenance activities which is thc c at  al y st 

for starting the deterioration, In addition, there is a reduction in t he  

percentage of preventive maintenance hours that wcrc completed b t t ween 

weeks 150 to 220, Another factor that worsens this issue is the fact that t he  

skill level of the maintenance worker starts to dccrcase just btfore week 130 

(sec figure 24) suggesting that the maintenance workers werc not performing 

high quality preventive maintenance on the equipment. 

Figure 24. also indicates a significant improvement in the ski11 level of 

the maintenance worker between weeks 260 to 320 which positively impacts 

the operating condition of the equipment. Beyond week 320 (figure 25). th e 

operating condition of the equipment bcgins to deteriorate once again w h i c h 

is a rcsult of the dccrcase in both the percentage of preventive maintenance 

that is being completed (due to lower productivity of the maintenance 

worker), and the degrce of involvement of the production opcrator. The h i g  h 

percentage of completed preventive maintenance just beyond week 260, an d 

the high degrec of operator involvement around weeks 300 and beyond, 

created the opportunity to continuously improvt the maintenance of t he  

equipmcnt resulting in a general upward trend regarding the eq u i pmen t ' s 

operating condition beyond week 260. Othcr factors that attributed to the  

upward uend in improving the operating condition of the production 

equipment btyond weeks 260 werc the increased skill levels and productivity 

of the maintenance worker as illustatcd in Figure 24. The graph below i n 

figure 26, illustrates the impact of the maintenance workcr's skill levtl on t h e  

operating condition of production equipment and the implications o f 

continuously optrating poorly maintained equipment with respect to th e 



aging of cquipmcnt. The significancc of the aging of cquipmcnt is that once 

the equipment h bew operatcd for a pcriod of time under a specific 

prcventive maintenance plan. it becornes old and inefficient and necds to b c 

replaceci. However. thcn am number of factors that may influence the aging 

rate of equipment which could therefore. affect the number of pieces o f  

equipment that would need to be rcplaccd, 

1 Condiùon of equrprnent 2- SkiU Letml d Mainî Employees 3 Replaan~ xrapped equiprnttrit 

Figure 26. Base nin - Condition of EquipmentBkill Level of Maintenance 
Employet/Replacing Scrapped Equipxntnt 



Tht graph indicates that during the first few years of the simulation, 

the operathg condition of the equipment (this, as previously menti O ned , 

rcfers to the spced and accwacy at which the equipmcnt currently funct ions)  

steadily improves, rcducing the aging rate for both ncw equipment Oess t h a n  

2 years old) and mature equipment (more than two years old but l a s  t h e  n 

eight years) rcsulting in a dtcreasing trend of the number of pieces o f  

equipment that need replacing. As pointcd out earlier. betwcen wceks 150 to 

weeks 220, the equipmcnt operating condition deteriorates to some ex tent , 

speeding up the aging rate for both new and mature cquipment resulting i n 

an incrcase in the number of pieces of equipment that need replacing.  

Howcver, beyond week 240, the trend for replacing equipment that is b e  i ng  

scrapptd bccomes one of a dccrcasing nature. A major factor attributed to t h i s  

downward trend is probably duc to the continuous improvements of t h e  

maintenance worker's ski11 which are significantly higher during the las t 

five years of the simulation as indicatcd in figure 26. Over the first two yea rs  

of the simulation, the ski11 levcl of the maintenance worker increasts w h i c  h 

in tum positivtly influences the optrating conditions of the equ i  p ment  . 

However, at approximately week 130, there is a drop in the ski11 levcl of t h e  

maintenance workers which was dut to a couple of highly txptrienced a n d  

specializcd maintenance wotlrers leaving the organization. The drop in t h e 

skill level of the maintenance workers affects the operating condition of t h e  

equipment (i.e. between weeks 150 to approximatcly weeks 230). However, 

after week 260. the operating condition of the equipment starts to improve a n d  

continues this trend for the rcmainder of the simulation. As indicatcd i n 

figure 26. it appears that the improvcrnent to the operating condition of t h e  

cquipment may bc dircctly related to significant rise in the skill level of t h e  

maintenance workers. 



The next graph below (Figure 27) demonstratcs both the importance o f  

training, and the effectiveness of the training which together can increase  

the maintenance worker's ski11 level that couïd lead to con ti nuous 

improvements of the operating conditions of tquipmcnt. 

Figure 27. Base run - Ski11 Level of Maintenance Employee/Roductivity of 
Maintenance Ernployee/Level of Operator Involvement 



An interesthg point to note here. is that there wete some situations that. e v e n  

when training w w  prondcd. did not rcsult in an incrcase in the main  t e n  anc e 

workers' ski11 levels (around wecks 150 to 160) of the simuiation. The reason 

for this is that some of the training that was providcd may not have b ecn  

effective whethtr i t  was fmm poor delivery of the training or that the t iming 

for the training was inappropriate. Also indicated on the graph arc t h e  

following. Wben training was providcd within the first year of t h e  

simulation, thete was a rcduction in the productivity of the maintenance  

worker, The rcason for this drop in productivity was due to a leaming c u rv e 

that the maintenance workers trpericnctd: in addition there was also 

significant amounts of involvement by the cquipment operators i n  

pcrforming the simple maintenance activities. As prcviously mcntioncd, t h  e 

involvement of the operators in performing maintenance ac tivities 

demotivated the maintenance workers even though the time that was made 

availablc (due to an increase in the Ievel of operator's involvement) was 

utilizcd for training the maintenance worktrs 

The graph in Figure 28 takes a further look at the maintenance  

workcrs' productivity. and how it is affected by ovenime, and motivation. The 

graph illustrates that motivation significantly impacts productivity. The 

variation of the impact of ovenime throughout the simulation is minimal; 

whtreas the impact of motivation varied bttween 0.5 and 0-8 which would 

indicate that productivity could drop as much as 50%. 



Figure 28. Base run - Productivity of Maintenance Employeeflmpact of 
Overtime on ProductivityAmpact of  Motivation on Maintenance Employee 

Previously mentioned was the impact of the operating condition of equ ipmen  t 

on the aging rate and the number of picces of equipmcnt that would nced to b e  

replaced. The production equipment capacity within the facility is a n o  t h e  r 

factor that the opcrating condition of the cquipment can impact. Production 

equipment capacity represents the numbcr of pieces of equipment both n e  w 

and mature that arc currcntly availablc for manufacturing. The graph i n 

Figure 29 illustrates the impact of the opcnting condition of the equipmcnt o n  

production equipmcnt capacity. Approximatcly thrte years (150 weeks) in t o  

the simulation. the opcrating condition of the equipmeni deter iorates  



(previously explaintd) causing a drop in the production cquipment capacity . 

However, the production equipment capacity increases thtreafter witb t h  t 

continuously improving operating conditions of the equipment. Poorly 

operating equipment conditions increases both the aging rate of n e w  

equipment and scrapping rate of mature equipment resulting in a decrcase i n 

the number of pieces of equipment that are availablt for production, A 

dtcrease in the number of pieces of equipment available for production causes 

a drop in the production equipment capacity. 

t Condition d equiprnent 

- - 

Figure 29. Base run - Condition of Equipment/Production Capacity 



The above information rcpresents the base run with the previously 

mentioned initial conditions. TL simulation rus below represents a n u  m b e r 

of different scenarios that the maintenance depaztment could be exposed to. 

The following performance mtasures arc examincd under the di f f e  r t n  t 

scenarios : The percentages of preventive maintenant t completed, t h e 

ptrcentages of maintenance request completed. the total ma  i n  t enance 

backlog, the condition of the equiprnent, and the production equipmcnt  

capacity. Scenarios used are as follows: 

RUN #l Base run - normal operation (describtd in the above section) 

RUN #2 Equipment availability rcduced by 50% 

RUN #3 Production operator's involvement increased by 25% 

RUN U4 Reduce prcventive maintenance by 50% 

RUN #S Reduce overtime by 75% 

6.3 PERCENTAGES OF PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE COMPLETED 

The graph in Figure 30 illustrates a sensitivity analysis on t h e  

percentages of preventive maintenance completcd with respect to the f iv e 

different scenarios. 

The percentage of preventive maintenance completed represtnts t h  e 

nurnber of preventive maintenance hours that were completed in comp arison 

to the number that werc schcduled. The percentage of prevent ive  

maintenance completed seems to be negatively impacted by both red  u c i  n g 

equipment availability and reducing the tmphasis to do p re v e n t i v e 

maintenance. Increasing operator involvement docs not apptar to i n  f 1 uc n ce 



the percentages of preventive maintenance completed- Reducing over t i  m e  

slightly increases the percentagt of prtventive maintenance cornpleted. 

Figure 30. Percentages of preventive maintenance completed 

R d u c i n g  cquipmcnt availability significantly reduces the pe rcen  t a g e  

of prcvcntivc maintenance completed (curve 2). This can be counter-intuitive 

from the perspective that not frecing up cquipmcnt for p r e v e n t i v e  

maintenance (which maybe as a rcsult of production bcing bthiad scheduie)  

may result in uncxpectcd equipment breakdowns which may occur at the most 



inappropriate time from a production point of view, causing serious pro blems 

for production. Hencc. having production understand the implications O f 

high cquipmcnt unavailability, rnay force production to re-evaluate the s h O r t  

term strategy of not allowing the equipment to be made available f o r  

preventive maintenance. 

The decision to niinimize the emphasis on doing preventiv t 

maintenance rnay rcmlt in an unexpected rise in maintenance rtquests as a 

result of unscheduled machine breakdowns, The initial strategy rnay h a v  e 

been to change the emphasis on doing preventive maintenance inorder to 

mitigatt the high backlog of maintenance requests. However. the simulation 

(curve 4) indicates that the percentage of preventive maintenance completed 

is significantly reduced and rnay result in additional maintenance reques ts  

which is counter-productive. 

One might assume that reducing overtime rnay significantly decrease 

the percentage of preventive maintenance completcd- However, t h e  

sensitivity analysis, indicates that reducing overtime does not s i gni  f ic an t 1 y 

affect the percentagc of the preventive maintenance cornpleted. A n  

explanation for this counter-intuitive behaviour is that working less overtime 

implies that a smaller number of preventive maintenance hours would b e 

completed, hence, decreasing the percentage of preventive ma in  t e n  ance  

completed. However. working overtime can also impact the m a i n  t en an c e 

worker's productivity from the perspective that the more overtime work cd. 

the lower the productivity which would rtsult in completing a smaller amoun t 

of preventive maintenaace than what rnay have k e n  assumed to be completed 

by working additional hours. Therefore by reducing the ovtrtime, t h e  

negative impact that it has on productivity is tlirninated; and the gain i a 

productivity (Le. preventive maintenance hours completed) is greater t ti a n  



the productivity that may have been rcalized (actual preventive m a in  t e n an ce 

hours completcd during overtime) if ovenime was worked. 

6.4 PERCENTAGES OF MAINTENANCE REQUEST COMPLETED 

Tbt graph in Figure 31, illusuates a sensitivity analysis on t h e  

percentages of maintenance request completed with respect to the f ive  

different scenarios. The pcrccntages of the maintenance request b e i ng 

completed stems to be affected most negatively by the action of reducing 

overtime (curve 5). This result caa be explained as follows. With overtirne 

reduced. and the focus k i n g  concentrated on doing preventive maintenance 

and repairing unscheduied breakdowns, there is little time left to work O n 

other maintenance requests such as those that art generated daily (Operations 

maintenance request) or those that arc schcduled (Scheduled main ten ance 

requests) to be dont sometime in the future. Hence, cornpletion rates decrease 

causing a rcduction in e percentages of maintenance requests be ing  

completed. The fluctuation in the pcrcentages of completed rn a i n t e  n an  c e 

requests results from the strategy to work on maintenance requests as a low 

priority. Therefore. if there are many equipment breakdowns and a h i g h  

number of preventive maintenance hours. thcn the percentagt O f 

maintenance requests completed will decrease. On the other hand, if there a r e  

few bteakdowns and a smali amount of preventive maintenance. then a h i g h 

number of maintenance requests would bc completed increasing t h  e 

percentage of completcd maintenance requests. 

Reducing both equipment availability and prevcntive maintenance 

incrcases the perccntages of maintenance requests being completed. The 



Figure 3 1. Percentages of maintenance rcquest completed 

A' 

pcrccntages o f  maintenancc rcqutsts complcted werc at their highest lcvcls 

with the reduction of equipment availability (curve 2). Rcducing both  

cquipment availabilty and the cmphasis on prcventive maintenance frces u p 

maintenance resourcu to work on maintenance requtsts incrcasing t h c 

maintenance rcquest completion rates renilting in a rise in the pcrccntages of 

maintenance rcquests being completed 

The impact of increasing the production operator's i n v o l v e m ~ t  i n 

pcrforming maintenance tasks appear to k minimal throughout t h  e 

simulation (curve 3). 
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6.5 TOTAL MAINTENANCE BACKLOG 

The graph in Figure 32 illustrates a scnsitivity anaiysis on the total 

maintenance backlog (includes both the preventive maintenance and 

maintenance rcquest backlogs) witâ respect to the five different scenarios. 

Reducing equipment availability and preventive maintenance s igni f ic  an t 1 y 

increases the total maintenance backlog for the maintenance department. 

Reducing the emphasis on preventive maintenance (curve 4) is self- 

explanatory. Minimizing maintenance resources for preventive ma in ten anc e 

will reduce the completion rates for preventive maintenance, hence, grea tl y 

reducing the percentages of preventive maintenance that would be completed, 

incrcasing the preventive maintenance backlog and concurrently inc reas i ng  

the total maintenance backlog. 

Curve 2, representing the sccnario of a reduction in equipment 

availability indicates a steep risc in the total maintenance backlog, A number  

of situations arist whcn production does not free up the equipment f o r  

preventive maintenance. The completion rate for preventive maintenance 

decreases, increasing the prevcntive maintenance backlog which increases 

the total maintenance backlog. When preventive maintenance is n O t 

perfonned on the equipment as schedulcd, the condition of the equipment 

deteriorates which leads to unexpected breakdowns. Unexpected b reakdo wns 

creatc disruptions within the maintenance depanment. For example, 

schedulcd maintenance work and or preventive maintenance does not g e t 

comptetcd, since maintenance resources arc shihcd to repair the unexpec ted 

machine breakdowns, The shihing of the focus of the maintenance resources 

results in funher reduction of percentages completed for both prevent ive 



maintenance and maintenance requests compounding the already i nc re  as i ng 

total maintenance backlog. 

Figure 32. Total maintenance backlog 
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6.6 CONDITION OF EQUIPMENT 

The graph in Figure 33 illustrates a sensitivity analysis on the condition 

of the production equipment with respect to the five different scenarios. The 

graph demonstrates that reducing equipment availability (curve 2). red u c i ng 

preventive maintenance (curve 4). and increasing the production equ  i p ment 

operator's involvement (curve 3) significantiy influences the production 

equipment's condition. 

Curve 1 representing the base nrn indicates that over the ten y e a r  

period. the condition of the cquipment had deterioratcd somewhat but o v e r  

time was rcstored and maintained at approximately 90% of its O r iginal  

condition. At approximately thrce years into the simulation, the condition of 

the equipment had deterioratcd due to a drop in the ski11 level of t h e  

maintenance workers as a rcsult of a couple of highly skilled and experienced 

maintenance workers leaving the organization, However, over t h e ,  t h  e 

condition of the equipment was restored to almost original condition (detailed 

explanation provided in the section on the base run). 

Reducing equipment availability bas the grcatcst negativt impact O n 

the operating condition of the equipment as illustrated in curvc 2. Reducing 

cquipment availability means not freeing up the equipment for main t  en  an c e  

to c m y  out the schcduled preventive maintenance on the equipment. 

Continuous opcrating of the production equipment with little or no p r e v t n t i v t  

maintenance leads to deficiencies in the equipment causing the equipment to 

deteriorate. 

Reducing the emphasis on doing preventive maintenance (curve 4) 

worsens the equipment conditions but not to the extent as in the scenario o f  

reduced equipment availability. Although the emphasis on doing p rev en  t iv e 



maintenance on equipment is reduced, the maintenance department is s ti 11 

able to complete some preventivé maintenance and thetefore. the condition of  

the equipment docs not deteriorate quite 8s b d y  as in the scenario whcre  

equipment availability was rcduced, 
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Fi- 33. Condition of eqniprnent 

Tbe impact of increasing operator involvement with respect to t h e  

condition of the equipment is extremely positive. Over the five y e u  period. 

the condition of equipment rarely falls below 90% of its original condition. By 

allowing the operators to becorne more involvecl with the maintenance of t h e  



equipment they operate, creates a feeling of ownership for the operators  

which can only enhance the ongoing efforts to ensure the equipment is 

maintaincd to as close to its original condition as possible. 

6.7 PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CAPACITY 

The graph in Figure 34 illustrates a sensitivity analysis on production 

equipmcnt capacity with respect to the five different sccnarios. The strategy 

of reducing equipment availability for preventive maintenance seems to h a v  e 

had the grtatest negative impact on production equipment capacity (curve 2 ) .  

Production equipment capacity as defined in this dissertation represents t h  e 

numbcr of picces of equipment both new and mature that arc c u r r e n t l y  

available for manufacturing. 

As rnentioned earlier, the impact of reducing equipment avail ab i 1 i t y 

can be counter-intuitive. Take for example. a situation where production h a s  

been under a lot of pressure for some period of time to produce more t h  a n  

normal requirements due to an unexpected nse in customer demands. It would 

therefore seem unreasonable to give up the equipment for prevent ive  

maintenance. cspecially if there appears to bc nothing wrong with t h e  

equipment (Le. not broiten), since any timc that the equipment is n o  t 

producing causes production to fa11 further behind in meeting their customer 

requirements.  

However, aot ptrforming preventive maintenance as scheduled 

eventually leads to unexpected machine breakdowns. The implications of t h  e 

unexpected breakdowns arc as follows. Bteakdowns never occur at a r ig h t 

timc. and would therefore cause major disruptions within production s i nc e 



downtime means that the equipment is not producing product which m e a n s  

that customcr rcquircmcnts are not bcing met. Hence. the initial strategy o f  

kccping the cquipmcnt runniog (Le. not making availablc for p r c v e n t i v e  

maintenance) in an effort to meet production requirements rcsult in a 

decrease in production equiprnent capacity as a result of unexpected and m o r e  

frcqucnt machine brukdowns due to a lack of prcventive maintenance. 

Figure 34, Production equipmtnt capacity 



Cuve 3 representing the operators' involvement in performing m i n O r 

maintenance activities seems to have the most positive influence O n 

production equipment capacity. Allowing production operators to becorne 

more involved in maintaining the equipmenz they operate has m a a y  

advantagcs. Their increased involvement creates a sense of ownership t ha t 

tends to make the operators more concerned of the condition of t h e i  r 

cquipment. The opefator probably knows more about the idiosyncrasies of t h e  

equipment than the maintenance workers due to the amount of time that t h e 

operators sptnd with k i r  equipment. With this knowledge, the operators a r e  

probably the first to become aware of any malfunctions as minor as they m a y  

be; and would probably contact maintenance immediately to correct t h e  

deficiency rather than waiting for maintenance to fmd and correct w h e n  

they perform their weekly o r  monthly prcventive maintenance. Catch  ing 

minor deficiencies before they become problems can significantly impact t h e  

ongoing operating conditions of the equipment. Having the operators do 

minor maintenance on the equipment can dtcrease unnccessary d o  wntime 

and help to maintain the condition of the equipment to its original condition. 

For example, minor greasing, as required, can Save on uncxpected b e a r i n g  

failures. Regular cleaning of the equipment makts minor oil le* not iceable  

immediately which c m  quickly be repaired before bccoming major problems. 

Having the operators develop a sense of ownership will tend to make t h e  

operators very conscious of the way they operate and carc for the e q u i p  men t  

which will help to maintain the optimum equipmcnt condition. 

It is interesting to observe that reducing the emphasis on d o i n g  

prevcntive maintenance (curvt 4) docs not significantly impact product ion 

equipment capacity; espccially since it was notcd carlier that r edu  c i ng 

tquipment availability to allow for prevcntive maintenance did have a 



significant negative impact on production equipment capacity, Thcre i s 

howevcr, a subtle differcncc between not freeing up equipment for t h e  

maintenance workers to do schedulcd preventive maintenance v e r s  us 

reducing the emphasis on doing prevcntive maintenance, P reven t ive  

maintenance is essential to ensuring maximum equiprnent efficiency and to 

minimize unexpccted breakdowns, But the frequency of p revcn t ivc  

maintenance is not an exact science. The amount, type and frequency of 

prtventive maintenance depcnds upon the environment that the cquipment is 

operating within. For example, equipment operating in a wet o r  dusty 

environment would rcquire different preventive maintenance t h  a n 

equipment that was operating in a humidity controlled env i r o  nment  . 
Equipment operating with very low tolerances may require a h i g h e r  

frcqucncy of adjustments than one that is operating with high to le rances. 

High speed equipment requires different preventive maintenance checks  

than low s p e d  operating equipment. Equipment operating seven days a week, 

twenty four hours a day will requin more preventive maintenance t h  a n  

equipment that is only operating eight hours a day, five days a week. 

Therefore, reducing the emphasis on preventive maintenance, whether it is as 

a result of a change in rtquirements for preventive maintenance O r 

schcduling the preventive maintenance as a low priority, will not necess  ar i  1 y 

impact the equipment and production cquipment capacity in the nega t ive  

fashion similiar to that caustd by reducing equipment availability, ûn t h e  

contrary, reducing the preventive maintenance whcre appropriate, w i 1 l 

increase production equipmtnt capacity, since the equipmtnt is not b e i n g 

taken out of production unnecessarily. 

Another intercsting behavior observcd in the above sensitivity analysis 

was the impact of reducing ovenime (curve 5). The graph indicates that t h e  



reduction of overtime resulttd in slightly less production equipment cap  ac i t y 

than the base nin npnsenting normal operations which consists of working  

overtimt as required, This indication is suprising because one would assume 

that working ovcnime helps the maintenance department to keep up wi th  

maintenance requirements of the facility. It was howtver, notcd earlier t ha  t 

working overtime may not ntcessanly b t  beneficial duc to the impact tha t  

overtime for prolong periods has on the level of producuvity of t h e  

maintenance worker. Working overtime can be counter-productive becaus e 

of the decrease in productivity of the maintenance workcr working the longer 

hours. Hence, working sù ty  hour wceks for any prolonged period of time wil l  

probably bc as productive as working a regular forty hour week. Therefore. 

reducing overtime mitigates tbe decrease in the productivity levels of t h e  

maintenance workers resulting in effective maintenance which would 

minimize downtime, hence improving production cquipment capacity. 

6.8 TESTING BEST CASEIWORST CASE SCENARIOS OF THE MODEL 

It is clear that therc are certain parameters to which the mode1 is v e r y  

sensitive, most notably: production operator involvement, emphasis O n 

preventive maintenance and equipment availability. The graph in Figure 35, 

represents the simulated rcsults of three different sctnarios. Total 

maintenance backlog is measured since it is indicative of how well t h e  

maintenance department is fûnctioning. The first scenario reprcscnts n O rm a l  

base nui operation (curve 1). Curvc 2 represents a scenario whefe t h e  

sensitive parameten are set to k optimum (i-e. a very high involvement f r o m  

production operators, the appropriate amount of prcventive maintenance that 



minimizes equipment breakdowns. and a high percentage of eq uipmen t 

availability. Curve 3 represents a worst case scenario where operator 

involvement is extremely low IO non-existant. minimal p rt vent  i v e  

maintenance. and low equipment availability. The results are illustrated below 

in terms of total maintenance backlog- 

Figure 35. Total maintenance backlog 
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Curve 1, normal operation, indicates a total maintenance backlog O f 

approximately 7000 hours over a ten year period, which in the author 's 

opinion, is normal for a maintenance department, depending on t h e  

maintenance worker's productivity . Cuwe 2, which represents optimum 

conditions indicates less than 500 hours backlog over the ten year period. 

Curve 3, representing worst case indicates an extremely high backlog e v e n  

after the fust year. Thtse results are representative of reality confirmed b y 

the author based on fmt band experience that the author has gained f rom 

managing maintenance departmcnts over the last ten years- 

6.9 SUMMARY 

Based on the scenario analyses; within the limitations of the modcl to 

represent a real situation, the mode1 shows the following. 

Preventivc maintenance is fundamental to an effective production 

system. By carrying out an effective preventive maintenance p rogram , 

maintenance requests that are normally generated are minimized a n  d 

unexpected equipment breakdowns can be prevented. Training can play a n 

important role even though it may cause a short t e m  rise in maintenance 

backlog, since available time uscd for training could have been used to w ork  

on reducing the overall maintenance backlog. 

The involvement of production operators can significantly i n  f 1 ucn ce 

the production equipmentes condition. Although the initial impact of t h  e 

operator's involvement is perceived as being negative due to ma in t e n  an ce 

workers reducing their productivity, it is an effective long term strategy f o r  

improving overall equipment condition. 



A common theme of the mode1 simulations is that the system can behave 

in unexpected ways. This shows that it is not cnough to assume one knows how 

the system WU respond; it is necessary to think carefuily about how t h e  

strategies one sets influence othtr parts of the systtm. S vs t e m 

a r a v u  



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE: RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Manufacturing strategy has been promoted as a concept that c a n  

eliminate the competitive malaise that manufacturing companies have faced. 

The main purpose of manufacturing strategy is to develop capabilities i n  

manufacturing with which the business can outperform its competitors. That 

means that dccisions made in operations must support each othcr i n 

emphasizing the capabilities that a business detms ntcessary to ga in  

advantages over its competitors. The message behind manufacturing strategy 

is very simple - perform actions in operations that help the business pe r fo rm 

betttr. This is a message that carfy researchers (Skinner 1969; Wheelwright  

1978; Hayes and Schmenner 1978) of manufacturing strategy have stated. 

Since then other researchers (Buffa 1980; Hayes and Wheelwright 1984, Hi11 

1985; S 1 ù ~ e r  1985) have continucd to emphasizc that manufacturing s t rateg y 

is an approach for making manufacturing into a competitive weapon- Most 

researchers (Skinner 1969; Wheelwright 1978; Hayes and Schmenner 1978; 

Buffa 1980; Hïil 1985) concur with the perspective that the purpose o f  

manufacturing strattgy is to Iink decisions in operations with each other and 

with business strategy, Researchers have proposed ideas in linking decis i ons 

in operations but only from a disjunctive point of view, and, to date, 

rclationships and linkages bctwecn only a few decisions have been studicd. 

This dissertation's main contribution is the conceptualizing of a s y stems 

dynamic modelling framework for studying manufacturing strategy from a 

more holistic point of view to further understanding of relationships and 



iinkages among the various decision arcas. In addition, this work identifies 

maintenance as a kcy area that has not bcen previously Iinked to 

manufacturing strategy . 
Systcms Dynamics was choscn as the approach to study manufacturing 

strategy because of the dynamic nature of rnanufacturing. The relationships 

within and between dccision arcas arc nonlinear and very complcx; and 

cuntnt optimizing methods would not have been able to effectively rep re s en t 

the operating characteristics of a manufacturing environment. in addition, 

optimizing methods arc not conducive to studying systcms from a holistic point 

of view. 

This chapter summarizes the research conducted in this thesis. The 

first section briefly overviews the content, focus and findings of the study. 

Section two summarizes some contributions of this thesis research o n  

manufacturing suatcgy. Finally, the third section identifies some f u tu re 

research directions. 

7.1  RESEARCH OVERVIEW 

This section briefly describes the content and fmdings of each ch ap ter.  

The literaturc rtvicw (Chaptcr 2) is discussed in the ntxt section, followed by a 

bricf discussion of the qualitative analysis (Chapter 4). quantitative anal y s i s 

(Chapter 5). and fi~lally the results of the simulations of the maintenance 

sector of the manufacturing strategy mode1 arc summarizcd (Chaptcr 6) . 



7.1.1 Literature Review Summary 

The literature on manufacturing strategy is categorizcd bastd on a 

taxonomy proposcd in the thcsis. The taxonomy categorizes the literature in to  

fivt major aspects of rnanaging manufacturing strategy: planning (decis ions. 

Iinkages, and segmentation), control and process. The rcview attempts t o 

connect the litcrature on manufacturing strategy with strategy m anagem e n t 

literature. 

The objective of the review was not to descnbe and summarize t h e  

current knowledge base but to use the taxonomy to identify issues and gaps i n  

current reseafch. Until recently, the majority of research on manu f a c  t u  r i  ng 

strategy bas mainly rtlied on case studics. Recently, there have b e e n  

empirical studics and analytical analyses to attempt to gain insights into t h e  

linkages of decision arcas in manufacturing strategy. Weakncssts identi  fied 

with most of the current research is that the research bas been conducted 

from a disjunctive point of view rather than from a holistic one. Mucb of t h e  

existing rtstarch focuses on a single content area such as quality O r 

production systems. Littie research has bcen aimed at understanding t h  e 

relationships that exist among content areas or how decisions in one con ten t  

area affect decisions in other areas. Manufacturing strategy is a very compl tx  

issue. A dynamic approach is required in order to better understand t h e  

complcx interrelationships among the decision arcas of manufacturing. 



7.1.2 Qualitative Analysis 

The qualitative analysis consisted of conceptualizing a systems model to 

represent some of the operations management dccision areas o f  

manufacturing strategy with maintenance being introduced as a new spcci f ic 

key decision are& The decision arcas sclccted for this research wcrt quality, 

workforcc management. mattrials management, process versus product and 

maintenance. In developing the model, two distinct avenues were pursucd i n 

the process of selccting key variables that could significantly influence t h e  

behavior of the decision areas under examination. 

Variables for the decision arcas of process vcrsus product, quality, 

materials management, and workforcc management werc deductively derived 

from the author's existing knowledge base. Interviews wcrc then conducted 

with manufacturers in industry ranging from senior ma nu f ac t u ring 

managers to front line manufacturing supervisors to validate the selection of  

the key variables. The influence diagrams as described in this dissertation 

have evolved as a result of numerous discussions with individuals that have  

had direct involvement in developing manufacturing suategy in industry. 

Since the= seems to have been Little, if any, published effort to date to 

relate maintenance to manufacturing strategy, the variables identified f O r 

this decision m a  in the model arc of an exploratory nature by the author as a 

rcsult of his own expenences and insights gaincd from being dircctly 

involvcd in the process of developing maintenance sttategies within two v e r y 

large manufacturing organizations in North Amtrica. 

Cycle time which is defined in this dissertation, as the timt required to 

manufacture a pmduct unit was selected as the measure to examine 



relationships among and within the decision areas of proccsses, q u al  i t y,  

materials management, workforct management and maintenance. 

The qualitative anaiysis bas illusvatcd a ncw approach to 

understanding manufacturing suategy. Tbe qualitative analysis h a s  

demonstrated that the= art numerous influences among the variables wi th in  

the decision arcas and between the dccision arcas, most of which wert n o  t 

explicit; and that the proccss of constmcting influence diagrams leads those 

involved in the anaiysis to gain a better understanding of how the overal l  

system works including "soft" variables such as workefs morale. ski11 levels 

and productivity . 

7.1.3 Quantitative Analysis 

Tht qualitative analysis has demonstrated that by requiring the key 

elements of a system to be understood and put into proper relationship w i t h  

each other, managers axe forced to think about how the individuai parts f i t  

together to form the entire system. Clearly, having an overall picture of t h e  

systern is key to understanding it, However, in a socicty where we h a v e  

becorne increasingly specialized, having this kind of holistic view is n o  t 

common. Even aftcr diagramming the system and striving to capture what is 

most important, what we are left with can sti11 be quite complicated. It is of ten  

not clear how systems with many influences. and feedbacks behave, which i s  

the reason people often cannot agrte on whether a particular policy will b c 

beneficial or detrimental. It stems, then, chat if it is difficult for most of us t o  

envision how a multitude of relationships and influences act together t o  

produce the bchavior of a system, then it would bc usefil to have some way of 



being able to simulate how a system evolves over tirne. Quantitative s imulat ion 

modelling is mch a method. 

A quantitative analysis was conducted on one sector of t h e  

manufacturing strategy mode1 (the maintenance decision ma), for t h  e 

purposes of illustrating how a systems dynamic approach can offcr a me ans  

for people to visualize how a system in its entirety operates. The ana lys is  

demonstrates that by bcttcr understanding relationships among systems a n d 

within a system, policies can be evaluated in a mort concretc and decisive 

manncr, thus leading to bctter decision making, The key variables studied 

within the maintenance decision area werc the percentages complettd f o r  

both preventive maintenance and the maintenance requests, the level of t h e  

machine operator's involvement in peffonning maintenance activities, 

maintenance resources in terms of numbtr of employees and hours avaifable  

to do maintenance work, and the operating conditions of the product ion  

equipment. The next section providcs a brief summary of the simulations. 

7.1.4 Summary of Simulations 

The following assumptions were undertaken in an effort to examine t h e  

interrelations of variables within maintenance and to also betttr un d e r s  taud 

how decision areas relate to each other when meshed together. 

Tht maintenance department is part of a unionized e n v i r o n m e n t  

consisting of 20 maintenance workcrs, working one shifi eight hours a day. 

Prcventive maintenance is based on the current numbcr of piects o f  

cquipment in operation. The number of piects of equipment including b o  t h  

new (less than two years old) and mature (bctwcen two to eight ytars old) i n 

operation at the start of the simulation is 100 piects. New equipment r equ i  r e s  



one hour per piece of equipment per week, and mature equipment requires  

three hows per piece of equipment per week of preventive maintenance.  

There is a currcnt preventive maintenance backlog of approrimately 250 

hours. The maintenance requcsts (icluding both emergency and o p e  rat ions) 

generated wcekîy is approximately bt twttn 120 to 200 hours with the CU r rent  

backlog bcing about 200 hours. The production operators' involvement i n  

perfocming simple maintenance ta* Vary between littie or no involvement 

to vcry high involvement. Maintenance training is dependent upon the skill 

levtl of the maintenance worker and the cumulative experience of t h e  

department. The current overail operating condition of al1 production 

equipment is a -  80% of its original design specifications. Overtime is 

dependent upon the total current backlog of the maintenance department  

which includes both the preventivc maintenance backlog and mai  n t  en ance 

request backlog. Ovenime occurs only if the total maintenance backlog rises 

ovcr 800 hours. Current production equipment capacity is at 100% (i.e. t h e  

author assumes that ai i  100 pieces of production equipment arc in operation). 

The mode1 is simulated over ten years, divided into 520 weeks with a IJrof 0.25. 

The putpose of the simulations is to observe how the model responds to 

differcnt maintenance policies, and to to gain a bctter understanding of t h e  

interrelationships within the maintenance department. The first s imulation 

run was based upon the above-mentioned conditions emulating no  rm a l  

operation of the maintenance department, 

Within the limitations of the model to reprcsent a rtal situation, results 

from the simulation indicate that thcrt are certain relationships (listed below) 

that arc important to effective production opcrations in the kind of f i rm 

modeled. 



Preventive maintenance is fundamental to an effective production 

system. By carrying out an effective preventivc maintenance p rogram . 
maintenance rcquests that are normally gcnerated are minimizcd a n d  

untxpected equipment breakdowns can be prcvented- 

Training cm play an important rote even though it may cause a short 

term rise in maintenance backlog, since available time ustd for training could 

have k e n  used to work on reducing the overall maintenance backlog. 

Production operator's involvement can significantly influence t h e 

production equipment's condition, Although the initiai impact of t h e 

operator's involvement is perceived as being negative because of maintenance 

workers reducing their productivity, it is an effective long term strategy f O r 

improving overall equipment condition. 

A common thcme of the mode1 simulations is that the system can b t h a v e  

in unexpccted ways. Tbis shows that it is not enough to assume one knows h o w  

the system will respond; it is ntcessary to think cartfully about how t h e  

strategies one sets influences other parts of the system. This is an important  

finding, since if one does not believe that a system can behave in expected 

ways, one will not be on guard to think carefully about the ramifications of 

one's suategic and policy decisions. 

Maintenance is suggested as a strategic decision area CO m anuf ac tur ing  . 

The simulations exccuted in this thcsis show that maintenance can indeed 

influence manufacturing strategy. The= art a number of in terre1 a t i ng 

variables within the decision area of maintenance which, if effective1 y 

meshed, c m  cause maintenance to be a significant factor in making  

operations management a competitive weapon. 



7 .2  RESEARCH CONTRISUTIONS 

The rtstarch contributions of this thesis art discussed under two areas: 

definitions and simulation analysis. 

7.2.1 Definit ions 

Definitions of manufacturing strategy in the Literature (Skinner 1969: 

Wheelwright 1978; Hayes and Schmemer 1978; Buffa 1980; Miller et al. 1981; 

Hill 1985; Hayes and Wheelwright 1984; DeMeyer et al, 1987; Roth 1987; 

Krajewski and Ritzman 1987) emphasize the notion of consistency and l inkage 

among decisions in operations, Researchers use the terms (consistency O r 

linkage) to denote many things, and as a result the terms create ambiguity. 1 n 

this thesis. the tenn linkage is defmed in Chapter 1. The definition makes t h e  

term more meaningful. hopefully rcducing ambiguity associated with its use, 

A paradigm for managing manufacturing strategy is propostd i n 

Chapter 2. The paradigm synthesizes the worlr of other researchers. The 

paradigm takes a comprehensive look at what constitutes manuf ac  tu ri a g 

strategy and what is involved in planning strategy. Most researchers focus o n  

the purpose of manufacturing strategy, rathcr than defining the content o f  

manufacturing strategy or the process of managing it, The paradigm 

delineates the differcnt components of manufacturing strategy. The p a rad i gm 

offcrs a focus for categorizing past work in manufacturing strategy and 

identifjring issues that need to be addressed in the future. 



7.2.2 Simulation Analysis 

This thesis has demonstrated an innovative approach to studing 

linkages among and within decision arcas of manufacturing strategy. 

Fi, this research has deveIoped a systems dynamic mode1 of 

manufacturing strategy where manufacturing strategists can visualize a n d 

understand the parameters influencing strategic management decisions, t h e 

relationships among them, and how they affect each other. 

Stcondly, maintenance is introductd as a kcy operations m a n  agem e nt 

decision area within manufacturing. 

Thirdly, a quantitative analysis of the maintenance decision area w as 

carrieci out to demonstrate that systcms c m  behave in unexpected ways. This 

reinforces the point that it is not enough to assume one knows how the system 

will respond; it is ntcessary to think carefully about how the strategies o n e  

sets influence other parts of the system. This is an extrcmely important 

fmding. since if one does not belicve that a system can behave in unexpected 

ways, one will not be on guard against the unintended side effects of one's 

strategic and policy decisions. 

Using systems dynamics to gain a better understanding of  

manufactunng strategy is to the bcst of the author's knowledge not availab le 

any where in literature to date. The author is convinced from this research  

that a systems dynamic approach to studying manufacturing strategy will help 

managers in industry to better understand the complex nature of operations 

management and that operations management can bccome a competi t ive 

weapon if relationships among and within decision areas arc well understood 

and efftctively linked. 



7.3 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION 

Manufacturing strategy research is still in its infancy. 

to be leamed about the content and process of managing 

knowledge of lialrages between operations management 

Then is much 

strategy. The 

decisions an d 

competitive priorities 

needed from a holistic 

relate with each other 

to suive to achieve. 

Mort research 

conceptualized in this 

is crucial to managing strategy, More research is  

perspective to understand and verify how decisions 

and with the competitive pnorities for manuf ac  tu ri ag 

can be done within the context of the model 

thesis. This thesis examined the linkages among and 

within the decision areas of processes, materials management, quali ty , 

workforcc management and maintenance in relation to one of the competitive 

priorities: delivery t h e  - measured by cycle tirne. The model cm be expanded 

to include other competitive pnorities such as cost, quality. dependability a n  d 

flexibility. Additional dccision areas that could be included are p rod uc t i O n 

planning and scheduling, product and corporate strategy. 

The objective in this area of research should be the development of a 

grand model of the relationships among and within al1 decision areas o f  

manufacturing strategy. This dissertation is just the begiming. 
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